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ABSTRACT
NANOINDENTATION CHARACTERIZATION OF ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF
SHALES AND SWELLING CLAY MINERALS
FEBRUARY 2020
SHENGMIN LUO, B.Eng., WUHAN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Guoping Zhang
Oil and gas shales are a class of multiscale, multiphase, hybrid inorganic-organic
sedimentary rocks that consist of a generally uniform, preferentially oriented clay matrix
with randomly embedded silt and sand particles as solid inclusions. A thorough
understanding of the mechanical properties of shales is crucial for the exploration and
production of oil and gas in the unconventional shale reservoirs, but it can be a challenging
task due to their nature of compositional heterogeneity and microstructural anisotropy. In
efforts to better characterize the mechanical properties of shales across different length
scales and to fundamentally understand the laws of upscaling from individual constituent
minerals to bulk rocks, a big data-based nanoindentation technique was proposed and
validated in the first phase of this research. This technique is capable of simultaneously
measuring the properties of both clay matrix and individual solid inclusions at the
nanoscale and the properties of bulk rock at the macroscale, which established the
theoretical foundation of this study and provided a powerful tool for the future research on
characterizing the cross-scale mechanical properties of other composite materials (e.g.,
concretes).

vi

Sufficient data obtained from the past and existing operations have suggested that
the fracturing fluids can cause the weakening of rock frame in the shale formations during
the hydrofracking processes, but the mechanisms behind this softening behavior still
remain elusive. Therefore, the second phase of this research investigated the effects of
various fluids used in oil-field practice on the mechanical properties of shale by
implementing the big data-based nanoindentation technique. Together with some chemical
characterization methods, it was found that the water-based fracturing fluids usually
dissolved the carbonate cementation in shale via some physical interactions and chemical
reactions, which reduced the microstructural integrity of shale and hence the mechanical
performances. However, the indentation results also confirmed that the shale softening can
be effectively suppressed after adding a certain surfactant, indicating that the big databased nanoindentation can serve as a useful tool to optimize the selection of fracturing fluid
for a given shale formation.
In the final phase of this study, the effect of different interlayer complexes (e.g.,
interlayer cation species and layer charges) on the elasticity of smectite, a swelling clay
mineral commonly found in shales, was further investigated by using the nanoindentation
testing. The findings here can help understand the elasticity alteration of clay matrix in
bulk shales upon contact with fracturing fluids, which was achieved through elucidating
the upscaling correlation from individual smectite crystals to assemblage of clay particles
(i.e., clay matrix).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
The International Energy Outlook 2019 (IEO2019) recently released by The U.S.

Energy Information Administration (EIA) projects a 50% growth of future world energy
consumption in the next 30 years, and fossil fuels still account for a large percentage (over
three times as many as the nonfossil fuels) of the total energy consumption by 2050.
However, it is generally agreed that the conventional resources of fossil fuels will be no
more available by the end of this century. To overcome this global energy crisis, shale oil
and shale gas, hydrocarbons that are produced from shale formations by using the
unconventional methods, have been considered by the industries as an important alternative
source of the future hydrocarbons, and the shale oil and gas industry has also grown rapidly
since the 1990s due to the continuous increase in demand coming from the world.
Fine-grained, clay-rich shale deposits that host large amounts of hydrocarbons are
estimated to constitute more than 50% of the sedimentary rocks on the Earth’s crust [1].
Unlike the conventional hydrocarbon reservoirs, oil and gas trapped within the pore spaces
of shales are often difficult to access, because the extremely low permeability of the
reservoirs does not allow the oil and gas to flow easily. As a consequence, shale oil and
shale gas are also known as the tight oil and the tight gas [2, 3]. Considering the extremely
low permeability of shales, the hydrocarbon production in the deep-underground shale
formations requires hydraulic fracturing (or hydro-fracking), which is often combined with
horizontal drilling to satisfy the economical demands [4, 5]. The horizontal drilling
techniques can advance a borehole horizontally and expose the wellbore to a formation

1

Figure 1.1 Average gas production rates for different shale gas basins [8].

surface following the formation path under the earth for hundreds or even thousands of feet,
and the hydraulic fracturing is then performed by pumping fracturing fluid, a mixture of
99% of water and proppants and 1% of chemical additives, into the ground to open enough
cracks and create extensive fracture networks or channels in the shale reservoirs for the
free flow of oil and gas spread out in small amounts [6, 7]. As the fracturing fluid retreats,
the proppants carried by the fluid to downhole will keep the hydraulic-induced fractures
open, and the chemical additives can enhance the oil and gas recovery, maintain the
wellbore stability, and minimize deterioration and damage to the formation.
However, as shown in Figure 1.1, almost every gas well has only 40% of their
maximum production rate left after eight to twelve months of production [8, 9], which can
be largely attributed to a major concern called shale softening in the shale oil and gas
industry. A widely recognized hypothesis for this rapid reduction in production rate is that
the process of hydraulic fracturing brings huge amounts of water into the shale reservoirs,
and the clay minerals within the fine-grained shales can interact with water via such
processes as hydration, diffusion, absorption, and adsorption, among others, leading to the
2

inevitable swelling and softening of the clay matrix as well as the bulk rock. The
accompanying weakening of their mechanical properties in turn results in proppant
embedment, proppant crushing, spalling of formation fines, and fines plugging [10, 11].
This loss of packing permeability of proppants can greatly decrease the rate of well
production, and a refracturing process of the existing wells will be necessary to maintain
the production levels.
In summary, an accurate characterization of the mechanical properties of shales is
important for understanding their geophysical behavior during the subsurface exploration
and for predicting the in-situ geochemical behavior in the subsequent long-term production.

1.2

Research Objectives
The primary goal of this research is to accurately characterize the mechanical

properties of shales at multiple length scales as well as to better understand the mechanisms
of shale softening induced by the shale-fluid interactions. Specific research objectives are
as follows:
•

Develop a new nanoindentation-based testing technique to efficiently measure
the mechanical properties of shales at different length scales.

•

Identify a model to interpret how the mechanical properties of shales (a type of
highly heterogeneous composite) evolve from nano- to macro-scale.

•

Determine the mechanical properties of shale samples that are non-treated and
pre-treated with various chemical solutions under the simulated reservoir
conditions, and quantify the changes to evaluate the effectiveness of the
treatments by chemical additives.

3

•

Investigate the laws of upscaling of the mechanical properties from individual
clay crystals to highly compressed clay thin films and eventually to clay matrix.

1.3

Dissertation Organization
This dissertation consists of seven chapters and is formatted as a series of stand-

alone papers. A brief outline of each chapter is given below:
(1) Chapter 1 (current chapter) is an introduction to this research, including the
background, research objectives, and dissertation organization.
(2) Chapter 2 summarizes a comprehensive review of the existing nanoindentation
technique and its applications on characterizing the mechanical properties of
shales and clay minerals, which provides the necessary experimental
background knowledge for this dissertation research and meanwhile should
uncover the regions with insufficient understanding.
(3) Chapter 3 presents a big data-based nanoindentation technique developed for
the cross-scale characterization of the elasticity of shales. In this chapter, the
effect of bin size on the statistical deconvolution of experimental probability
density function (PDF) is examined, and a surround effect model is introduced
to interpret the variations of indentation measurements obtained from different
length scales. This paper has been submitted to Journal of the Mechanics and
Physics of Solids.
(4) Chapter 4 continues yet extends the topic studied in Chapter 3. To work around
the issues inherent to the PDF deconvolution, Gaussian mixture modeling is
implemented to the statistical analysis of the indentation results. In this chapter,

4

the multiscale mechanical properties (both Young’s modulus and hardness) of
shales and sandstones, two common types of reservoir rocks with totally
different compositions and microstructures, are measured and compared. This
paper will be submitted to Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering.
(5) In Chapter 5, the previously developed big data-based nanoindentation
technique is implemented to study the effects of fracturing fluids on the
mechanical properties of shale. The mechanical and chemical mechanisms
behind the shale softening is also examined.
(6) Chapter 6 presents nanoindentation results of an investigation into the
mechanical properties of two swelling clay minerals, including montmorillonite
and vermiculite.
(7) Chapter 7 is a concluding chapter that summarizes the significant findings of
this dissertation research and provides recommendations for future study on the
mechanical properties of shales as well as other geomaterials.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Introduction
This section includes a brief summary of the literature review that was conducted

for this dissertation. Since nanoindentation testing is the chief experimental method
implemented in this research, the following sections will first provide an extensive review
on the fundamental principles of the nanoindentation technique, the problems encountered
in the practical cases, and the further developments promoted by its wide applications, so
that a comprehensive understanding can be gained. Next, the mixture model-based
approach, which is a statistical analysis used for data reduction of the indentation results,
is presented and discussed. Finally, a review of researches which were performed for
measuring the mechanical properties of shales and clay minerals by the nanoindentation is
presented at the end of the literature review. This chapter should be able to uncover the
regions with insufficient knowledge and provides rationale of this research.

2.2

Nanoindentation Testing
Introduction
It is well known that microindentation testing has long been used as a non-

destructive, simple method to measure the hardness of materials at a relatively large scale.
For a typical microindentation test, indenter with a specified tip shape (mostly a four-sided
Vickers pyramid) is driven into and withdrawn from the surface of the tested material, and
the residual impression on the specimen surface is directly measured under the optical
microscope upon complete removal of the applied load. The material’s hardness is then
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given directly by the mean pressure (i.e., applied load divided by residual impression)
between the indenter and the tested material [12–14].
There has been growing recent demands in small-scale indentation test due to the
considerable interest in the mechanical characterization of thin film systems and small
volumes of materials. By employing the nanoindentation technique, not only hardness but
a wide variety of mechanical properties that are of interest to materials science, such as
elastic modulus, strain-hardening exponent, fracture toughness, and viscoelasticity, among
others, can be characterized. Nanoindentation, as its name implies, is an indentation test
which the length scale of the penetration is measured in nanometers (10-9 m) rather than
micrometers (10-6 m) or millimeters (10-3 m) [15, 16]. Since the size of the residual
impression made by a nanoindentation test is too small to be conveniently measured by
microscopic imaging, Oliver and Pharr (1992) [17] devised a method (see next section) to
indirectly determine the size of the contact area by measuring the depth of indenter
penetration into the specimen surface. Therefore, nanoindentation testing is also known as
the depth-sensing indentation (DSI) or the instrumented indentation testing (IIT).

Fundamental Principles of Nanoindentation Testing
A general testing procedure of nanoindentation includes (Figure 2.1a):
(1) Increase load at a constant loading rate Ṗ/P (or a constant indentation strain rate
ḣ/h) to a pre-selected maximum load Pmax (or maximum indentation depth hmax);
(2) Hold the maximum load constant for a given period of time (e.g., 10s);
(3) Decrease the load using the same loading rate as that at Pmax of the previous
loading segment until a 10% of Pmax is reached;
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1 (a) Schematic illustration of the indentation loading process showing the
parameters and the contact geometries; (b) data showing the important measured
parameters during a loading-unloading cycle [18].

(4) Hold the load constant again (e.g., 10s) for the correction of thermal drift of the
instrument;
(5) Decrease the load linearly to zero.
As shown in Figure 2.1b, the load and displacement of the indenter are both
recorded by the high-resolution instrumentation throughout the loading-unloading cycle.
Oliver and Pharr (2004) [18] presented that the upper 25% to 50% of the unloading curve
can usually be well approximated by the power law relation below:
8

P = α (h − hf ) m

(2.1)

where α and m are curve fitting parameters and hf is final unloading depth.
Once an appropriate fit is obtained, contact stiffness, S = dP/dh, is then determined
as the slope (i.e., first derivative) of the unloading curve at the maximum indentation depth
hmax. Based on the theories of contact mechanics, Young’s modulus (denoted as E) and
hardness (denoted as H), two mechanical properties most frequently probed by the
nanoindentation testing, can be calculated as follows:

1 1− ν 2 1− ν i2
=
+
Er
E
Ei

H=

(2.2)

Pmax
Ap

(2.3)

where Ei (1141 GPa) and νi (0.07) are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the
Berkovich diamond indenter, respectively; ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the tested material
and is usually assumed to 0.2; Er is reduced modulus defined as:

Er =

π
2β Ap

S

(2.4)

where β (1.05) is correction factor for indenter geometry; Ap is projected contact area
calculated by following the Oliver and Pharr method [17]:
8

Ap (hc ) = ∑Cn (hc )2−n = C0 hc2 + C1hc +…+ C8 hc1/128

(2.5)

n=0

hc = hmax − hs = hmax − ε
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Pmax
S

(2.6)

where C0 to C8 are constants determined by tip calibration; hs is purely elastic deflection
of the material’s surface at the contact perimeter; hc is contact depth; ε (0.75) is geometric
constant for the indenter.

Grid Indentation Analysis
The feasibility of extending the application of the continuum indentation analysis
to the structurally heterogeneous materials was studied in the past decade. A grid
indentation technique was proposed by Constantinides et al. (2006) [19] for the in-situ
characterization of the mechanical properties of composites that comprise different
material phases, and it has been proven by some other studies that this statistical testing
method is effective to extract the mechanical properties of individual constituent
components from a multi-phase microstructure [20–23].
The understanding of the above grid indentation method can begin by simply
considering a case of indenting a binary composite material. As shown in Figure 2.2, a
large number of indentation tests are carried out in the form of a grid with a constant
spacing l between individual tests, each of which is regarded as an independent statistical
event. When the maximum penetration of each indentation test is much smaller than the
characteristic length D of either phase 1 or phase 2, the mechanical properties of these two
phases can respectively be extracted by statistically analyzing the indentation results (such
as PDF or CDF deconvolution). On the contrary, if the maximum indentation depth is much
greater than the characteristic length of the individual phases, the extracted mechanical
properties should in turn represent the average response of the composite material.
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of the principle of the grid indentation technique for heterogeneous
materials [19].

Similarly, this thought experiment in the binary system can be extended to the
materials with n different phases. Nevertheless, the major challenge encountered during
the practical applications is that the maximum indentation depth becomes crucial in the
characterization of single-phase properties and it must be chosen very carefully,
remembering that the mechanical properties of the indented material can only be extracted
at the maximum indentation depth when using the traditional nanoindentation testing. The
analysis of grid indentation results via the PDF deconvolution will be studied in greater
detail in next chapter.
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Continuous Stiffness Measurement
The characterization of the mechanical properties of thin films has become one of
the most popular applications of the nanoindentation technique [24]. However, since the
thickness of the film is not always known in advance, the major challenge of conducting
nanoindentation testing on thin film, which to some extent is similar to the aforementioned
difficulty faced by the grid indentation, is to avoid the undesired effects of the substrate on
the measured mechanical properties of the test film samples.
The continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) method, a dynamic indentation
testing method, has shown a significant improvement and a great advantage in applying
nanoindentation testing on thin films. Unlike the conventional Oliver-Pharr method that
the contact stiffness can only be determined at the maximum penetration, the CSM method
allows the harmonic contact stiffness to be measured continuously during the loading
process, which is accomplished by first superimposing a small harmonic oscillation on the
primary loading signal (Figure 2.3a) and then continuously measuring the amplitude and
phase angle of the corresponding displacement oscillation by means of a frequency-specific
amplifier [17, 18, 25–27]. Furthermore, the CSM method is less sensitive to the effects of
thermal drifts and the time-dependent plasticity of the test materials [28].
The system of nanoindenter can be simply described by a simple-harmonic
oscillator system (Figure 2.4) when the nanoindenter is in contact with the test material.
The analysis of a simple harmonic oscillator subjected to a forced oscillation will yield:
2
Pos
= ⎡⎣(S −1 + K f−1 )−1 + K s − mω 2 ⎤⎦ + ω 2 D 2
h(ω )

tan(φ ) =

ωD
(S + K f−1 )−1 − mω 2
−1
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(2.7)

(2.8)

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3 (a) Schematic of CSM loading cycle [25]; (b) comparison between the typical
results obtained from the nanoindentation testing under the CSM mode (the continuous
black line) and the ISO standard (individual red dots) [27].
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Figure 2.4 A dynamic model for the system [17].

where m is mass of the indenter; Pos is magnitude of the oscillation force and h(ω) is
magnitude of the resulting displacement oscillation; ω is frequency of the oscillation and
ϕ is phase angle between the harmonic force and the displacement signals; Kf, Ks, and D
are load frame stiffness, stiffness of the column support springs, and damping coefficient,
respectively.
The dynamic model can further be simplified to a simpler system (Figure 2.4) by
defining a reduced spring constant:

K = (S −1 + K f−1 )−1 + Ks

(2.9)

Since the load frame compliance (i.e., reciprocal of stiffness) is calibrated along
with the area function of the indenter on the fused silica, the harmonic contact stiffness (S)
can then be separated by removing the component caused by the load frame (i.e., the load
frame stiffness Kf) from the response of the entire system. As a result, the mechanical
properties of the tested materials are determined as a function of the indentation depth
(Figure 2.3b) following the procedures presented in Section 2.2.2 because of its ability to
14

continuously measure the harmonic contact stiffness. Therefore, the CSM method is a
powerful tool for characterizing the mechanical properties of thin films and heterogeneous
materials as any subtle difference in the measured mechanical properties during the test
can be detected by the instrument. It is important to note that a basic assumption of CSM
is that the superimposed harmonic oscillation is small enough to have no impact on the
overall loads and displacements.

2.3

Finite Mixture Modeling
Finite mixtures modeling (FMM) has been increasingly used to model the

distributions of a wide variety of random heterogeneous phenomena. By assuming the
Gaussian distribution for the individual components, the mixture model can then be easily
fitted iteratively by maximum likelihood (ML) via the expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm [29–32]. Besides, the mixture model-based approach is also widely applied in
cluster analysis as it is a useful tool in identifying the data groups (i.e., components or
clusters) without prior knowledge of the number of components [33].
The mixture modeling, as an alternative analytical method to the deconvolution
technique, was also adopted recently by some researchers to analyze the statistical
indentation results obtained from the heterogeneous materials such as concrete and shales
[34–37]. Since the Young’s modulus (E) and the hardness (H) are two correlated
mechanical properties determined from a single indentation experiment, the outcome of
the grid indentation testing is a two-dimensional vector Y = ( yT1 , ... , yTn )T, where n is the
total number of the indentation tests. Each data point (i.e., each indentation test) yj is
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assumed to be a realization of the random vector Y with the probability density function
(PDF) of a g-component normal mixture:
g

f ( y j;Ψ) = ∑π ici ( y j;θ i )

(2.10)

i =1

where the mixing proportions πi are nonnegative and sum to one; Ψ = (π1, ... , πg–1, θT )T
where θi denotes the unknown parameters of the normal distribution ci, including the means
μi and the variance-covariance matrices Σi.
For the bivariate normal mixture models, the PDF is:

ci ( y j; µ i , Σ i ) =

1
−
⎡ 1
⎤
1
( Σ i ) 2 exp ⎢ − ( y j − µ i )T (Σ i )−1 ( y j − µ i ) ⎥
2π
⎣ 2
⎦

(2.11)

Assuming that the data points y1, ... , yn are independent and identically distributed
(iid) realizations of the vector Y, the log likelihood function for Ψ is given by:
g

n

log L(Ψ) = ∑ log ∑π ici ( y j; µ i , Σ i )
j =1

(2.12)

i =1

The estimation of Ψ can be obtained by finding an appropriate root of the likelihood
equation:

∂log L(Ψ)
=0
∂Ψ

(2.13)

However, it is often computationally intensive and less robust to directly solve the
above equation. Instead, the EM algorithm of Dempster et al. (1997) [29] that provides a
much more straightforward means is applied to maximize the above likelihood function.
The EM algorithm first regards the observed data yobs as being incomplete, and the
complete-data vector xc = (xT1 , ... , xTn )T is then given by:
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x1 = ( y1T ,z1T )T ,…, xn = ( ynT ,znT )T

(2.14)

where the unobservable (or latent) component-label variables zij (i = 1, ... , g; j = 1, ... , n)
are introduced and defined to be 1 or 0 according to if yj did or did not arise from the ith
component of the mixture model. Hence, the complete-data log likelihood becomes:
g

n

log Lc (Ψ) = ∑∑zij log ⎡⎣π ici ( y j; µ i , Σ i ) ⎤⎦

(2.15)

i =1 j =1

The EM algorithm proceeds iteratively in two steps: E (for expectation) and M (for
maximization). The E-step handles the addition of Z by calculating the conditional
expectation of the complete-data log likelihood log Lc(Ψ) on the (k + 1)th iteration given
the observed data yobs and the current fit Ψ(k) of Ψ:

Q(Ψ;Ψ ( k ) ) = EΨ ( k ) ⎡⎣ log Lc (Ψ) | yobs ⎤⎦

(2.16)

Since log Lc(Ψ) is a linear function of the latent variables zij, the E-step is
accomplished by simply replacing zij by its current conditional expectation on yj:

zij(k ) = EΨ ( k ) ⎡⎣ Z ij | y j ⎤⎦ = prΨ ( k ) ⎡⎣ Z ij = 1| y j ⎤⎦ = τ i ( y j;Ψ ( k ) )

(2.17)

where τi ( yj ; Ψ(k)) is the current estimate of the posterior probability that yj belongs to the
ith component and is given by Bayes Theorem:
τ i ( y j;Ψ ( k ) ) =

π ici ( y j; µ i , Σ i )
g

∑π

(2.18)

c ( y j; µ h , Σ h )

h h

i =1

The M-step on the (k + 1)th iteration aims at the global maximization of Q(Ψ; Ψ(k))
with respect to Ψ based on the updated estimate Ψ(k +1). The current fitting for the mix
proportions, the component means, and the variance-covariance matrices are calculated
explicitly as:
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π

n

( k+1)
i

1
= ∑τ ij(k )
n j =1

(2.19)

n

µ

( k+1)
i

=

∑τ

(k )
ij

yj

j =1
n

∑τ

(2.20)
(k )
ij

j =1

n

Σ (i k+1) =

(

)(

∑τ ij(k ) y j − µ i( k+1) y j − µ i( k+1)
j =1

n

∑τ

)

T

(2.21)

(k )
ij

j =1

where τij(k) = τi ( yj ; Ψ(k)). An excellent feature of the EM algorithm is that the mixture
likelihood L(Ψ) would never decrease after an EM iteration:

L(Ψ (k+1) ) ≥ L(Ψ (k ) )

(2.22)

The E and M-step are alternated repeatedly until L(Ψ(k +1)) – L(Ψ(k )) (i.e., the
difference in likelihood) changes by an acceptable small amount in the case of convergence.
Compared with the deconvolution technique, a prominent advantage of the mixture modelbased approach is that it allows for the assessment of the number of components in the
mixtures by applying likelihood-based model selection criteria such as Akaike’s
information criterion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion (BIC), and Integrated
Completed Likelihood (ICL) [32, 38, 39]. Moreover, the model-based clustering can also
be done by assigning each observation to the cluster based on the posterior probabilities
calculated by the selected model and the parameters estimated from the ML-EM procedure
[40–44].
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2.4

Shales
Mineralogy and Organic Matter
X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) or X-ray diffraction (XRD) is the best available

technique for the identification and quantification of mineralogy of shales. Based on the
qualitative and quantitative XRPD analysis presented in many publications [37, 45–49],
shales are diverse in composition mainly composed of non-clay minerals, clay minerals,
and organic matter. The most common non-clay minerals are quartz, feldspars, carbonates,
and pyrite, while clay minerals like kaolinite, illite, smectite, vermiculite, and chlorite
frequently occur to make up the supporting unit of shales. In a powder diffraction pattern,
diagnostic reflections of clay minerals are weak compared to that of non-clay minerals.
Therefore, an additional process of separating the clay minerals from the non-clay minerals
is required to accomplish precise identification of specific clay minerals [50, 51].
As a result of the diversity of geological origins and the various diagenetic
processes, the type of clay minerals and other solid inclusions, as well as their relative
percentages, vary among shales recovered from different formations and even from
different burial depths within the same formation. The diagenetic evolution generally
brings about illitization that describes the transformation of smectite to illite through an
intermediate state of interstratified illite and smectite (I/S) [49, 52, 53]. Hower et al. (1976)
[54] conducted a case study for determining the chemical composition of shales recovered
from Gulf Coast of the United States. They found that the proportion of illite layer in the
I/S mixed layer increased with the burial depth, and the illitization appeared to proceed by
redistribution of chemical components, especially for potassium that already existed in
shales.
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Kerogen, the organic matter (OM) existing within the pore spaces of the shales, is
known to preserve huge amounts of oil and natural gas that can be extracted by in-situ
combustion and pyrolysis [55, 56]. To establish accurate rock physics models for inverting
field geophysical data, the structures and elastic properties of kerogen are essential [57].
However, most conventional mechanical testing techniques can only be applied to the
samples that have been isolated from the other constituents, but it should be noted that
misleading results can be yielded by these ex-situ testing methods because the isolation
process may alter the properties of kerogen. Alternatively, the nanoindentation testing
makes the in-situ measurements of elastic properties of kerogen possible. For instance,
Ahmadov et al. (2009) [58] reported the Young’s modulus of 11.9 GPa for kerogen using
the nanoindentation testing with an assumption of 0.25 for the Poisson’s ratio of kerogen,
and this result was comparable to the measurement of 10.7 GPa determined by an atomic
force microscope (AFM)-based nanoindenter according to Zeszotarski et al. (2004) [59].

Microstructure and Porosity
Both the XRPD results and the SEM images have revealed that the clay minerals
are generally the most abundant material in shales. Due to their platy shape, clay minerals
tend to preferentially align with (001) lattice planes parallel to the bedding plane and form
distinctly layered structure during the processes of slow sedimentation, compaction, and
diagenesis [60–62].
Seiphoori et al. (2017) [63] presented some SEM images obtained from a broken
surface of Opalinus shales which clearly show that the solid inclusions such as pyrite
framboids, quartz and calcite particles, and microfossil are randomly dispersed within the
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Figure 2.5 SEM images of the broken surface of a natural Opalinus shale [63].

Figure 2.6 Characteristics of different shale pore types in the Longmaxi shales from the
Sichuan basin, China [49].
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folded and warped clay platelets (Figure 2.5). Similar observations were provided by Geng
et al. (2017) [49] from the polished shale surfaces and meanwhile three types of pore in
shales were identified, which are interparticle pores, intraparticle pores, and organic-matter
pores (Figure 2.6). However, the 3D geometry of pore pathways constructed using the
focused ion beam nanotomography (FIB-nt) shows that these micropores in shales are
actually isolated and do not connect to each other [64]. Furthermore, Mathia et al. (2016)
[65] also concluded that the spatial distributions of different pore types were related to the
thermal maturity of shales after they had looked over the shale samples recovered from
different boreholes. Although shales possess roughly 10 vol.% of porosity on average and
those much smaller, SEM-invisible pores existing in the fine-grained clay matrix may
create links between larger pores, the tiny sizes of clay minerals still reduce the pore paths
and eventually lead to an extremely low permeability of shales.

Mechanical Anisotropy
Preferred orientation of clay minerals and spatial distribution of organic matter in
clay fabric are two major factors contributing to the mechanical anisotropy of shales [60,
61, 66]. Results from the static and dynamic experiments carried out on relatively large
intact core samples have been used by many researches to quantify the elastic anisotropy
of shales [67–70].
Vernik and Nur (1992) [66] found that the anisotropy parameter ε (first introduced
by Thomsen (1986) [71]) calculated from ultrasonic velocity measurements increased with
the increasing kerogen content, and the effect of kerogen on the seismic anisotropy can be
determined using the Backus model (Figure 2.7). Note that the disparity between the model
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and the experimental results for immature black shales implies that dramatic changes of
the shale textures are likely to occur during the process of thermal maturation. In addition,
as shown in Figure 2.8, static and dynamic elastic properties of shales that were determined
by a combined static-dynamic method presented by Sone and Zoback (2013) [72] exhibit
a clearly increasing trend of elastic anisotropy with a larger volume fraction of the soft
components (i.e., clay minerals and kerogen). However, owing to the tiny particle sizes of
the constituent minerals, traditional methods that require large intact core materials are not
applicable when the mechanical properties of individual components are of interest.

Nanoindentation on Shales
Zeszotarski et al. (2004) [59] presented the mechanical properties of kerogen
obtained from the organic-rich Woodford shales using an AFM-based nanoindentation
testing. Measurements were made in three orthogonal faces of a cube and multiple
indentation tests were carried out on homogeneous kerogen regions of minimum 2 µm2 for
each face. The results indicate that the measured indentation modulus (M) and hardness (H)
in different directions do not exhibit significant differences and are found to be isotropic,
which have averages of 10.7 GPa and 0.56 GPa for M and H, respectively.
Ulm et al. (2007) [21] investigated the intrinsic and structural sources of anisotropy
of shales by performing the statistical indentation technique in two orthogonal directions
of small core samples obtained from the GeoGenome project. The shale specimen is
composed of clay, silt, and porosity with volume fractions of 0.65, 0.27, and 0.08,
respectively. The average maximum indentation depth is 584 ± 272 nm in x1 direction (i.e.,
bedding plane), which is similar to that of 613 ± 204 nm in x3 direction (i.e., normal to the
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Figure 2.7 Anisotropy parameter ε versus kerogen content for black Bakken shales and
some non-source rocks. The solid curve shows the prediction model developed from a twolayer illite/kerogen composite [66].

Figure 2.8 Anisotropy parameters versus the sum of clay and kerogen volume [72].
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Figure 2.9 Anisotropy of elasticity and isotropy of packing density distribution: (a)
indentation moduli versus packing density, (b) indentation hardness versus packing
density, (c) cumulative distribution function of packing density, and (d) probability density
function of packing density [21].

bedding plane). Figure 2.9 shows that a statistically anisotropic elasticity (M1 > M3) of the
dominating clay phase is observed to increase with increasing packing density, yet a
statistically isotropic behavior is observed in the hardness measurement. Results also
showed that the asymptotic values of the indentation modulus are M1 = 26.4 GPa and M3
= 17 GPa (η = 1).
Liu (2015) [73] studied the fracture toughness (KIC) of shales obtained from two
different shale formations, including organic-rich Antrim shales and clay-rich Opalinus
shales. Nanoindentation testing was conducted using a cube-corner indenter to induce
radial cracks. Two common methods for charactering the fracture toughness, including the
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crack-length measurement method [74] and the energy-release measurement method [75],
were respectively adopted to evaluate the tested shale samples’ resistance to brittle fracture.
However, these two methods did not yield consistent results on either Antrim shale or
Opalinus shale, and significant anisotropy was observed from the Opalinus shales.
Bennett et al. (2015) [1] performed a total of 349 individual nanoindentation tests
on two different specimens which were cut from a core sample of the organic-rich
Woodford shale in two orthogonal directions, and four length scales of indentation depth
ranging from 200 nm to 5 μm were used to assess the sample heterogeneity. Each
indentation locus was examined individually by SEM afterwards, and the indentation
measurements were classified into three categories: clay minerals, other silicate minerals
(abbreviated as QFP for quartz, feldspar, and pyrite), and organic material. The
nanoindentation was carried out in both bedding plane normal (BPN) and bedding plane
parallel (BPP) orientations. The measured stiffness was found to be stronger and stiffer in
the BPP direction, and this mechanical anisotropy was most pronounced in the organic/clay
matrix.
Akono and Kabir (2016) [36] conducted a 20 × 20 grid indentation for Toarcian
shales, a quartz-dominating shale collected from the Paris Basin in France. Figure 2.10
shows that totally three distinctive phases were identified in the deconvolution results, and
they can be respectively assigned to different constituents by comparing the results to the
published data. Phase 1 with the smallest value of E = 20.43 GPa and H = 2.04 GPa was
assigned to a composite made of clay, air voids, and organic matter. The second phase with
E = 60.68 GPa and H = 4.3 GPa was interpreted as the clay phase, and the remaining third
phase with E = 90.60 GPa and H = 9.4 GPa was classified as quartz.
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Figure 2.10 Statistical nanoindentation results presenting Young’s modulus and hardness
of three different phases for a Toarcian shale specimen [36].
Yang et al. (2018) [76] investigated the effect of surface treatments on the
mechanical properties of shales recovered from Sichuan, China. The Shale sample surfaces
were coated by an organosilicon compound called octadecyltrimethoxysilane (OTMS) to
enhance the surface hydrophobicity. The samples with and without surface treatments were
both soaked in the deionized (DI) water at 21 °C for 30 days, and the Young’s modulus of
clay matrix was then measured using the nanoindentation CSM method. Results show that
water percolations were reduced for the shale samples with surface treatments, and the
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Figure 2.11 Average Young’s modulus of the clay matrix obtained from shale samples with
and without the surface treatments [76].

coated surfaces, to some extent, help resist the mechanical properties from being
significantly weakened (Figure 2.11).

2.5

Clay Minerals
Introduction
Clay minerals are hydrous aluminum phyllosilicates that have very small particle

sizes (generally < 2 µm). According to the nomenclature and classification recommended
by the Nomenclature Committee of the Association Internationale pour l'Etude des Argiles
(AIPEA, International Association for the Study of Clays), corner-linked tetrahedral sheet
and edge-linked octahedral sheet are two basic modular units of clay minerals, and the
assemblage formed by linking one tetrahedral sheet (or two tetrahedral sheets) with one
octahedral sheet is known as a 1:1 layer (or a 2:1 layer). In addition, layers are separated
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from one another by various interlayer materials, including cations with different degrees
of hydration, organic molecules, and hydroxide octahedral groups and sheets. Finally, the
total assembly of a layer (either 1:1 or 2:1 type) plus the interlayer complexes is referred
to as a unit structure [50, 77–80]. Figure 2.12 shows the synthesis pattern for the clay
minerals, and the bottom of the figure lists three most common clay mineral types that are
found in soils and rocks. Unlike the idealized structures of clay minerals, the mixed-layered
structure is an intermediate state when the transition of one mineral to another is taking
place, and it should be noted that mixed-layered or interstratified structures are common in
naturally occurring clay minerals. For instance, it is generally agreed that smectite, a
swelling clay mineral, can transform to illite, a more stable clay mineral, under the
environments of high temperatures and high pressures (i.e., mixed-layered illite/smectite),
as discussed in the previous section.
Moreover, clay minerals usually have net negative layer charges that mainly arise
from isomorphous substitution within the crystal structure. Substitution of Al3+ for Si4+
most commonly takes place in the tetrahedral sheet, and/or Mg2+ is often substituted for
Al3+ in the octahedral sheet. To restore an overall electrical neutrality of the clay crystal,
this resulting charge deficiency by the isomorphous substitution is balanced through having
cations, such as potassium, sodium, and calcium, in the interlayer space. The different types
of interlayer bonding highly decide the swelling potential of clay minerals. For instance,
the bonding between adjacent layers of kaolinite is a combination of van der Waals forces
and hydrogen bonds, which is sufficiently strong so that there is no interlayer swelling in
the presence of water. As for illite, the strong ionic bonds generated by potassium ions that
just fit into the holes formed by the bases of the silica tetrahedra also prohibits any
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Figure 2.12 Synthesis pattern for the clay minerals [80].
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expansion of the interlayer space. On the contrary, the exchangeable cations and weak
interlayer bonds of smectite make it readily adsorb polar molecules to the layer surfaces
and thus result in its high swelling capacity. The basal spacing (i.e., d(001)) of swelling
clay minerals is expandable and varies with different degrees of hydration for most
interlayer cations, as well as sometimes the intercalation of other relatively larger organic
molecules, such as glycerol and ethylene glycol [81–83]. The macroscopically observed
phenomenon for this microscale process of cation hydration and organics intercalation is
swelling, which is accompanied by an increase in water content (or the quantity of
interlayer hydration water), decrease in density (or dry density), and reduction in stiffness.
Insights into the structural and chemical nature of clay minerals has been gained in detail
by using the XRPD analysis.

Nanoindentation on Clay Minerals
A paper by Kunz et al. (2009) [84] reported the C33 elastic constant of a synthetic
clay, Na0.5-ﬂuorohectorite, determined from the AFM-based indentation measurements. As
shown in the inset of Figure 2.13, clay platelets (or so-called clay tactoids) positioned over
the gap of substrate were bent under forces, and under the assumption of a strong adhesion
between tactoid and substrate (i.e., the clay platelet was clamped at two opposite edges),
the bending elasticity C33 of the hydrated clay tactoids were then determined to be 21 ± 9
GPa by applying the theory of plates. However, it was also observed that the tactoids
thinner than 20 nm became very compliant and tended to be sucked into the gap of substrate.
Zhang et al. (2009) [85] first presented some nanoindentation results for individual,
relatively large crystals of clay minerals, including muscovites and rectorites. The
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Figure 2.13 The C33 elastic constant of the Na0.5-ﬂuorohectorite determined from theory of
plates by using the AFM-based measurements; inset: scheme for the AFM test and the
dependency of measured stiffness of tactoid on the platelet height [84].

indentation tests were carried out in the direction normal to the basal planes of minerals,
and giant pop-ins were observed on the indentation loading curves in both clay minerals,
which can be mainly attributed to the radial cracks and the partial delamination among
certain layers during loading process. Post-test corrections were made to remove those
visually discernable pop-ins to obtain smoother loading curves and to determine more
accurate E and H measurements.
Later on, Zhang et al. (2010) [86] further investigated the nanoindentationcharacterized elasticity for more species of non-swelling clay minerals. The elasticity of
totally six non-swelling, 2:1 phyllosilicate minerals, which are pyrophyllite, talc, biotite,
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two muscovite samples, and margarite, were examined by the nanoindentation experiments
conducted in the direction perpendicular to their basal planes. Figure 2.15 shows that a
clearly linear relationship between Young’s modulus E and [2σ/d(001)]2, a parameter that
relates to electrostatic force and can be determined from the known crystallographic data
of each sample. This linear correlation reveals that the [001]* elasticity of phyllosilicate
minerals with non-hydrated interlayer cations is strongly controlled by the electrostatic
attractions between the 2:1 layer and interlayer cations, and the mechanical properties of
phyllosilicate minerals can be predicted once the interlayer bonding forces are known.
Yin and Zhang (2011) [87] studied the influences of different load levels (Fmax) on
both the small-scale deformation mechanisms and the measured E and H of muscovite
using a series of repeated loading nanoindentation experiments. A critical maximum load
(Fmax)crit of about 0.25–0.5 mN was found to mark the material’s completely different
responses, and irreversible loading-unloading (L/U) hysteresis loops were observed when
Fmax > (Fmax)crit. Higher applied stresses that turn the incipient kink bands walls into nonrecoverable kink bands (see Figure 2.15) are responsible for these dispersed L/U loops.
Zhang et al. (2013) [88] presented their further investigations and additional results
on nanoindentation hardness for the six non-swelling, 2:1 phyllosilicate minerals
introduced in Zhang et al. (2010) [86]. Figure 2.16 shows that cracking, layer delamination,
rupture, and spallation can weaken the ability of phyllosilicates to resist the plastic
deformations and lead to a significant reduction of hardness. Similar to the linear
relationship discovered between the Young’s modulus and the interlayer bonding forces
[2σ/d(001)]2 [86]. the measured hardness also exhibited a linear correlation with the above
expression of the bonding forces, which indicates that together with the elasticity of
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Figure 2.14 Correlations between the representative Young’s modulus with both charge
density σ and the interlayer bonding forces [2σ/d(001)]2 [86].

phyllosilicates, hardness is also affected by the interlayer bonding such as Coulomb and
van der Waals forces.
Hou et al. (2016) [89] performed the nanoindentation testing on synthesized clayoxide multilayers to assess the influencing factors, such as the as-deposited and annealing
conditions and the clay concentrations, on the mechanical properties of films. Chen et al.
(2008 & 2010) [90, 91] have formerly reported that the nano-structured multilayers (as
shown in Figure 2.17) can be obtained through a process of solution-based layer-by-layer
self-assembly, and this technique was also used by Hou et al. (2016) [89] to prepare the
synthesized clay-oxide multilayers. The subsequent nanoindentation results show that the
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Figure 2.15 Schematic illustrations of (a) kink band and delamination, and (b) propagation
of mobile dislocation walls and basal plane rupture [88].

clay-based multilayers prepared either with the lower clay concentrations or under the
annealing conditions have higher elastic modulus and hardness due to the lower porosity
of the films.
Berthonneau et al. (2017) [92] recently performed nanoindentation testing on six
single crystals of 2:1 clay minerals (pyrophyllite, talc, vermiculite, phlogopite, muscovite,
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Figure 2.16 AFM image of the indented muscovite surface. Insets: (a) height profile across
the residual indent along the vertical line from top to bottom; (b) F-h and H-h curves; (c)
a height profile across the residual indent along the horizontal line from left to right [88].

Figure 2.17 Montmorillonite-zirconia multilayers prepared from different precursor
solution concentrations [91].
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Figure 2.18 Relationship between the ratio of reduced modulus to hardness (M/H) and the
normalized interlayer interactions [92].

and clintonite) in both the x1 direction (i.e., parallel to the 2:1 layers) and the x3 direction
(i.e., orthogonal to the 2:1 layers). For each clay specimen, the ratio of reduced modulus to
hardness (M/H) determined by the nanoindentation was plotted versus the interlayer energy
(Ui) normalized by an approximation of the fracture energy of illite U0 = 1.6×10-19 J. Figure
2.18 shows that M(x3)/H(x3) is overall constant but M(x1)/H(x1) displays a decreasing trend,
which indicates that the ductility of clay minerals is decreasing with increasing interlayer
energy.
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CHAPTER 3
CROSS-SCALE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ELASTICITY OF SHALES:
STATISTICAL NANOINDENTATION AND BIG DATA ANALYTICS
In this paper, a statistical nanoindentation approach with pertinent viable big data
analytics was developed to probe the mechanical properties of shales across different
length scales. Grid nanoindentation experiments with continuous stiffness measurement
performed on shale samples over a relatively large depth of 6–8 μm obtained massive data,
which were processed by the new big data analytics: segmentation of a great number (e.g.,
~500 to 1000) of continuous Young’s modulus versus indentation depth curves from
multiple unknown mineral phases at various depths yielded many discretized data subsets
that were then processed to extract individual phases’ elastic moduli at the same
segmentation depths via probability density function (PDF)-based deconvolution; these
depth-dependent Young’s moduli of each phase were then fitted by a newly proposed
surround effect model, leading to determination of the properties of both individual phases
at the nano/micro-scales (i.e., virtually infinitesimal depths) and the bulk rock at the
macroscale (i.e., ~10–100 μm depths). A significant advantage of this big data-based
indentation approach is that the mechanical properties of composite materials such as
shales can be probed across different scales by a single testing technique. In addition, a
new criterion, termed bin size index, for selecting variable, rational, optimized bin sizes
for PDF-based deconvolutions was formulated.
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3.1

Introduction
Crude oil and natural gas recovered from shales have become an important source

of hydrocarbon products since the economic feasibility of hydraulic fracturing was proven
in the late 20th century [93, 94]. As with other reservoir formations (e.g., sandstones),
understanding shale’s elasticity and other mechanical properties such as strength and
fracture toughness is of vital importance for the safe, economic, efficient, and sustainable
recovery of hydrocarbons therein. For instance, geophysical subsurface exploration for the
search, discovery, and estimation of oil and gas reserves requires knowledge of the
elasticity of the bulk rock as well as its constituents; the success of hydraulic fracturing in
tight formations is highly dependent upon fracture toughness, a mechanical parameter
closely related to elastic modulus [95, 96]; a more recently recognized issue is that the
rapid reduction of production rate in shales is often observed after the first 8 –12 months of
production, which may be attributed to the significant degradation in mechanical properties
of shales (i.e., shale softening) caused by the physical interactions and chemical reactions
between the rock and fracturing fluids during hydraulic fracturing and hydrocarbon
extraction processes [8, 9]. Therefore, the planning, design, construction, and operation of
oil/gas recovery projects require more thorough knowledge of the mechanical properties
of shales, which is a long-standing issue faced by the petroleum industry.
Shales, generally known as a type of fine-grained sedimentary rocks, are mainly
composed of clay minerals and other secondary minerals (e.g., quartz, calcite, and pyrite),
as well as organic matter (e.g., kerogen). Given the wide size range of particles (e.g., from
< 2 µm for clays to a few millimeters for sand particles) and different mineralogical
compositions, shales are a class of complex, porous, multiphase, and multiscale composite
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materials. Microscopic observations via optical and electron microscopy or other imaging
techniques show that fine-grained platy clay particles in shales exist in the form of highly
compressed, preferentially oriented clay matrix that acts as the major load-supporting
medium, while relatively coarse, anhedral, equidimensional silt and sand-sized particles
are embedded as the isolated solid inclusions within a mixed clay and organic matrix (the
latter exists primarily in the voids of the clay matrix) [62, 63, 67, 97]. Moreover, as a
sedimentary rock, these constituent phases were initially highly compacted upon
sedimentation and burial, followed by interparticle cementation via geological processes
such as diagenesis, hydrothermal alterations, dissolution, and precipitation, among others,
leading to the formation of rocks that exhibit both frictional and cohesive behavior.
Therefore, the complex mechanical properties of shales are affected by not only the
mineralogical composition, particle size, and fraction of each constituent, but also the
porosity and interparticle cementation.
Understanding the mechanical properties of bulk shale and its constituent phases is
of vital importance for the geophysical subsurface exploration and subsequent long-term
production of hydrocarbons from shale formations. Prior work studying the various aspects
of mechanical properties of shales at multiple length scales shows that it is very challenging
to characterize and interpret the mechanical behavior of shales because of their nature of
heterogeneity and anisotropy [46, 66, 68, 69, 72, 98]. Traditional measurement techniques
(e.g., triaxial testing) that are developed for macroscopic, relatively large rock core samples
can only yield the mechanical properties of the bulk rock as a composite, but are not
capable of probing and extracting the mechanical properties of tiny-sized individual
constituents (e.g., clay, silt, and sand particles). Due to the fact that the same mineral may
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not behave the same in different rock formations or even in the same type of rocks but with
different geological settings or histories, macroscopic mechanical characterization is
capable of neither identifying such differences nor directly determining the mechanical
properties of individual constituents.
In the past three decades, nanoindentation testing has been extensively used to
probe the small-scale mechanical properties (i.e., mostly Young’s modulus and hardness)
of a wide variety of materials [18, 23, 86, 99–105], including shales and other rocks [1,
20–22, 37, 58, 106]. Moreover, this non-destructive testing allows for multiple or even
massive measurements from small-sized samples, and results are averaged or statistically
analyzed over hundreds or thousands of measurements to minimize random errors. Unlike
traditional macroscale triaxial testing that usually requires certain size and geometry of
samples trimmed from intact cores of at least a few inches in height, drill cuttings from
well boring or post-testing fragments from a triaxial specimen, provided that they are not
highly disturbed or cracked, can be used for nanoindentation testing. More recently, a grid
indentation approach has been developed to probe the mechanical properties of highly
heterogeneous, multiphase materials, such as shales and concretes, via a massive number
of measurements [19]. Further statistical deconvolution of the voluminous experimental
data yields insights into the mechanical behavior of individual constituent phases, but not
the bulk rock whose properties are typically obtained by different macroscopic testing. In
addition, because different constituents in a shale usually have varied particle sizes, the
maximum indentation depth selected for measuring the elasticity of individual constituents
should not be a fixed value, but vary with different indentation locations (e.g., based on the
10% rule of thumb, or the maximum indentation depth should be limited by the 10% of the
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thickness or size of the tested material). Therefore, measurements with a fixed indentation
depth for all different constituents may yield misleading results unless the indentation
depth is nominally infinitesimal. Finally, given the wide range of mineral constituents
usually with unknown particle sizes, it is also a difficult task to select appropriate, variable
indentation depths to balance the surface roughness effect (i.e., the depth should not be too
small to overcome the roughness effect) and the 10% rule of maximum depth (i.e., the
depth should not be too large to induce the effects of surrounding phases). In summary,
developing a technique to probe the mechanical properties of both individual phases and
the bulk rock without the need of selecting an appropriate indentation depth is of great
interest, particularly for testing highly heterogeneous materials such as shales.
This paper presents a newly developed big data-based nanoindentation approach
for characterizing the mechanical properties of shales, a multiscale, multiphase composite
material with solid inclusions. Combined with the newly formulated, rational big data
analytics as well as a surround effect model, the elasticity of both individual phases and
the bulk rock crossing different scales can be determined via a single type of mechanical
testing. In general, probing the elasticity of individual phases requires nanoscale
measurements with infinitesimal indentation depths, while determination of the bulk rock’s
mechanical properties requires measurements at very large depths. This approach offers
many advantages over other conventional measurement methods, one of which is obtaining
the cross-scale mechanical properties via a single type of mechanical testing. It can be
expectedly implemented as an economical, effective, and efficient toolkit for cross-scale
mechanical testing of rocks and other composite materials.
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3.2

Materials and Methods
Samples
The studied two shale samples, identified as Samples A and B, were recovered from

a deep well drilled into the Longmaxi Formation, Sichuan basin, Southwest China at depths
of 2,390 and 2,506 m, respectively (Table 3.1). Two types of samples were acquired
(Figure 3.1a): (1) post-failure fractured fragments from intact rock core samples previously
tested under triaxial compression, and (2) relatively large rock chips sifted out of drill
cuttings. While the former was used for mechanical testing via nanoindentation, the latter
was solely used for the compositional analysis via X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD).
Particularly noteworthy is that the bedding plane orientation in the core fragments was
always traced during various stages of sample preparation.

X-ray Powder Diffraction
XRPD was performed to analyze the mineralogical composition of the two samples.
The aforementioned drill cuttings were first slightly crushed in a percussion mortar and
pestle, followed by wet-grinding with propan-2-ol (C3H8O) in a McCrone Micronising Mill
(The McCrone Group, Westmont, IL, USA) for 10 minutes, which produced a slurry
consisting of particles of < 4 μm in size [107]. After drying, the pulverized powder was
thoroughly and homogeneously mixed with 10 wt.% zincite (ZnO) used as an internal
standard for quantitative analysis. Then the powder mixture was added into the sample
holder via the razor-tamped surface (RTS) method [108] to prepare a powder mount with
highly random orientation of platy clay particles. All XRPD measurements were conducted
in a PANalytical X’Pert PRO X-ray diffractometer (Almelo, Netherlands) using Cu Kα
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Figure 3.1 (a) Two types of shale samples: rock core fragments (top) for nanoindentation,
and drill cuttings (bottom) for X-ray powder diffraction; (b) The polished specimens (A
and B) glued on the aluminum puck for nanoindentation testing.

Table 3.1 Shale samples recovered from the Longmaxi formation.
Sample ID

Sample tag

Well ID

Well depth (m)

Formation

A

1-42/46 (2)

YS108

2,390.11–2,390.38

S1 l

B

7-31/50 (2)

YS108

2,506.40–2,506.61

S1l-O3w

radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) generated at 45 kV and 40 mA, a continuous scan range of 2º–64º
2θ, and a scan speed of 1º 2θ/min. The acquired diffraction patterns were analyzed by
Profex, an open-source program with the Rietveld refinement [109, 110] to positively
identify various mineral phases and estimate their fractions (i.e., both qualitative and
quantitative analyses).
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Statistical Nanoindentation
Relatively large core fragments from fractured triaxial specimens with known
bedding plane orientation were selected for nanoindentation testing. To prepare flat and
smooth surfaces for indentation, selected core fragments were cut into small cuboids of
~15 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm (i.e., length × width × thickness) with the basal surface parallel
to the bedding plane. The cuboids were then glued onto a cylindrical aluminum puck heated
on a hotplate to 130 °C using the Crystalbond 509 amber resin (Aremco Products, Inc.,
New York, NY, USA) that melts at 130 °C and hardens upon cooling. Once the resin cooled
down and hardened, the base surface parallel to the bedding plane was successively
polished in a MetaServ 250 polisher (Buehler Inc., Lake Bluff, IL, USA) using abrasive
papers with decreasing grit sizes (i.e., from #P180 to #P4000 designated by the Federation
of European Producers of Abrasives (FEPA)) to attain a highly smooth and flat surface
(Figure 3.1b).
Nanoindentation testing was then conducted on the polished surfaces of the shale
specimens under the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) mode in a G200
nanoindenter (Keysight Technologies, Inc., Santa Rosa, CA, USA) using a pre-calibrated,
custom-made Berkovich diamond tip with a radius of < 20 nm and a very large effective
depth of ~25 μm. For each specimen, a total of 539 indents was made on the polished
surface via 11 batches, each of which consisted of a 7 × 7 matrix randomly selected on
different zones with a spacing of 200 μm between two adjacent indents to prevent
interference from each other [111]. All indents were set to a targeted final depth of ~8 μm
at a constant strain rate (ḣ/h) of 0.05 1/s, an allowed thermal drift rate of < 0.05 nm/s, and
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a 60 s hold time at the maximum load before unloading. The harmonic oscillation of the
CSM mode was displacement-controlled with amplitude of 2 nm and frequency of 45 Hz.
In addition to aforementioned indentation testing on random locations, two other
sets of indentation tests were also conducted: (1) indenting directly on the boundaries
between solid inclusions and clay matrix, and (2) ex-situ indentation on sand-sized
individual quartz and carbonate particles. The former involved intentional measurements
of the mechanical response of the solid inclusion-clay matrix interface, and a total of 20
indents individually selected under the built-in optical microscope with the indenter was
made, with the purpose of understanding indentation response of the interface between
hard and soft phases. The latter was to obtain the ex-situ measured Young’s moduli of pure
quartz and carbonate sand particles of 150–250 μm in size, which were directly glued onto
the cylindrical aluminum puck and then polished in the same way as shale specimens. A
total of ~30 indents was made on each type of sand particles.
For each indent, the applied load and corresponding indentation depth were
recorded and analyzed by the Oliver-Pharr method [17]. In particular, CSM-based
measurements enabled continuous determination of the mechanical properties (e.g.,
Young’s modulus) over the entire recorded depth (i.e., ~8 μm in this study), because the
contact stiffness S was determined based on the analysis of the dynamic response of the
entire indenter-sample system to a harmonic vibration. For all data analyses, the Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the diamond indenter were 1141 GPa and 0.07, respectively,
while a constant Poisson’s ratio of 0.2 was assumed for all shale samples. In fact, prior
work demonstrated that the error in the assumed Poisson’s ratio of the sample has little
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influence on the estimation of its Young’s modulus. Further details on data analysis can be
found in the literature.

Surface Characterization
Three different techniques were employed to characterize the sample surface before
and after indentation testing. The first one was the built-in optical microscope with the
G200 nanoindenter. Observing and imaging specimen surface prior to and after indentation
used this technique to survey the surface, select interested zones and spots (e.g., the solid
inclusion-clay matrix interfaces) for indenting, and examine the residual imprints.
The second technique, atomic force microscopy (AFM), was used to obtain the
surface roughness. After polishing, the surface of Sample A was imaged under contact
mode using an MFP-3D AFM (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) equipped with
a NSC14 silicon probe (MikroMasch, Bulgaria) with a nominal tip radius, stiffness, and
resonant frequency of 10 nm, 5 N/m, and 160 kHz, respectively. Before imaging, the
resonant frequency and stiffness of the AFM cantilever were calibrated, and the shape of
the probe was examined by imaging a TGT1 grating (NT-MDT, Zelenograd, Russia) to
ensure that the tip of the probe was free of defects. The root-mean-square (RMS) roughness
Rq of the imaged surface was determined by averaging data from 7 randomly selected zones,
each with an area of 90 ´ 90 µm2.
The third technique was scanning electron microscopy (SEM), which was used to
image the residual indents after (but not before) indentation testing to prevent the potential
surface damage or disturbance caused by the energized electron beam. The indented
surface was imaged in a FEI Magellan 400 XHR SEM (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA)
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operated at a 5 kV beam voltage and 13 pA beam current, with a particular focus on the
residual indents. No conductive coating was applied to the examined sample since the
electron beam was generated at a low voltage and very small current.

Statistical Analysis
In the past decade, the grid or statistical indentation technique has proven to be an
effective tool for characterizing the mechanical properties of highly heterogeneous
materials, particularly those consisting of a more homogeneous matrix with embedded
granular solid inclusions. The theoretical basis for statistical indentation is that, for a
heterogeneous material, the mechanical properties of the constituent phases, including both
solid inclusions and the matrix, can be determined in-situ and distinguished from each other,
provided that the selected indentation depth or size is nominally very small or infinitesimal
[19, 20]. If a massive grid of indentations is performed on a heterogeneous material that
consists of n different phases, the overall distribution of the experimentally obtained data
can be treated as a combined response of n different random variables with a certain or
selective distribution. In general, the mechanical property X (e.g., Young’s modulus) of
each phase is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution:

pJ ( X , µJ ,σ J ) =

1

σ J 2π

e

1 ⎛ X − µJ ⎞
− ⎜
⎟
2⎝ σ J ⎠

2

(3.1)

where μJ is the arithmetic mean of all NJ measurements for the J th phase and σJ is the
standard deviation of these measurements, which are estimated by:
N

1 J
µJ =
Xk ;
NJ ∑
k =1

N

J
1
σ =
( X k − µJ )2
NJ − 1 ∑
k =1

2
J
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(3.2)

Then the theoretical probability density function (PDF) of the mechanical property
X is as follows:
n

P( X ) = ∑ f J pJ ( X )

(3.3)

J =1

where the surface fraction fJ occupied by each phase is given by fJ = NJ /N and is subject to
the constraint:
n

∑f

J

=1

(3.4)

J =1

The three unknowns ( fJ, μJ, σJ) for each Gaussian distribution can be deconvoluted
by fitting the above theoretical PDF with the experimental PDF generated from the
measurements, which obeys:
⎡ P − P( X i ) ⎤⎦
min ∑ ⎣ i
m
i =1
m

2

(3.5)

where Pi is the experimental PDF; P(Xi) is the theoretical PDF at point Xi; m is the number
of intervals selected to construct the PDF histogram. To avoid the overlap of two
neighboring Gaussian variables, the solutions ( μJ < μJ+1) are constrained by:

µJ + σ J ≤ µJ+1 + σ J+1

(3.6)

However, the deconvolution results are not necessarily unique when the initial
estimates for the fitting process are different. Therefore, in this study, multiple sets of
randomly initialized parameters were tried, and the final solution was selected by
evaluating the fitting results with the combination of the mathematical perspective (i.e.,
minimizing the fitting errors) and the rationality in mechanical testing. In addition, as
discussed later, a new criterion for optimizing the number of intervals (m) or bin size to
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Figure 3.2 XRPD patterns of the two shale samples (Note: Z stands for zincite, an added
internal standard for quantitative analysis).

Table 3.2 Qualitative and quantitative mineral compositions of the two shale samples.
Mineral name and fraction (wt.%)
Sample
ID
Quartz Calcite Dolomite Pyrite Albite Muscovite Chlorite

Illite

A

20

27

3

1

3

8

9

28

B

18

24

3

1

2

14

7

31
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construct the experimental histograms was formulated to reduce the uncertainty of PDFbased deconvolution.

3.3

Results and Discussion
Mineralogical Composition
Figure 3.2 shows the XRPD patterns of the two studied shale samples, while the

quantitative results are shown in Table 3.2. Obviously, there is not too much difference in
the two XRPD patterns, which should be expected for two samples recovered from two
close strata in the same drilling well. Three clay minerals, muscovite, chlorite, and illite,
are present in both samples with a total clay mineral fraction of 45 and 52 wt.%,
respectively. Both samples contain significant amounts of carbonates, mainly calcite (i.e.,
27 and 24 wt.%, respectively), which are the major cementation agents contributing to the
solid, interparticle bonding. Quartz is the third major phases in the shale formation, with a
fraction of 20 and 18 wt.%, respectively. Two minor phases with much smaller fractions
are pyrite and albite, which are not unusually found in shales. With the quantitative
mineralogical analysis, it can be concluded that the two samples are clay-rich shales with
carbonates as the cementation agent and carbonates and quartz as the major solid inclusions.

Surface Characteristics
As an example, Figure 3.3 shows the micrographs of the polished surface of Sample
A obtained by optical microscopy, SEM, and AFM. A general feature is that the surface is
still not perfectly smooth, even after successive fine polishing, most likely due to the rock’s
multiple phases with different hardness and stiffness. In fact, the optical micrographs
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Figure 3.3 The surface characteristics of Sample A: (a–b) optical micrographs showing the
granular inclusions are embedded in the clay matrix; (c–d) SEM micrographs showing
similar features; (e–f) AFM micrographs showing surface topography.
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(Figure 3.3a and b) clearly show the contrasting, different mineral phases in the rock. For
instance, the small shining spots are pyrite, while the clay matrix generally has a mottled
grey-black pattern. Moreover, relatively large, monolithic particles can be identified from
all of these images, and their sizes range from ~10 to > 50 µm. As such, selective
indentation on the particle-clay matrix interface (or the boundaries of these solid inclusions)
becomes feasible. Overall, the monolithic, hard, sand-sized particles (i.e., including quartz,
calcite, and pyrite) are randomly embedded in the clay matrix. Finally, quantitative AFM
height images (Figure 3.3e and f) enable the calculation of surface roughness as well as the
observation of pores within the clay matrix. The RMS roughness Rq is 138 nm, which may
affect the indentation measurements obtained at depths of < 200 nm. These height images
also show the pores with negative height values, which may host organic matter (e.g.,
kerogen) or be filled with dusts or debris from surface polishing.

Typical Indentation Behavior
A total of 539 indents was made on each of the two samples, resulting in 539 ´ 2
independent load-depth (F-h) and associated Young’s modulus-depth (E-h) curves. It is
infeasible and impractical to show all of these curves in this paper. As examples, Figure
3.4a and b show 49 F-h and corresponding E-h curves from a randomly selected 7 × 7
indent matrix on Sample A. Among these F-h curves, the achieved maximum indentation
depth varies from ~3 to 8 μm, and most of the curves end at h = ~5 μm, which is less than
the preset targeted maximum depth of 8 μm. The reason is that the instrument’s maximum
load capacity is 600 mN, and thus limits the achievable maximum indentation depth,
depending upon the mechanical properties (i.e., stiffness and hardness) of the indented
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Figure 3.4 Example indentation results from Sample A: (a) 49 indentation load versus
depth curves; (b) corresponding 49 Young’s modulus versus indentation depth curves; (c)
delayed loading phenomenon at some indents; (d) schematic illustration of the delayed
loading when indenting at a void.
materials. As such, subsequent analysis just focuses on the data in the depth range of 0 to
5 μm, because only a few curves extend beyond h = 5 μm, resulting in insufficient number
of data for further meaningful statistical analysis.
In Figure 3.4b, the dependence of Young’s modulus upon indentation depth is
clearly observed in all curves. While some curves show that the directly measured, apparent
E decreases with depth, others exhibit the opposite trend. Moreover, despite the significant
serrations on the majority of these curves, the measured E among different curves varies
significantly within the range of approximately 0 to 120 GPa at depths of < 0.25 μm.
However, as the depth increases to 4 μm, these curves gradually converge to a much
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smaller range. Noteworthy is that some curves show a delayed loading (Figure 3.4a–c),
indicated by the nearly zero load over a large range of depths (i.e., 2–3 μm) at the initial
stage, and hence result in a relatively larger maximum indentation depth. A similar
phenomenon was also observed for indentation on cement pastes [112]. Such abnormal
loading curves are caused either by the instable contact between the indenter tip and sample
surface or by the incorrect surface detection when the indent is made on pores and small
asperities on the surface. As illustrated in Figure 3.4d, the indenter may incorrectly detect
the surface of a pore loosely filled with polishing debris or dust and starts to record the data
at Location 1, while the majority of the indenter tip is still not yet in contact with the solid
sample until the indenter proceeds deeper to Location 2. Therefore, these curves with
incorrect or abnormal detection of surface contact are excluded from subsequent statistical
analysis.

Proposed Big Data Analytics
Since the CSM loading mode employing a harmonic vibration of 2 nm in
displacement amplitude yields continuous measurements of Young’s modulus over the
entire depth, each curve with a maximum h of 5 μm can nominally yield 5000 independent
data points. As such, a total of 500 curves contains 2.5 ´106 data points, which may be
considered as “big data”. Moreover, the second meaning of “big data” refers to the new
data analytics proposed here to process such a large number of E-h curves, leading to the
extraction of cross-scale elasticity of the shale samples.
As shown in Figure 3.4b, no regular pattern can be observed in the E-h curves. In
fact, this holds true for the 539 E-h curves obtained from both samples. In other words, the
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unprocessed, directly measured E-h curves do not offer any meaningful insights into the
complex, multiphase and multiscale nature of the rock. Although a simple arithmetic
average over the entire spectrum of curves seems attractive for the determination of elastic
modulus of the rock as a composite, it does not have a sound basis or misses the information
on its multiple mineral phases and their mechanical properties at different length scales. In
this paper, a new method of data analytics is proposed to process (e.g., data selecting,
capturing, and averaging) such an enormous volume of data that appear erratic and chaotic.
This rational data analytics consists of three major steps: segmentation and extraction of
data subsets of the Young’s modulus at various selected depths, hereafter termed
segmentation depths; statistical analysis of the extracted data subsets at each segmentation
depth; and re-connection of the processed data (i.e., Young’s modulus) at different
segmentation depths to show the depth-dependent transition of Young’s modulus from
individual phases at nano/micro-scale to the bulk rock at the macroscale and hence estimate
the properties of mechanically distinct phases and the bulk rock.
The first step is to segment the ~500 continuous E-h curves at different selected but
fixed indentation depths (e.g., 5 depths with a 1.0 μm interval, as shown in Figure 3.4b),
resulting in multiple subsets of data that are extracted at the same segmentation depths. In
other words, each data subset contains all the measured Young’s moduli at a given
segmentation depth, and these data then form a possible range of Young’s modulus for all
but unknown number of mineral phases in the rock, equivalent to the same number of
random variables. In fact, for each of the two samples, a total of 16 data subsets, each of
which contained ~539 measured Young’s modulus, was created from all of the continuous
E-h curves at 16 segmentation depths. In the second step, each data subset extracted at a
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given segmentation depth is then statistically analyzed based on deconvolution of the
overall probability density function (PDF), which requires the selection of an appropriate
bin size for generating the histograms or the experimental PDF plots. In this paper, variable
but not fixed bin sizes were used for different data subsets extracted at different
segmentation depths, depending upon the range of the measured Young’s modulus. Further
details on how to select an appropriate bin size are given in the next section. Such
deconvolution yields insightful information on the rock, including the number, property,
and area or volumetric fraction of mechanically distinct phases in the rock. The third step
is to replot the deconvoluted but discrete Young’s modulus against the segmentation depth,
which is then fitted by a newly proposed surround effect model for each mechanically
distinct phase. As discussed later, the model is so powerful that it yields an array of
insightful information for the tested rock.
As discussed later, with the newly developed big data analytics, the ~539 erratic
and chaotic E-h curves with mechanical contribution from different but unknown mineral
phases are converted into only a few (e.g., 4–5) E-h curves, each of which describes the
depth-dependent transition of the Young’s modulus of a specific phase from truly
nano/micro scales to macroscale (i.e., cross-scale transition). As described in the following
sections, the proposed viable big data analytics enables determination of the mechanical
properties of individual minerals as well as the bulk rock, and also yields many useful
insights into the testing and understanding of shales and other similar complex materials.
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Bin Size Selection
Upon segmentation of the E-h curves (Figure 3.4b), generation of the experimental
PDF (i.e., histogram construction) of the extracted data subsets (i.e., ~539 Young’s
modulus values at a fixed segmentation depth) for subsequent statistical deconvolution
requires the selection of a proper and rational bin size (or bin width), which manifests the
trade-off between creating a plot with too much detail (i.e., undersmoothing) and too little
detail (i.e., oversmoothing) with respect to the true distribution of one or more random
variables [113]. For instance, larger bin sizes (i.e., larger intervals) help reduce the noises
induced from testing randomness, whereas smaller bin sizes give greater precision to
estimation of the true distribution. Although much attempt has been made by theoreticians
or statisticians to estimate the optimal bin size [114–122], its selection is yet mostly
empirical and a matter of individual’s choice.
In this paper, a new criterion is proposed to optimize a rational bin size for a given
data subset that consists of measurements of multiple independent random variables (i.e.,
multiple phases of the rock in this paper). It is logical to believe that the bin size should
generally depend on the range (i.e., the difference between the maximum and minimum
values) of the processed dataset as well as the number of independent random variables.
This new criterion is based on a new concept, termed bin size index (BSI), which is
formulated as follows in detail.
The data subset from Sample A extracted at a segmentation depth of 0.5 μm is used
as an example. First, the Freedman-Diaconis rule [114] was adapted to provide an estimate
of the initial bin size b:
b=

2 × IQR(x)
n1/3
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Figure 3.5 Example results of deconvolution of the same Young’s moduli data subset of
Sample A at the indentation depth of 0.5 μm showing the effect of variable bin sizes: (a–
e) different number of phases resulting from different trial bin sizes; (f) the summary plot
of the bin size index versus trial bin size.
where x is the original measurements of Young’s modulus extracted at this depth, IQR is
the interquartile range of these measurements, and n is the total number of these
measurements. As such, an initial b = 5.3 GPa was determined from above equation for the
Young’s moduli obtained at h = 0.5 μm. Concerns with the significant effect of the surface
roughness on the data quality at extremely shallow depths, as discussed later, prevent the
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use of data subsets extracted at other smaller segmentation depths (e.g., 0.25 μm). Thus,
the reason for selecting the starting depth of 0.5 μm instead of other smaller ones is that
the results obtained at smaller depths are more significantly affected by surface roughness
and surface contamination.
Then five different trial bin sizes, b = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 GPa, are used to
construct five PDF histograms, followed by PDF deconvolution (Figure 3.5). The
reasonable number of phases used to deconvolute the experimental PDF is chosen between
four and eight, based on prior knowledge of the mineralogical composition of the sample,
for example, determined by XRPD. The experimental PDF with a smaller bin size usually
requires more phases to capture more local features [123]. For each deconvolution result
pertinent to each of the five trial bin sizes, a goodness of fit criterion called standard error
(SE) can be calculated after the least-squares fitting by following:

SSE
DOF

SE =

(3.8)

where DOF is degree of freedom defined as the total number of input data points minus the
total number of parameters used in the least-squares fitting, and SSE is sum of squares due
to error, which is determined by:
N

SSE = ∑wi ( ŷi − yi )2

(3.9)

i=1

where yi and ŷi are the i th of the total N input values and the predicted values, respectively,
and wi is the weight applied to each data point, usually wi = 1.
Since the SE determined from different PDF deconvolutions can differ by more than
one order of magnitude and are much smaller than 1 (usually at the order of 10-3), they
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were further processed with a step of mean normalization to get the mean-normalized
standard error SEN whose values are scaled up to ~1:

S EN =

S E − µS

σS

(3.10)

where μs and σs are the mean and standard deviation of all the SE values, respectively.
Inspired by the maximum likelihood-based criteria such as Akaike information
criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC), a new concept, bin size index
(i.e., BSI), was then proposed as follows by involving SEN as well as the number of
independent random variables K determined from each PDF-based deconvolution:

BSI =

2 × ln(S EN )
K

(3.11)

In general, the BSI exhibits a unimodal peak if it is plotted against the bin size b.
As such, the optimal bin size is the one corresponding to the maximum BSI value. For the
dataset extracted at 0.5 μm segmentation depth, the optimal bin size is b = 3.0 GPa because
it gives the highest BSI value among all five trials (Figure 3.5). For the purpose of
comparison, the data subset of Sample A extracted at segmentation depth of 3.0 μm is
analyzed in the same way. This time, the Freedman-Diaconis rule [114] suggests b = 1.9
GPa. Then a series of different trial bin sizes, 0.5, 1.0, 1.7 (determined from Figure 3.6a),
2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 GPa are examined, and results are plotted in Figure 3.6. As such, the
optimal bin size is b = 1.7 GPa (Figure 3.6f). Therefore, it demonstrates that a variable bin
size should be used for the construction of experimental PDFs of datasets with varied
ranges of the measurement values from multiple random variables (i.e., the difference
between the maximum and minimum values of all experimental measurements).
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Figure 3.6 Example results of deconvolution of the same Young’s moduli data subset of
Sample A at the indentation depth of 3.0 μm showing the effect of variable bin sizes: (a–
e) different number of phases resulting from different trial bin sizes; (f) the summary plot
of the bin size index versus trial bin size. Note that the results for the optimal bin size b =
1.7 GPa is provided in Figure 3.8.

As mentioned previously, the measured E-h curves become less scattered with
increasing indentation depth (Figure 3.4b), and thus varied optimal bin sizes should be used
for the datasets extracted at different indentation depths to take into account of the variation
in the actual range (i.e., the difference between the maximum and minimum values) of
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measurements with depth. Figure 3.7a presents the dependence of the selected optimal bin
size upon indentation depth for Sample A, showing that the bin size decreases at roughly
the same rate as the reduction in the range of Young’s modulus measurements (DE). This
offers a simple way to select optimal bin sizes for different data subsets. After the first
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optimal bin size is determined at the starting depth of 0.5 μm, selecting optimal bin sizes
for other data subsets can simply be based on the relationship between the DE-h
relationship. Again, the data subset of Sample A extracted at h = 3.0 μm is used as an
example. From Figure 3.7a, at h = 3.0 μm, DE = ~60 GPa, and the optimal bin size is b =
1.7 GPa, consistent with the results shown in Figure 3.6f. This affirms that the bin sizes
chosen from Figure 3.7a are reasonable and universal for different data subsets. Moreover,
since Sample B has similar mineralogical compositions and measurement features (e.g.,
depth-dependent elasticity and range of measurements) as Sample A, a similar bin size
selection plot is generated and used for the PDF-based deconvolution of the measurements
obtained from Sample B (Figure 3.7b).
In summary, the optimal bin size should be varied according to the range of the
experimental measurements, and the BSI should reflect the tradeoff between the goodness
of fitting (or standard error) and the number of fitted random variables. The optimal bin
size is the one corresponding to a maximum BSI. For the studied shales, a simple way to
choose varied optimal bin size is to follow the DE-h curves, provided that at least 1–2
optimal bin sizes are determined through the BSI criterion. Finally, the BSI criterion can
expectedly be used for the analysis of other universal measurements of multiple random
variables. However, whether or not the simple method for choosing optimal bin size can
be applicable to other multiphase materials warrants further investigation.

Deconvolution Results
Upon the selection of optimal bin sizes, the PDF histograms of all data subsets
extracted at different segmentation depths were constructed. Figure 3.8 shows the
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Figure 3.8 Representative experimental PDFs and corresponding deconvolution results for
Samples A (a–d) and B (e–h) at indentation depths of 1, 2, 3, and 4 μm.
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experimental PDFs and corresponding deconvolution results obtained from various
segmentation depths for both Samples A and B. At smaller indentation depths, such as 1.0
μm, five phases with distinct mechanical properties are identified by deconvolution, and
the overall PDF includes a large peak at the center and two smaller peaks on each side of
the largest peak. By referencing the XRPD analysis as well as other published data on the
elastic modulus of different minerals, the deconvoluted four small peaks on the two sides
of the largest peak are assigned as quartz, carbonates, clay matrix, and organic matter (e.g.,
kerogen in voids), respectively, in the order of decreasing Young’s modulus. However,
caution should be taken in interpreting the largest peak that accounts for the highest fraction
of the indentation measurements.
Prior microscopic observations on sample surfaces (Figure 3.3) have revealed that
the mechanically hard minerals (e.g., silicates, carbonates, and pyrite) are embedded in the
clay matrix as solid inclusions. Based on published work that observed residual indents on
sample surface [124], it is logical to assume that, for the randomly selected indentation
locations, a certain number of indents are located right at or close to the boundaries between
these stiffer solid inclusions and the surrounding softer clay matrix. Besides the visual
evidences, this hypothesis is further confirmed by other similar work on shales involving
coupled indentation and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy analyses, which
isolates interfaces between clay-rich and calcite-rich zones from other phases possessing
different chemo-mechanical properties [35].
From the statistical viewpoint, each indent is an independent statistical event in grid
indentation. To approximately assess the probability of indenting on the interface for a twodimensional binary composite consisting of a homogeneous matrix and solid inclusions as
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Figure 3.9 Three simplified cases illustrating the possibility of indenting at the interface
zone on an imaging binary composite (not to scale).

Phases 1 and 2 respectively, three imaginary cases depicted in Figure 3.9 are considered.
In all three cases, the area ratio of Phase 2 to Phase 1 is set to be 30% and remains
unchanged. In Case 1, Phase 2 is simply a circular grain, but for Case 2 and Case 3, Phase
2 is replaced by two and three smaller circles, respectively, with a constant diameter in
each case. Moreover, indentation measurements require certain contact between the
indenter tip and sample surface, and hence the contact area is not infinitesimal. If the
equivalent diameter c of the residual indent impression is approximate 15 μm (i.e.,
corresponding to indentation depth of ~2 μm for a Berkovich tip) and the interface zone is
defined as the area of a ring formed by all possible residual indents that are in direct contact
with the circular boundary of Phase 2 (i.e., both inside and outside the Phase 2, Figure 3.9),
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then the probability of making an indent on the interface zone can be determined by
dividing the area of the interface ring by the total area occupied by the composite (i.e., area
of the square). The probabilities of indents located on the interface zone for the three cases
are 5.1%, 7.2%, and 8.8%, respectively, which are actually conservative because (1) the
variable sizes of the inclusions (i.e., most grains are actually much smaller) are not
considered in these cases, and (2) the size of the elasto-plastic zone beneath the indenter
tip usually exceeds the actual contact area or residual impression size (i.e., purely plastic
deformation). Therefore, due to the fact that shale is a highly heterogeneous composite
with numerous small inclusions, grid indentation can result in a high probability of
detecting the interface between hard and soft minerals, which is a virtual, but not a real,
phase extracted from statistical deconvolution.
For each segmentation depth, by extracting the mean of each Gaussian distribution
(i.e., each deconvoluted phase at the same depth) and plotting these means against the
segmentation depth at both linear and semi-logarithmic scales, the Young’s modulus-depth
curves, which seem disorganized and irregular, are classified into five different groups,
assigned as quartz, carbonates, interface, clay matrix, and organic matter (Figure 3.10).
Noteworthy is that these lines are generated by a special criterion: since the virtual interface
phase has the highest PDF frequency as well as the greatest fraction, the mean values
obtained from each deconvoluted dataset are linked by always maintaining the largest peak
as the interface. In other words, the deconvoluted, highest peaks from all data subsets (i.e.,
at all segmentation depths) are linked as one curve to represent the virtual interface phase.
Then the peaks on the left side of the interface phase are linked to generate the curves for
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softer phases (i.e., clay matrix and organic matter), while those on the right side are linked
for harder phases such as carbonates and quartz.
The total number of phases presented in Figure 3.10 is less than that identified by
XRPD analysis, because of three reasons: (1) some minerals only exist at very small
amounts (e.g., 2–3%), and hence may be omitted statistically; (2) the particle sizes of some
inclusions may be extremely small, and hence they are included and mixed within the clay
matrix; (3) it may be likely that two or more phases have similar mechanical properties that
cannot be distinguished statistically by deconvolution, and hence these mechanically
similar phases are grouped into one phase by deconvolution. In other words, insufficient
contrast of mechanical properties can also render the separation of different phases
impossible in the deconvolution analysis. In essence, this may be a significant limitation
of nanoindentation-based phase identification and quantification.
As shown in Figure 3.10, the Young’s modulus of the virtual interface phase almost
remains constant with indentation depth, while those of the other four phases exhibit
significant depth-dependent behavior. For instance, the Young’s moduli of organic matter
and clay matrix increase with depth, while quartz and calcite show the opposite trend.
Meanwhile, the number of the deconvoluted peaks gradually decreases with depth, and at
the depth of 5 μm, only one unique peak exists. This intuitively demonstrates that if the
indentation depth and hence the size of the elasto-plastic zone beneath the indenter is
sufficiently large, the measured mechanical response is the behavior of the bulk rock (i.e.,
as a composite). Moreover, the effect of indentation depth on the mechanical behavior
depends upon the relative stiffness and hardness of different phases within the rock. For
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Figure 3.10 Young’s modulus of deconvoluted individual phases versus indentation depth
at both linear scale (left) and semi-logarithmic scale (right) for Samples A and B.

softer phases, the nominal deconvoluted Young’s modulus increases with depth, while the
stiffer phases show the opposite trend.
In the same figure are also shown the Young’s modulus of the interface phase,
averaged from the 20 indents selectively made exactly on the interface under the assistance
of the optical microscope, as well as the ex-situ indentation results of relatively large quartz
and carbonate particles. It can be clearly observed that the selectively-measured Young’s
modulus of the interface phase (i.e., the one labeled as “Interface_selected”) is consistent
with the one from statistical deconvolution for Sample A, except the data at 0.25 μm depth,
which may be caused by surface roughness effect. For both samples, the Young’s moduli
of the deconvoluted carbonate phase are consistent with that of large pure carbonate grains,
but the Young’s moduli of the deconvoluted quartz phase are slightly lower than the ex70
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Figure 3.11 SEM micrographs of selected residual indents and their corresponding
indentation results: (a–b) an indent on a large particle; (c–d) an indent on a multiphase
zone.
situ measurements obtained from large quartz grains, which is likely caused by the
surround effect (i.e., the relatively lower modulus of clay matrix surrounding quartz grains),
which is further discussed later.

Thin Film-Substrate Analogy
The size-dependent elasticity has been reportedly observed in studying the
mechanical behavior of nanowires and nanobeams [125–127]. In this study, a variety of
factors may play a role in the dependence of elasticity on indentation depth. Figure 3.11
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shows typical SEM images of residual indents selected from the grid indentation, and their
corresponding indentation data manifest that the dimensions and spatial distribution of
different mineral phases have direct influence on the observed behavior. For the indent
made on a single phase with sufficiently large in-plane dimensions (Figure 3.11a), the
loading curve is relatively smooth, and the measured Young’s modulus decreases slightly
with indentation depth. However, as shown in Figure 3.11c and d, steps or serrations are
observed on the loading curve. These steps occurring on the F-h curves are known as ‘popins’ where the indentation depth continuously increases while there is little change in load
[85]. Many physical and mechanical events may contribute to the occurrence of pop-ins, it
is known that the material’s heterogeneity will contribute to the pop-in behavior as the
elasto-plastic zone moves across the boundary of two phases. In Figure 3.11c, since the
initially indented phase only has dimensions of ~10 × 5 μm, cracks occur when the
indentation depth or contact area is large enough to interact with the surrounding phases,
which appear as the pop-ins on the loading curves and result in significant reduction in the
measured Young’s modulus. Another significance is that, while the Young’s modulus in
Figure 3.11c decreases continuously with depth, both significant decrease and increase (or
large and small “V”-shaped sections) are observed in Figure 3.11d. Noteworthy is that the
indent in Figure 3.11a seems to be made in a single phase zone, while that in Figure 3.11c
is on a multiphase zone with pores or cavities. As such, when the elastic zone expands from
a softer phase into a harder phase, the overall mechanical response is then stiffer, leading
to an increase in the measured Young’s modulus.
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Figure 3.12 Schematic illustration of the surround effect occurring in nanoindentation
performed on shale and the thin film-substrate analogy to this effect (inset).

For a naturally occurring material such as shale with high heterogeneity, it is very
difficult in practice to assess the spatial distributions of the constituent phases beneath each
indent before and after performing grid indentation testing. Finite element analysis of
nanoindentation [128] reveals that the elastic zone within the tested material induced by
the indenter tip under indentation loading is significantly greater than the size of the
residual indent (i.e., the fully developed plastic zone). For the indents initially located at
the interface region of two adjacent phases, the measured Young’s modulus of the virtual
interface phase already reflects the combined property of two different phases. As such, it
remains relatively constant until large indentation depths where more extensive cracking
has occurred. On the other hand, even though the designated indent originally locates on a
single phase, as shown schematically in Figure 3.12, the elastic zone can still extend from
the initially indented phase to other surrounding phases when the entire elastic zone
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expands with increasing indentation depth beyond the dimension of the indented phase,
resulting in changes (i.e., either increase or decrease) in the measured Young’s modulus
over depth. In addition, for composites possessing a high ratio of Young’s modulus
between hard particles and soft matrix, numerical simulation results show that a whole stiff
particle is likely to sink into the surrounding soft matrix and stops deforming further as the
indenter proceeds, which can result in a significant underestimation of the elasticity at
greater indentation depths [129].
The shapes of the E-h curves in the previous semi-logarithmic plots (Figure 3.10b
and d) are similar to the results obtained from the thin film-substrate systems, including a
soft film on a hard substrate and a hard film on a soft substrate (Figure 3.12 inset) [130].
Similarly, finite element simulations demonstrate that for a two-phase material with a yield
strength ratio of 0.5–2, the thin film-substrate geometry can yield much severer restriction
on the depth of indentation in the determination of individual phase’s properties when
compared with other possible spatial arrangements, such as a square particle embedded in
a semi-infinite medium and a semi-infinite fiber embedded in a semi-finite medium [131].
Therefore, the thin film-substrate system is usually used as an analogy to heterogeneous
materials in order to reduce the complexity of analysis of the mechanical response from a
multiphase material [19]. In general, a conservative rule of thumb, 10% of the maximum
indentation depth, is generally adopted to avoid the significant influence of the underlying
substrate on the measurements of thin film properties. That is, the maximum indentation
depth should not exceed 10% of the film thickness in indentation testing, because the
indentation depth is empirically estimated to be about 1/10 of the size of the interaction
volume beneath the indenter, and nanoindentation testing measures the average response
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of all phases inside this volume. Nevertheless, this so-called 10% rule is not necessarily
true for measurements of elastic modulus of certain materials or composites [16, 132, 133].

A Surround Effect Model
The multiscale mechanical properties of an organic-rich shale were assessed by
Bennett et al. (2015) [1] via conventional nanoindentation experiments performed at four
length scales of indentation depth ranging from 0.2 to 5 μm, with the purpose of extracting
the mechanical properties of different phases (e.g., quartz, clay matrix) at different
indentation depths. In this study, the model originally developed for the thin film-substrate
system [130] is referenced but revised to describe the cross-scale elasticity of shales probed
by nanoindentation testing, i.e., the interesting phenomenon of depth-dependent elasticity
caused by the surround effect. Here, the deconvoluted Young’s modulus of each phase
presented in Figure 3.10, except for the virtual interface phase, is fitted by the following
model:

E = Ec +

Ep − Ec
1+ ⎡⎣ h / (tα ) ⎤⎦

Y

(3.12)

where t is the characteristic length scale of the individual phases; Y and α are two constants
determined through the model fitting; Ep and Ec are the Young’s moduli of individual
phases and the bulk composite, respectively; E and h are the input data where E is the
Young’s modulus of the fitted phase deconvoluted at a specific indentation depth of h. The
model is fitted by performing nonlinear regression in a statistical analysis platform R using
the Levenberg-Marquardt iterative algorithm [134, 135], and the tα term is treated as a
whole since the characteristic length scale (i.e., the “film thickness” t) of each phase is
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Figure 3.13 Nonlinear regression of the Young’s modulus versus indentation depth curves
using the surround effect model: (a) Sample A, (b) Sample B.
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unknown. For the two relatively soft phases, clay matrix and organic matter, all parameters
were fitted without any constraints. Nevertheless, as previously mentioned, indentation
data of stiffer phases (e.g., quartz and carbonate) are not available at relatively large
indentation depths due to the limited maximum load capacity of the nanoindenter
instrument. As such, the parameter Ec (i.e., the Young’s modulus of bulk composite) cannot
be fitted within the maximum number of iterations for these two phases unless a lower
bound of Ec is specified. In this case, the Ec determined from the fitting of the clay matrix
phase was set to be the lower bound for fitting the quartz and carbonate phases, and such
restriction will not influence the fitting of the other three parameters in the model.
Figure 3.13 shows the plots of Young’s modulus versus indentation depth,
including the experimental measurements presented in Figure 3.10 and pertinent curves of
the surround effect model obtained via nonlinear regression. The surround effect model
yields a continuous (i.e., cross-scale) range of the Young’s modulus of various mineral
phases with indentation depth, and a gradual transition in Young’s modulus is observed
from the individual phase-dominated response to the bulk material-dominated one. For
example, the representative Young’s moduli of quartz, carbonate, clay matrix, and organic
matter in Sample A are determined to be 89.7, 63.0, 12.0, and 3.1 GPa, respectively, at
very small depths, while the Young’s modulus of the bulk rock is within a very small range
of 35.3–45.3 GPa, determined from depths of > ~10 μm. The discrepancy in the Young’s
modulus of the bulk rock is due to the unconstrained regression for the clay matrix phase
and the organic phase as well as to the lack of data point at large depths (again, resulting
from the limitation of the instrument’s maximum load capacity). However, it seems not an
issue for Sample B.
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Further noteworthy are other interesting observations on the surround effect modelfitting curves. As a nature of the model, the fitting curves approach asymptotically to the
Ep and Ec at zero or infinitesimal and infinitely large depths, respectively. Although it is
theoretically possible, obtaining accurate indentation measurements at very small and very
large depths is practically very challenging. The former is usually affected by surface
roughness, surface contamination, indenter tip bluntness, and indenter tip area function,
while the latter is complexed by cracking (that tends to occur under large load), sample
size, and instrument’s maximum load capacity, among others. However, with the new
surround effect model, these detrimental factors, even if unavoidable, can be overcome,
leading to more accurate determination of the elasticity of both individual phases and the
bulk rock. Moreover, the first turning point (i.e., the one at shallower depths) on each fitting
curve is the critical depth or maximum allowable indentation depth for characterizing
individual phases’ properties, while the second turning point at larger depths is the critical
depth for the indentation measurement of the properties of the bulk rock. These two points
can actually guide the selection of appropriate depths for the measurement of elasticity of
each phase.
With the new model, quantitative analysis of the volumetric fractions of each phase
becomes feasible. They can be calculated by averaging the fractions determined from
different deconvolution analyses conducted at the segmented depths smaller than the
critical depth. Noteworthy is that the actual volumetric fraction should be the recalculated
percentage by discarding the fraction of the virtual interface phase. The results obtained
from the two investigated shale samples are summarized in Table 3.3. Since the specific
gravities of these common rock-forming minerals, except pyrite that is present at a very
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Table 3.3 Summary of deconvolution results of individual phases and bulk rock obtained
from the big data analytics for the two samples.
Properties

Organics

Clay matrix

Carbonate

Quartz

Bulk rock

Mean particle size (μm)

11

4

10

5

90

Young’s modulus (GPa)

3.1

12.0

63.0

89.7

35.3–45.3

Fraction (vol.%)

19

28

38

15

37

30

20

Sample A

Fraction by XRPD (wt.%)
Sample B
Mean particle size (μm)

10

7

7

5

110

Young’s modulus (GPa)

2.3

18.2

65.1

92.0

37.9–38.6

Fraction (vol.%)

22

39

26

13

38

27

18

Fraction by XRPD (wt.%)

small fraction, only vary in a narrow range (e.g., 2.65–2.80), the volumetric fractions
should be approximately the same as the weight-based fractions. In addition, also shown
in the table are the weight-based fractions of all mineral phases determined by quantitative
XRPD analysis. In fact, results from these two different independent approaches are
comparable or consistent, validating that the big data-based nanoindentation data can be
used to analyze the volumetric fractions of the mechanically distinct phases.
Furthermore, the characteristic size of each mineral grains can also be indirectly
estimated by the critical depth using the 10% rule of thumb, and results are summarized in
Table 3.3. These sizes are nominally the average characteristic length scale or the mean
particle size for each mechanically distinct phase detected by nanoindentation, and the
actual size of each mineral grain should vary within a range. Noteworthy is the bulk rock’s
characteristic length scale, which is also the minimum size of the elastic zone required to
obtain the composite elastic response of the bulk rock. This size is actually 10 times greater
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than the actual minimum indentation depth required to measure the elastic modulus of the
bulk rock.
As expected, the critical depths shown in Figure 3.13 are not the same for different
phases in each tested sample, which confirms that assuming only one characteristic size or
using one fixed indentation depth for all different mineral phases in conventional grid
indentation technique is far from adequate for accurate determination of mechanical
properties of individual phases in heterogeneous, multiscale materials such as shales. Again,
although the mechanical properties of individual phases can theoretically be probed at
indentation depth much smaller than their characteristic sizes, the quality of the finished
surface (i.e., the surface roughness), in turn, significantly affects the accuracy of
indentation measurements at such shallow depths [136]. Figure 3.13 shows an example of
the roughness effect in which the Young’s modulus of most phases obtained from the
deconvolution analysis at the depth of 0.25 μm is smaller than that determined by the
surround effect model. The reported experimental results on bones [137] suggest that the
effect of surface roughness on the indentation measurements can be avoided when the
indentation depth is at least three times greater than the RMS roughness of the tested
surface. On the other hand, if the pre-selected indentation depth is too large (e.g., 1 μm as
shown in Figure 3.13), then the results obtained by conventional deconvolution analysis
but without the surround effect model are significantly affected by the too large elastic
zones that actually include surrounding minerals with dissimilar mechanical properties.
Therefore, for conventional grid indentation (but without the surround effect modeling),
the pre-selected maximum indentation depth needs to be properly balanced between the
roughness effect and surround effect when probing individual phases’ mechanical
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properties, which is typically challenging for multiphase and multiscale materials such as
shales.

Summary of the New Big Data Analytics
As formulated above, the newly developed big data analytics consists of the
following major steps: (1) data segmentation to extract multiple subsets of data at various
segmentation depths from a large number (e.g., ~500 to 1,000) of continuous Young’s
modulus versus indentation depth curves obtained by CSM nanoindentation; (2)
optimization and selection of an appropriate bin size for the generation of PDF histogram
for each data subset; (3) PDF-based statistical deconvolution of each data subset to
determine the number of mechanically distinct phases and their Young’s modulus at each
segmentation depth; (4) Replotting the Young’s modulus against segmentation depth and
fitting the data with a newly proposed surround effect model, leading to the determination
of the Young’s moduli of both individual phases at the micro/nano-scale and the bulk
material at the macroscale. In this study, applying the newly proposed big data analytics to
processing the ~539 chaotic, highly scattered E-h data (Figure 3.4) results in only a few
highly informative curves that reflect the variation of the Young’s modulus of different
phases with indentation depth. While the former, though containing voluminous data,
yields little information about the shale as a multiphase multiscale composite, extensive
information can be obtained from the latter, which is summarized as follows:
(1) Number, area or volumetric fraction, and Young’s modulus of mechanically
distinct phases in the shale;
(2) Young’s modulus of the bulk shale;
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(3) Appropriate indentation depths at which the Young’s modulus of each
mechanically distinct phases as well as the bulk rock can be more accurately
measured;
(4) Average particle size of different phases in the rock.
In addition, other advantages of the big data analytics include: (1) the mechanical
properties of individual phases in the shale can be determined without the need for
assuming characteristic lengths or sizes of individual phases; (2) results are less influenced
by the surface roughness, especially for cases where some phases may have particle sizes
less than or close to the roughness; (3) the mechanical properties of both individual phases
and the bulk rock are determined simultaneously with one single experimental techniques;
(4) it validates that the measured mechanical properties depend upon indentation depth,
and the bulk material’s properties can be obtained when the indentation depth is sufficiently
large; and (5) the bulk material’s properties can be obtained without the need to make very
large indent, which is also difficult because it requires a high load capacity and special
indenter tips of the instrument, and a large indentation depth is usually accompanied with
cracking, pileup or sink-ins (that affects the accurate determination of the contact area).
Another significant development is the formulation of a newly proposed concept,
bin size index (BSI), and its application for selecting an optimal bin size. Although it is
developed for the analysis of the Young’s modulus of shales, this criterion appears
powerful for and is expectedly applicable to experimental measurements from a group of
mixed independent random variables (i.e., not a single variable) but without the knowledge
of the exact number of variables. Moreover, the criterion demonstrates that the bin size can
be varied to process different subsets of data obtained at different conditions (e.g., different
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indentation depths in this study). Coincidently, the Young’s modulus of the bulk rock is
nearly the same as that of the interface between hard and soft phases, suggesting that the
macroscopic properties of the shale may be estimated from the indents made on the
interface of two mineral phases with contrasting mechanical properties. Finally, this
technique can provide guides for selecting appropriate indentation depths to probe the
mechanical properties of either highly heterogeneous bulk materials at the macroscale or
their individual constituent phases at the particle scale.

3.4

Conclusions
A novel big data-based nanoindentation technique and pertinent data analytics are

developed to cross-scale characterize the mechanical behavior of two shale samples. For
highly heterogeneous and complex composites (e.g., shales) containing solid inclusions,
this new big data analytics, including data segmentation, bin size optimization, statistical
deconvolution, and surround effect modeling, provides an innovative framework for
converting voluminous, chaotic, and highly scattered data into highly concise, informative,
and insightful information that is explicitly linked to the material’s cross-scale elasticity as
well as certain microstructural features (e.g., the number of phases, sizes of solid
inclusions). As formulated above, the following conclusions can be drawn:
•

Cross-scale characterization of heterogenous composites consisting of a
homogeneous matrix with embedded multiphase and multiscale solid inclusions
such as shales can be achieved by the big data-based indentation and associated
data analytics.
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•

A new criterion, termed bin size index, to optimize variable bin sizes for
experimental PDF construction, is first proposed and validated using the
nanoindentation data.

•

A new surround effect model is first developed to account for the combined
mechanical responses from mechanically dissimilar phases or inclusions in
highly heterogeneous, multiscale, multiphase composites, and multifaceted
results include the cross-scale elasticity of the composites as well as the
microstructural features such as the number of mechanically distinct phases and
their characteristic sizes.
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CHAPTER 4
CROSS-SCALE CHARACTERIZATION OF RESERVOIR ROCKS BY
INTEGRATED BIG DATA NANOINDENTATION AND GAUSSIAN MIXTURE
MODELING
An integrated big data nanoindentation and Gaussian mixture modeling (GMM)
approach is presented that is capable of characterizing the cross-scale mechanical
properties of porous, multiphase, multiscale reservoir rocks. A large number (i.e., ~500) of
grid indentation experiments with continuous stiffness measurement to maximum depths
of 6–8 μm were performed on shales and sandstones, resulting in massive depth-dependent
hardness and Young’s modulus data from unknown phases, which were then segmented at
various depths to extract an array of discretized sub-datasets. Two-dimensional GMM of
each modulus-hardness sub-dataset from the same segmentation depth yielded the number,
fraction, and properties of mechanically distinct phases, which were used to reconstruct the
clearly discernible property-depth curves. Such a scheme of segmentation, discretization,
analysis, and reconstruction enables the transformation of a massive number of
measurement curves from unknown phases into a few sets of discernible lines from
identified phases. More importantly, the depth-dependent behavior is a mechanistic
reflection of the high heterogeneity of the rock’s microstructure in terms of the number,
characteristic size, fraction, and property of different mineral phases. The reconstructed
curves also clearly reveal the multiscale and multistage “indentation surround effects” that
depict the influences of neighboring materials on the indented spot. The mechanical
properties of individual phases can be accurately determined at small indentation depths
(e.g., 0.1–0.3 μm). However, with increasing depth, initially unique mechanical properties
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of individual phases undergo multistage convergence and progressively combine into a
unified value at large depths (e.g., > ~5 μm), which is regarded as the bulk rock’s properties.
This newly developed approach enables more accurate, multi-parameter, and cross-scale
characterization of reservoir rocks, and is expectedly applicable to other highly
heterogeneous materials.

4.1

Introduction
Shales and sandstones are the two most common types of sedimentary rocks that

frequently serve as reservoirs for oil and natural gas. Understanding the mechanical
properties of these reservoir rocks, particularly the individual constituent minerals’ in-situ
behavior, such as elasticity, strength, and fracture toughness, are important for the safe,
economic, efficient, and sustainable recovery of hydrocarbons. For instance, in reservoir
engineering, geophysical subsurface exploration requires knowledge of the elasticity of the
bulk rock as well as its constituents for the search, discovery, and estimation of oil and gas
reserves; in reservoir production, the success of hydraulic fracturing in tight formations is
highly dependent upon fracture toughness, a mechanical parameter closely related to elastic
modulus [95, 96].
Both shales and sandstones are mainly composed of quartz, feldspar, pyrite,
carbonates, and clay minerals, among others, and these constituent phases are initially
highly compacted upon sedimentation and burial, followed by interparticle cementation via
geological processes such as diagenesis, dissolution, and precipitation. For shales, prior
studies by microscopic techniques have shown that fine-grained platy clay particles of <
2 µm in size are cemented together by newly in-situ precipitated agents (e.g., calcite, silica,
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and hematite) and exist as highly compressed, preferentially oriented clay matrix, while
relatively coarse, anhedral, equidimensional silt or sand-sized particles of up to a few
hundred micrometers in sizes are randomly embedded in the load-supporting clay matrix
as isolated solid inclusions [62, 63, 67, 97]. In contrast to shales, sandstones contain less
clay minerals but much higher fractions of quartz, feldspar, and other coarse-grained
phases. The major varieties of clay minerals in sandstones are authigenic and occur in the
form of clay coatings deposited on the surfaces of coarser particles and of clay aggregates
filling the pore space [138–140]. Moreover, the dominant coarse particles are cemented by
clay minerals and overgrowths of other new-formed phases (e.g., silica, carbonates) and
form the primary load-bearing skeleton in sandstones [141–143].
Characterization of the mechanical properties of shales and sandstones is
challenging because of their compositional heterogeneity and multiscale structure.
Traditional measurement techniques (e.g., triaxial testing and pulse transmission) that
depend upon relatively large intact core samples as well as sample quality and
representativeness are often costly, which limits the number of measurements to obtain
unbiased results. Moreover, these macroscopic measurements can only yield the
mechanical properties of the bulk rock as a composite [66, 68, 69, 72], but are not capable
of extracting the mechanical properties of individual tiny-sized constituent particles (e.g.,
clay, silt, and sand). In the past decades, nanoindentation testing, more specifically the grid
indentation method, has attracted more attention because of the continuously rising interest
in the nano/micro-scale mechanical properties of heterogeneous materials such as shales,
sandstones, and concretes [22, 36, 144, 145]. This non-destructive technique allows for
multiple or even massive measurements, mostly hardness and Young’s modulus, from a
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small-sized sample, and results can thus be averaged or statistically analyzed to minimize
random errors. The initial statistical or grid indentation technique was developed by
Constantinides et al. (2003) [146], with the use of statistical deconvolution to extract the
mechanical properties (e.g., hardness and Young’s modulus) of each constituent phase in
composites from the massive indentation measurements by fitting a number of theoretical
probability density functions (PDFs) to the experimental PDF. Subsequently, the
deconvolution method is further improved by using cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) to avoid the difficulty of bin-size selection required for the construction of the
experimental histograms [21, 23, 147]. More recently, Gaussian mixture modeling (GMM)
is implemented as an alternative statistical analysis to better interpret the higher-order grid
indentation data and to objectively identify the number of phases therein [148, 149].
To accurately determine the mechanical properties of individual phases in a
composite through the aforementioned grid indentation method, the maximum indentation
depth needs to be carefully optimized to balance the surface roughness effect (i.e., the depth
should not be too small to overcome the surface roughness) and the Bückle’s 10% rule of
thumb (i.e., the maximum indentation depth should be limited to the 10% of the thickness
or size of the sample of interest) [16, 132]. In fact, it is even more difficult to study shales
and sandstones, because different constituent phases in these naturally formed rocks
usually have varied particle sizes, meaning that the maximum indentation depth selected
for measuring their mechanical properties should not be a fixed value unless it is nominally
infinitesimal. A big data-based nanoindentation technique is hence introduced by Luo et al.
(2019a) [150] to overcome the above challenging issues inherent to the statistical
indentation technique, where grid indentation experiments with the continuous stiffness
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measurement (CSM) method (i.e., data collection) were conducted on two shale samples
and the numerous depth-dependent Young’s modulus measurements statistically were
segmented at various indentation depths and then analyzed through the PDF deconvolution.
Accordingly, the mechanical properties of both individual phases and the bulk rock can be
determined simultaneously via a single mode of mechanical testing, but without the need
of selecting an appropriate indentation depth for the grid indentation technique.
In this paper, the big data nanoindentation technique is further improved from the
perspective of statistical analysis and is implemented for the characterization of cross-scale
mechanical properties of not only shales but also sandstones, two most common types of
porous, multiphase, and multiscale reservoir rocks with diverse composition and
microstructure. The GMM-implemented big data analytics, together with the
nanoindentation CSM method, provides a quasi-continuous, multiscale, and multistage
characterization of the mechanical properties of individual phases at different indentation
depths (i.e., crossing different length scales). Compared with the prior big data-based
nanoindentation technique, the statistical analysis in this new method is more objective and
efficient, which helps enhance the accuracy of the cross-scale characterization of the
mechanical properties. The results also shed light on the characteristic length scales of
individual phases in each investigated sample. Finally, it can be expectedly implemented
as an economical, effective, and efficient toolkit for mechanical testing of rocks and other
composite materials.
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4.2

Materials and Methods
Samples
Two different kinds of reservoir rocks were studied, which were divided into four

shale and one sandstone samples from Sichuan, China and Kentucky, USA, respectively.
The shales were recovered from four different sections of a horizontal well, and hereafter
are designated as SH1, SH2, SH3, and SH4 based on the extended distances of the
horizontal well sections from the ground surface. These samples were supplied as rock core
fragments and drill cuttings (Figure 4.1a), and the former were collected from some postfailure triaxial core specimens. The sandstone sample, hereafter designated as SS1, was a
short cylinder of ~3.5 × 3.5 cm in diameter × height, which was subdivided into smaller
blocks to be used in different experimental characterization (Figure 4.1a).

Compositional Analysis
The mineralogical compositions of all five studied samples were analyzed by Xray powder diffraction (XRPD). Upon air-drying, each sample was first wet ground with
propan-2-ol (C3H8O) to a fine powder in a McCrone micronizing mill (The McCrone
Group, Westmont, IL, USA) and then mixed with 10 wt.% zincite (ZnO) powder as an
internal standard for quantitative analysis. The powder mixture was front-loaded onto the
sample holder by the razor-tamped surface (RTS) method [108] to prepare a powder mount
with minimized preferred orientation of platy clay particles. All powder mounts were
scanned in a PANalytical X’Pert PRO X-ray diffractometer (Almelo, Netherlands) using
Cu Kα radiation (with a wavelength of λ = 1.5418 Å), a scan range of 2º to 64º 2θ, and a
scan speed of 1º 2θ/min. Quantitative analysis of the collected diffraction patterns was
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Figure 4.1 (a) Two types of reservoir rocks: shales fragments and drill cuttings (left), and
sandstone disk and its trimmings (right); (b) the polished specimens glued on the aluminum
puck.

performed using the open-source platform Profex [109, 110]. Noteworthy is that the
mineralogical compositions of Samples SH2 and SH3 were analyzed by a collaborator
owing to their limited quantity of samples.
Total organic carbon (TOC) in these samples was measured in an ECS 4010 CHNSO element analyzer (Costech Analytical Technologies, Inc., Valencia, CA, USA). Since
carbonates such as calcite (CaCO3) and dolomite [CaMg(CO3)2] are usually present in
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shales and sandstones, acidification pretreatment of each powder sample of 25–30 mg with
75 μL 0.5 M HCl solution was performed to remove inorganic carbon (e.g., carbonates)
before the TOC measurements. Such pretreatments were repeated multiple times to ensure
complete removal of all carbonates, as indicated by the lack of effervescence upon the
addition of HCl solution. The treated sample was then completely dried on a 50 °C hotplate
for overnight to prevent the heat-induced loss of organic matter [151]. For each sample,
five replicates were prepared for the TOC measurements, and results averaged from the
five measurements.
The dry bulk density of each sample was determined by a helium pycnometer
AccuPyc II 1340 (Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, Norcross, GA, USA) with a gas
pressure of 19.5 psi. The drill cuttings were first oven dried at 110 °C and then placed into
a 1 cm3 cylindrical sample cup for density measurement, and the measurement of total
sample volume was repeated ten times for statistical averaging. The porosity was then
estimated by comparing the measured dry bulk density of the sample and its average
mineral density calculated from its mineralogical composition determined by the XRPD
results.

Nanoindentation Testing
A highly smooth surface of the tested sample is generally required for accurate and
repeatable results in nanoindentation. For surface preparation, cuboid samples of ~15 × 10
× 10 mm (length × width × thickness) were cut from the relatively large parent blocks (e.g.,
shale fragments and sandstone core) and then were divided into three groups (Figure 1b):
Subgroup 1, Subgroup 2, and Sandstone. Those having similar mineralogical compositions
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were directly glued by a Crystalbond 509 amber resin onto the same cylindrical aluminum
puck with their bedding plane parallel to the puck’s top surface. Thus, the sample surface
parallel to the bedding plane was polished for indentation loading, resulting in all
measurements from a loading direction normal to the bedding plane. A MetaServ 250
polisher (Buehler Inc., Lake Bluff, IL, USA) was used to successively polish all samples
with the grit size of abrasive alumina papers decreasing from #P180 to #P4000 (Federation
of European Producers of Abrasives designation) to obtain highly smooth and flat surfaces
(Figure 4.1b). Noteworthy is that impregnation of samples in a thermoplastic polymer was
avoided here to prevent polishing-induced potential contamination of polymer to the
polished sample surface.
A statistical nanoindentation scheme was designed to perform nanoindentation
measurements in a G200 nanoindenter (Keysight Technologies, Inc., Santa Rosa, CA,
USA). Generally, a total of 11–13 batches of indentation were conducted across the entire
polished surface of each sample, and the actual number of indents varied depending upon
the available surface size of each individual sample. Each batch consisted of a 7 × 7 grid
or 49 indents with a grid spacing of 200 μm to prevent possible negative interferences
between two adjacent indents, which was 20 times greater than the possible maximum
indentation depth (e.g., < 10 μm) [111]. Moreover, after each batch of indentation, 4
additional indents were made on fused silica, a standard material with known mechanical
properties, to re-check and validate tip calibration (e.g., whether the tip was contaminated
or damaged) and ensure data quality. If such an additional step found false measurements
of the properties of fused silica, then the data from the prior batch of indents on samples
were discarded, the indenter tip cleaned, and a new 7 × 7 grid of indents conducted. To
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implement the big data analytics (as discussed later), each indent was loaded to a depth of
~8 μm using a continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) method with the amplitude and
frequency of the harmonic oscillation of 2 nm and 45 Hz respectively, a customized
Berkovich diamond indenter with an effective depth of > 25 μm, and a constant strain rate
(ḣ/h) of 0.05 1/s. A constant Poisson’s ratio of 0.2 was assumed in the calculation of the
Young’s modulus for all tested samples. More detailed discussion on general
nanoindentation testing as well as the particular statistical indentation method can be found
in the literature [17–19, 23, 152].

Surface Characterization
After indentation testing, surface characterization was performed by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) together with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEMEDS) on selected samples to avoid the potential damage of the energized electron beam to
the sample surface, with a particular objective of observing and examining residual indents.
Prior to SEM imaging and EDS analysis, all surfaces were sputter-coated with a thin layer
of carbon. High-resolution imaging of the sample surfaces with residual indents was
conducted in a Magellan 400 XHR SEM (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA), while the
corresponding element mapping via EDS was performed in a Zeiss EVO50 XVP SEM
(Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany) equipped with a Bruker Quantax EDS
(Bruker Nano GmbH, Berlin, Germany).
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Gaussian Mixture Modeling
It is well known that most reservoir rocks such as shales and sandstones are
multiphase composites consisting of different inorganic minerals as well as organics and
pore fluids. Without mineralogical analysis such as XRPD, the exact number of phases are
unknown, nor are their mechanical properties. As such, GMM was performed to analyze
independently the grid nanoindentation results to quantitatively determine the number of
phases as well as their mechanical properties, and the GMM results on the number of
mineral phases should be consistent with the XRPD analysis. In the preliminary phase,
several different methods, including Gaussian mixtures, skew Gaussian mixtures, and
hierarchical nonparametric mixtures, were examined to different extents, but the GMM
yielded the most reasonable number of phases for the studied shales and sandstone. As
such, the GMM method was selected to process the large volume of nanoindentation data.
For a heterogeneous material consisting of k mechanically distinct phases, the
overall statistical distribution of mechanical properties of such a composite can be
considered as a mixture of k Gaussian distributions, provided that the mechanical properties
of each constituent phase obey a Gaussian distribution. In this case, the probability density
function (PDF) of this k-phase (often called “k-component” in mixture modeling) Gaussian
mixture is as follows:
k

f (x ; Ψ) = ∑ π i g(x ; µ i , Σ i )

(4.1)

i =1

where x represents a p-dimensional dataset (or the mechanical properties in this case);
π1, ... , πk are nonnegative mixing proportions whose sum is equal to one; μi and Σi denote
a p × 1 mean vector and a p × p variance-covariance matrix of the ith Gaussian distribution,
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respectively; Ψ is the set of parameters Ψ = (π1, ... , πk–1, μ1T , ... , μkT , ... , vech(Σ1)T, ... ,
vech(Σk)T)T where vech(A) means that only the lower triangular part of a symmetric matrix
A is vectorized (i.e., half-vectorization). Since each indentation measurement yields
simultaneously two properties (i.e., p = 2), hardness (H) and Young’s modulus (E), g is a
bivariate Gaussian distribution and its PDF is given by:

g( x ; µ i , Σ i ) =

1
−
⎡ 1
⎤
1
Σ i 2 exp ⎢ − ( x − µ i )T Σ i −1 ( x − µ i ) ⎥
2π
⎣ 2
⎦

(4.2)

where μi is the two-dimensional mean vector for H and E at ith phase and Σi consists of the
variances of H and E and the covariance between them at the ith phase.
The unknown parameters Ψ can be obtained by the maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE), which searches for an appropriate root to the likelihood equations that maximize
the log-likelihood function log L(Ψ):

∂
∂ n
log L(Ψ) =
∑ log f (x j ; Ψ) = 0
∂Ψ
∂Ψ j = 1

(4.3)

where n is the size in the dataset. Instead of directly solving the above equation, an iterative
method called expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is more common and
computationally efficient to find the estimates of parameters [29]. In this study, the
implementation of the EM algorithm for analyzing the indentation results was
accomplished using EMMIX, an R package developed for the fitting of the Gaussian
mixture models [30, 32]. Noteworthy is that the number of mechanically distinct phases k
is usually unknown in the statistical analysis of indentation data from composite materials
such as rocks, and the EM algorithm can also end up converging to different solutions
depending on how the parameters of the model in Eq. (4.1) are initialized.
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In this study, using the knowledge of the mineral composition of the rocks (e.g., as
determined by XRPD), the upper bound of k, denoted as N, was selected to be 8 (i.e., N =
8) to reduce the computation time and level of complexity. The experimental datasets were
then fitted by a series of Gaussian mixture models with k ranging from 1 to N (i.e., 8
different models), and the parameters of each model were randomly initialized 1000 times
to increase the chance of finding the best solutions for the parameters. Thus, 8000 fittings
were conducted in total for each two-dimensional indentation dataset consisting of the H
and E properties.
For the purpose of clarification in the following discussion, use of different
subscripts is explained here: (1) μm, n, r denotes the mean values of H and E of the mth phase
in the nth solution derived from the model with r phases, where m = 1, ... , k, n = 1, ... ,
1000, and r = 1, ... , N; (2) the same above rule is applied to other parameters, except that
logLn, r represents the logarithmic likelihood value of the nth solution of the model with r
phases. Not all the 8000 fitted solutions were desired with the consideration of both the
statistical perspective and the rationality in mechanical testing, so only those solutions that
can satisfy all the following criteria (1)–(4) were selected for further analysis:
(1) The successful application of the statistical nanoindentation is based on an important
premise that the mechanical properties of individual phases of the studied composite
material have sufficient contrast that can be captured by nanoindentation testing at
small scales. It means that a rational solution should not display severe overlap between
the adjacent distributions of two or more different phases. For any two distributions
(i.e., corresponding to Phase A and Phase B) in a solution with r > 1, the pairwise
overlap between Phase A and B can be defined as ωab = ωa|b + ωb|a, where ωa|b given
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below is the misclassification probability that the random variable x originates from
Phase B but is mistakenly assigned to Phase A, and vice versa [153]:

ω a|b = Pr ⎡⎣π b, n, r g(x ; µ b, n, r , Σ b, n, r ) < π a, n, r g(x ; µ a, n, r , Σ a, n, r ) | x ~ g( µ b, n, r , Σ b, n, r ) ⎤⎦
(4.4)
In this study, the pairwise overlaps of all phases were calculated using the R package
MixSim [154], and the maximum pairwise overlap was limited to 0.5, i.e. the solution
that has its two phases with over 50% chance of misclassification was excluded in
subsequent analysis.
(2) According to the data published in the literature [35, 36, 88, 155], a positive correlation
is usually observed between the hardness and Young’s modulus measured by
nanoindentation. Therefore, the covariance term of each unrestricted variancecovariance matrix should be positive. Likewise, for any two distributions (e.g., Phase
A and Phase B when r > 1) in a solution, their mean values μ = (μ_H, μ_E) were required
to satisfy that both μ_Ea, n, r ≥ μ_Eb, n, r and μ_Ha, n, r ≥ μ_Hb, n, r hold true.
(3) For any two different solutions (e.g., Solutions C and D) having the same k (i.e., using
the same model to fit the data but with different initializing parameters), they should
have enough contrast in their estimates of parameters to be considered “unique”. In this
work, the maximum difference calculated as follows is required to be greater than 5%
if Solution C is not a duplicate of Solution D (presumably μ_Hm+1, n, r ≥ μ_Hm, n, r and
μ_Em+1, n, r ≥ μ_Em, n, r):
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⎧
⎛ π 1, c, r − π 1, d, r
π k, c, r − π k, d, r ⎞
⎪
max ⎜
, ... ,
⎟
min(π k, c, r , π k, d, r ) ⎠
⎪
⎝ min(π 1, c, r , π 1, d, r )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎛ µ _ H1, c, r − µ _ H1, d, r
µ _ H k, c, r − µ _ H k, d, r ⎞
⎪
max ⎨ max ⎜
, ... ,
⎟
min( µ _ H k, c, r , µ _ H k, d, r ) ⎠
⎝ min( µ _ H1, c, r , µ _ H1, d, r )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎛ µ _ E1, c, r − µ _ E1, d, r
µ _ Ek, c, r − µ _ Ek, d, r ⎞
⎪ max ⎜
, ... ,
⎟
min( µ _ Ek, c, r , µ _ Ek, d, r ) ⎠
⎪⎩
⎝ min( µ _ E1, c, r , µ _ E1, d, r )

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬ ≥ 0.05
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪⎭
(4.5)

For any two solutions (e.g., Solutions E and F) having different k, the solution derived
from a more complicated model (i.e., model with more parameters) should provide a
higher log likelihood, i.e., logLe, r < logLf, r+1.
(4) For Gaussian mixtures with unrestricted covariance matrices, it is almost inevitable to
have some spurious solutions [156]. Generally, a spurious solution has one (or more)
phase which overfits a small localized random pattern in the data rather than any other
underlying group structure, resulting in a solution with a high likelihood but very small
generalized variance and mixing proportion of the overfitted phase [33, 39]. In addition,
prior studies on composite materials have shown that the mechanical properties of the
composites can only be significantly enhanced when the amount of additive or filling
material reaches around 5 wt.% [157–159]. Thus, the final constraint specified a critical
concentration of 5% to identify and eliminate the spurious solutions, i.e. the fraction of
each phase for a qualified solution should be at least 5% (πm, n, r ≥ 0.05).
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4.3

Results and Discussion
Compositions
Figure 4.2a shows the XRPD patterns of three samples, SH1, SH4, and SS1. For

the two shale samples, three clay minerals are present, including illite, chlorite, and
muscovite, which are usually found in sedimentary rocks such as shales, while the most
common non-clay minerals such as carbonates (including calcite and dolomite), quartz,
feldspar (albite), and pyrite are also found in these two fine-grained rocks. The
mineralogical compositions of the other two shale samples, SH2 and SH3, were analyzed
elsewhere and results are summarized in Table 4.1. For the sandstone, the aforementioned
clay minerals are only present at a very small fraction, as indicated by the very small
reflections at low angles; while only quartz and feldspar, but not carbonates or pyrite, are
present in the rock as non-clay phases, indicating that the sandstone is cemented by
secondary quartz, but not carbonates. These constituent minerals can be assigned to three
different categories from the geomechanical point of view: clay minerals, carbonates, and
QFP (i.e., quartz, feldspar, and pyrite), of which the QFP are usually grouped together in
geomechanics due to their similar mechanical (e.g., stiffness) properties [1, 72]. According
to this categorizing method, Figure 4.2b compares the compositional variations of the five
samples in a ternary diagram whose three axes represent the three categories of the
compositional minerals and the summation of their weight-based percentages are equal to
one. It is clearly observed that the 4 shale samples can be further subdivided into two
subgroups (Figure 4.1b), each with similar compositions. It is expected that the shales in
these two different groups may exhibit distinct mechanical properties, while different
samples within a subgroup may behave mechanically similar. Finally, since the statistical
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Figure 4.2 (a) XRPD patters of three samples, SH1, SH4, and SS1; (b) ternary plot of the
sample mineralogical composition determined from the quantitative powder diffraction
analysis.
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Table 4.1 Quantitative compositions of the five investigated reservoir rock samples, including four shales and one sandstone.

nanoindentation yields volumetric compositions of the studied samples, the weight-based
fractions determined by the XRPD were converted to volumetric fractions according to
each phase’s specific gravity found from the literature, and the results are summarized in
Table 4.1, together with the porosity. For each sample, the summation of the volumetric
fractions of porosity and solid minerals equals to 100%.

Microstructure
Figure 4.3a shows the SEM micrographs of Sample SH1 as an example to illustrate
the packing and association of different minerals. The most abundant material in the
imaged area is the clay matrix consisting of preferentially oriented, highly compacted, and
likely cemented platy clay minerals, which are most possibly parallel to the bedding plane.
In some locations, groups of clay particles are highly squeezed and bent around large, nonplaty sand or silt particles. On the other hand, these relatively large particles are most likely
QFP and carbonates embedded as isolated solid inclusions within the layered clay matrix.
Such a type of matrix-solid inclusion microstructure can also be better observed in
the EDS mapping of the highly polished surfaces (Figure 4.3b–f) where different minerals
display clear contrast via coloration. As shown in Figure 4.2b, the fractions of clay minerals
and carbonates reduce from the Subgroup 1 to Subgroup 2 of shales and further to the
sandstone, and such variations in composition are also reflected under these microscopic
observations. For instance, the clay matrix generally has distinctive light-green color, while
the coarse-grained silt and sand minerals (e.g., QFP and carbonates) are recognized by
yellowish orange and blue particles. Basically, the relatively large particles, together with
those small-sized pyrite, are randomly embedded in the clay matrix as solid inclusions
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Figure 4.3 (a) Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of a broken surface showing the layered
structure of the compacted clay matrix and the embedded stiff particles; (b)–(f) EDS
mappings of the polished surfaces corresponding to SH1–SH4 and SS1: clay matrix (light
green), carbonates (blue), quartz (yellowish orange), and pyrite (orange).
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when the samples have high clay contents (e.g., Figure 4.3b and e for Subgroup 1; Figure
4.3c and d for Subgroup 2). As the percentage of QFP increases, the stiff, sand-sized
particles replace the clay matrix as the dominant phase in the load-supporting skeleton,
while the clay minerals and carbonates are present mainly as solid fillers and cementations
in the voids among the large particles (e.g., Figure 4.3f for the sandstone). Another
important observation from Figure 4.3 is that the clear particle boundaries help understand
how the particle sizes of QFP and carbonates vary across different samples, and the effect
of particle size on the indentation measurements will be discussed in the following sections
in detail.

Nanoindentation Results
Figure 4.4 shows the grid indentation results for the five studied samples, including
both the hardness-depth (H-h) and Young’s modulus-depth (E-h) curves of ~500 each.
Surface roughness measurements by atomic force microscopy show that the polished
surface of Sample SH1 has a RMS (root-mean-square) roughness of 138 nm, and other
samples polished by the same technique with the same procedures are expected to have
similar surface roughness. Noteworthy is that some curves (which are not shown) showing
incorrect surface detection have been excluded from these plots after carefully inspecting
each indentation load-displacement curve, and such abnormal curves can be distinguished
by the nearly zero load over large indentation depths (e.g., 2–3 μm) at the initial loading
stage, which is largely attributed to the instable contact between the indenter tip and sample
surface or by the incorrect surface detection when indenting on large pores filled with
polishing debris [136, 144]. Although all indentation loading is displacement-controlled
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Figure 4.4 Indentation hardness (a–e) and Young’s modulus (f–j) curves obtained from the
CSM method for the five tested samples.
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with a pre-set target depth of 8 μm, the achievable maximum indentation depth of each
indent actually depends upon the stiffness and hardness of the indented material, because
the nanoindenter used in this study has a maximum load capacity of 600 mN and most
indents reach the maximum load prior to the target depth. For example, only a few curves
have the maximum indentation depth of > 6 μm for the four shale samples (Figure 4.4a–d
and f–i), and only a limited number (i.e., < 100) of curves eventually reach the 8 μm target
depth (Figure 4.4e and j).
A striking feature is that the H-h and E-h curves of all samples are highly chaotic
and indentation depth-dependent. At the very small indentation depths (e.g., 0.1–0.2 μm),
the curves are more scattered around, for example, a range of 0–14 GPa in hardness and 0–
120 GPa in Young’s modulus. With increasing indentation depth, the H and E in some
curves decrease, while others exhibit the opposite trend. Nevertheless, all curves in each
plot gradually converge, and terminate with much smaller ranges, such as 0.5–1.5 GPa for
H and 20–40 GPa for E at large depths (e.g., 5–6 μm). Furthermore, some spikes, as
highlighted by blue dotted ellipses, occur on almost every plot, which are usually
associated with cracking events induced by indentation loading at sufficiently large
indentation depths [85, 160]

Big Data Analytics
A prior version of big data analytics, first proposed by Luo et al. (2019a) [150] to
distinguish patterns of different minerals from complex CSM-based nanoindentation
results, has been successfully applied to characterizing the elastic properties of two clayrich shales crossing different scales. This initial data analytics consists of three major steps:
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(1) data segmentation and extraction at selected indentation depths; (2) statistical analysis
on each sub-dataset extracted at a given depth via PDF-based deconvolution to discern
different phases and their Young’s modulus; (3) reconstruction of the PDF deconvolution
results from different segmentation depths via the “surround effect model” for cross-scale
elastic properties. However, the PDF (or similar CDF) deconvolution can only analyze the
hardness or Young’s modulus of the material separately, but not jointly, which may lead
to discrepancy in the number of identified phases in the same rock. More importantly,
selection of the number of phases used to fit the experimental data is somehow subjective
or has to rely on results from other testing (e.g., quantitative XRPD), even though
significant improvements were made in the big data analytics when compared with prior
conventional PDF-based deconvolution methods that are not based on depth-related
nanoindentation data. In this work, both the hardness and Young’s modulus obtained from
a multi-phase composite are considered jointly in the statistical analysis by integrating the
aforementioned GMM (instead of the PDF deconvolution) into the big data analytics. In
addition, the mathematical surround effect model can be eliminated in the interpretation of
the cross-scale depth-dependent results. As an illustration, the experimental data obtained
from the SH1 are used to explain how the GMM-integrated big data analytics is
implemented.

4.3.4.1 Data Segmentation and Extraction
The first step of the new big data analytics is to segment at selected depths the
continuous H-h and E-h curves determined by the CSM method, in order to obtain subdatasets, each of which is extracted at the same segmentation depth hs, for subsequent
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statistical analysis. As shown in Figure 4.4a and f, all the H and E at the same segmentation
depth (e.g., h = 1.0 μm indicated by the red dash lines) are extracted to form a twodimensional (H, E) sub-dataset. For Sample SH1, a total of 54 sub-datasets are created by
extracting data at depth intervals of 0.05 μm from h = 0.1 to 1.0 μm and of 0.1 μm from h
= 1.0 to 4.5 μm. Variable segmenting depth intervals are used to assure that more data
points can be extracted at smaller indentation depths where the H-h and E-h curves are
more scattered. In fact, the size (i.e., the number of data entries) of these extracted subdatasets decreases drastically when h > 3.7 μm (Figure 4.5). Therefore, a critical depth of
4.5 μm is chosen as the maximum depth of interest to ensure a sufficiently large number
(e.g., at least 200) of data entries for further meaningful statistical analysis, and the
influence of the sub-dataset size on the GMM results is to be discussed shortly. Moreover,
any data entry extracted from the spikes randomly occurring on the H-h and E-h curves is
excluded or discarded, since it is a kind of artifacts or outliers that affect the GMM. As a
result, the actual number of data entries in each sub-dataset is not constant but varies
slightly at different depths of 0.1 to 3.7 μm.

4.3.4.2 GMM Analysis
In the second step, each of the 54 sub-datasets generated from the above data
segmentation and extraction is statistically analyzed using GMM. To provide an overview
of expected outcomes at the end of this step, Table 4.2 summarizes the number of unique
solutions obtained from 9 different segmentation depths (hs), which shows that multiple
qualified solutions, as expected, are obtained for each sub-dataset after screening the
GMM-fitted results according to the criteria (1)–(4) in Section 4.2.5. For example, there
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Table 4.2 Summary of the number of solutions obtained from GMM at nine selective
depths for SH1.
Number of phases k

Depth
h (μm)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
1.0
2.0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
1
1
1
1
0

2
3
2
3
1
1
0

3
2
1
1
1
0
0

5
2
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

15
11
6
7
5
4
2

3.0
4.0

1
1

0
0

0
1

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
3

Total

Size of Sub-dataset

600

500

400

300

200

100
0

1

2

3

4

Indentation Depth h (μm)
Figure 4.5 Size of sub-dataset versus indentation depth.
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are totally six unique solutions for the sub-dataset at hs = 0.3 μm, including two different
solutions for the model with k = 4, one solution for each of models with k = 1, 2, 3, 5, and
zero solution for the rest models. Noteworthy is that no qualified solution is found for k =
8 at any depths listed in Table 4.2, demonstrating that the model with 8 phases is likely to
overfit the dataset and hence k = 8 can be used as a proper ceiling for the number of phases
(e.g., one solution for k = 7 at hs = 0.1 μm). Figure 4.6 shows the above six fitted solutions
plotted with the example sub-dataset at hs = 0.3 μm, each of which contains the unique
information about the representative mechanical properties of each phase (i.e., the
estimated means of H and E of each Gaussian distribution) and the log likelihood
expressing how likely this solution is for the given sub-dataset. In addition to the log
likelihood, three widely used model selection criteria are also considered to reduce the
subjectivity in data analysis, which are the Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) of Akaike
[161], Bayesian information criterion (BIC) of Schwarz [162], and Integrated Completed
Likelihood (ICL) of Biernacki et al. [38]:

AIC = −2log L( Ψ̂) + 2d

(4.6)

BIC = −2log L( Ψ̂) + d log(n)

(4.7)

1
ICL = − (BIC + Ent)
2

(4.8)

where Ψ̂ is a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of Ψ and d is the number of free
parameters of the model with k phases; Ent is the mean entropy of the corresponding
clustering:
n

k

Ent = − ∑ ∑ τ ij ( Ψ̂)log τ ij ( Ψ̂)
j = 1 i =1
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(4.9)

where τij is the posterior probability that the jth observation is from the ith phase, namely:

τ ij (Ψ) =

π i g( x j ; µ i , Σ i )
f ( x j ; Ψ)

(4.10)

These three criteria roughly have two major terms: the first term of log likelihood
for measuring the goodness-of-fit and the second term for penalizing the model complexity.
For the AIC, the model leading to a smaller AIC score means a better fit. Similarly, the
BIC chooses the model with the lowest BIC score, but has preference on simpler models
compared with the AIC. In contrast, the ICL in this study finds the solution with the
maximum ICL score. According to Eqs. (4.8)–(4.10), ICL penalizes the BIC through an
entropy term (the third term) in Eq. (4.9) measuring the overlap of the Gaussian mixture
components, and the ICL prefers for the solutions with well-separated components. Thus,
the number of phases favored by the ICL tends to be the smallest one among the above
three criteria. Generally, the models selected by these three criteria are not consistent.
However, for the specific example sub-dataset displayed in Figure 4.6, the final solution
(at the lower right corner) is suggested simultaneously and independently by all the three
criteria.

4.3.4.3 Model Selection and Results Re-integration
The final step is to select the best solution for each segmentation depth based on
the GMM analysis of each sub-dataset and then re-integrate these solutions from different
depths to uncover the depth-dependent, cross-scale mechanical properties of different
phases in the sample. Noteworthy is that the process of model selection for a certain
segmentation depth should not be completed independently without considering the results
from adjacent depths, since all sub-datasets originate from the same continuous property112

h = 0.3 μm

h = 0.3 μm

k=1
loglik = -2803
AIC = 5616
BIC = 5637
ICL = -2818

h = 0.3 μm
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k=2
loglik = -2440
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k=5
loglik = -2177
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Figure 4.6 Six unique solutions obtained from the statistical analysis via the Gaussian
mixture modeling for the sub-dataset at 0.3 μm.

H (GPa)
0.3

h = 0.3 μm
k=5

h (μm)
E (GPa)

h (μm)

0.3

Figure 4.7 Illustration of how the hardness and Young’s modulus are reconstructed at
different depths based on the two-dimensional results obtained from the Gaussian mixture
modeling.
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depth curves and there should be a certain format of progressive transition between the
solutions from two adjacent depths, although the sub-datasets from different segmentation
depths are analyzed separately in the previous step. According to Table 4.2, a total of
831,600 possible combinations of solutions can be found by multiplying the total number
of solutions at all segmentation depths. To screen out the most desired results from these
~8.3 × 105 candidates, two criteria are proposed as follows by integrating the physical
mechanisms of nanoindentation testing into existing statistical model selection criteria:
(1) The H-h and E-h curves shown in Figure 4.4 gradually converge as indentation depth
increases, leading to much smaller ranges at large depths. Results from the onedimensional PDF-based deconvolution already show that the generated experimental
PDFs of Young’s modulus can be accurately fitted by simpler models with a smaller
number of phases after h > ~2.0 μm [150]. Similarly, an important observation from
Table 4.2 is that the number of qualified solutions exhibits an overall decreasing trend
with increasing indentation depth. Therefore, for a qualified combination of solutions
from different depths, the number of phases k cannot increase with increasing
indentation depth, i.e., kh ≥ kh+1.
(2) There are still 2,876 qualified combinations after the above filtering process. It is
noteworthy that each qualified combination has its own log likelihood to indicate the
goodness-of-fit, and the aforementioned three likelihood-based model selection criteria
can help judge the quality of solutions through balancing the goodness-of-fit and model
complexity. In this paper, the selection of a solution is based on the overall quality of
a combination over the entire depth of interest. For example, as discussed previously,
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a smaller AIC score signals a better solution. Then the AIC-based overall quality (OQ)
of a combination can be calculated by:

OQ(AIC) =

I

∑ AIC
i =1

i

(4.11)

where I is the maximum indentation depth of interest, and I in the above example shown
in Table 4.2 is 4.0 μm. Then the combination with the minimum OQ(AIC) is the best
one recommended by the AIC. Likewise, the best combinations obtained by the BIC
and ICL can be selected by finding the solutions with the minimum OQ(BIC) and
OQ(ICL), respectively.
Finally, the solutions with the best combinations at different depths are reintegrated in the order of increasing indentation depth. For instance, Figure 4.7 shows the
solution screened by the best OQ(AIC) at the segmentation depth of 0.3 μm. The
representative hardness and Young’s modulus of each phase, which are essentially the two
estimated mean values, one for H and the other for E, in the pertinent coordinates, are then
extracted and re-plotted at the 0.3 μm depth in the H-h and E-h curves, respectively.
Accordingly, the cross-scale mechanical properties of different phases are characterized by
adding the results from all other depths to the above two plots.

4.3.4.4 Results Evaluation
As mentioned earlier, the GMM is performed at 54 segmentation depths for Shale
SH1, leading to a total of 3.5 × 1023 combinations in the “data re-integration” step. For
each criterion of AIC, BIC, and ICL, the H-h and E-h curves that are based on the
combinations having the first, second, and third best OQs are presented in Figure 4.8 from
the left column to the right column, and the consistency among them is inspected. In the
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second and third columns, results that differ from those exhibited in the first column (i.e.,
the combinations with the highest qualification based on the three model selection criteria)
are highlighted by black solid square symbols. Compared with the first best combination,
only minor differences are found at limited number of depths for the second and third best
combinations, and have very little effect on the overall shape of the curves. Therefore, the
results selected based on the first best OQ are stable and representative. Additionally,
another key advantage of the proposed model selection process is that it helps remove the
solutions that are favored by the model selection criteria but yet are unreasonable from the
standpoint of nanoindentation testing. Based on the plots in Figure 4.9, although the result
from k = 1 is selected by both the BIC and ICL, the solution with the minimum AIC score
at the depth of 4.0 μm actually has three phases, whereas results from Bennett et al. (2015)
[1] indicated that for shales indentations at the very large depth ought to provide more
uniform measurements representing the mechanical properties of only the composite (i.e.,
one single phase). Luckily, the undesired solution screened out by the AIC at the depth of
4.0 μm is not selected by any top three AIC candidates shown in Figure 4.8, because the
model selection process of this big data analytics is controlled by the results not only from
each indentation depth but also from its neighboring depths. However, although the
integration of the statistical criteria with the knowledge in mechanics improves the
accuracy and efficiency in the model selection process, careful attention needs to be paid
to those depths that have only one solution (k = 1) left after the filtering process (e.g., h =
3.0 μm in Table 4.2). Because the first appearing depth that has a single solution with one
phase will set an upper bound for the number of phases at all later larger depths, such a
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Figure 4.8 The cross-scale mechanical properties of SH1 determined by using three model
selection criteria, each of which includes three combinations respectively corresponding to
the best, the second best, and the third best overall quality (OQ) over the entire depths.
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depth should be excluded from the model selection process unless most of its following
larger depths also result in similar results.
To intuitively reveal the influence of the above three model selection criteria on the
H-h and E-h curves, Figure 4.10 reorganize the results derived from combinations with the
best OQ(AIC), OQ(BIC), and OQ(ICL). If the depth h = 1 μm is set as a boundary, it can
be noticed that the disparities among the three criteria come mainly from the shallower side
of the boundary (e.g., h < 1 μm), while little difference is observed at the relatively larger
indentation depths (e.g., h > 1 μm), and the complexity of the H-h and E-h plots reduces
from AIC to BIC to ICL. Since the true number of phases that have distinct mechanical
properties is unknown, the question then arises as to which criterion should be relied on to
assess the most representative group structure underlying the raw nanoindentation data.
Bozdogan (1987) [163] pointed out that the AIC is dimension inconsistent and tends to
select overfitting models even if the number of observations is large, while the BIC is
generally consistent and reliable in choosing the suitable number of phases according to
Keribin (2000) [164]. Instead, Biernacki et al. (2000) [38] argued that the purpose of the
ICL is to assess the number of phases that results in the best clustering. Despite that in
some special cases, the number of phases and the number of clusters are not necessarily
the same even in a multivariate Gaussian mixture model because it is possible that a cluster
is better represented by a mixture of normal distributions than by a single normal
distribution [44], the published data of nanoindentation on shales and sandstones have
shown that the fundamental assumption in this study, i.e. the mechanical properties of
constituent phases in the tested heterogeneous material can be approximated by Gaussian
distributions, is empirically justified [20, 124, 143, 165]. Therefore, in the following
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Figure 4.9 Three unique solutions obtained from the statistical analysis via the Gaussian
mixture modeling for the sub-dataset at 4.0 μm.
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Figure 4.10 Comparison among the cross-scale hardness (a) and Young’s modulus (b) of
SH1 generated by the combinations with the best OQ in terms of AIC, BIC, and ICL.
sections, the final H-h and E-h plots for each tested sample will be selected from the three
best OQ combinations with the help of the microscopic observations on the particle sizes
and the prior knowledge of mineral compositions determined from the XRPD analysis.
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Sichuan Shales
As shown in Figure 4.11, the plots of the four shale samples derived from the big
data analytics described above are presented in pairs. For comparison, samples from the
same subgroup are exhibited next to each other, i.e. Subgroup 1 is placed on the top while
Subgroup 2 at the bottom. When indentation depth is relatively small, for each shale sample,
the ~500 H-h or E-h curves that previously are disorganized and highly scattered (Figure
4.4) are clearly divided into five to seven major phases, corresponding to the mechanical
properties of different constituent minerals in shales. According to the XRPD-based
compositional analysis and the published data about the difference in stiffness of minerals
[36, 58, 106, 166], the above phases are generally assigned to five major types of minerals
or mineral groups: QFP, carbonates, clay matrix, organics, and compliant phase.
In fact, the “compliant phase” having very low hardness and Young’s modulus is
not an actual constituent mineral that can be identified by the mineralogical composition
analysis, and yet it only occurs at the very small indentation depth. As such, it may
represent the mechanical properties measured by a small group of indents that made on
pores with limited sizes or small asperities on the sample surface. The contact between the
indenter tip and a rough surface at small indentation depth is complex [167], and using a
larger indentation depth helps make the measured mechanical properties less sensitive to
the surface roughness. Hence, many criteria have been proposed to estimate the minimum
indentation depth that is adequate to eliminate the effect of surface roughness on the
indentation measurements [137, 168]. As an example shown in Figure 4.11a, the
mechanical properties determined at the first 0.1–0.2 μm are more scattered and slightly
lower than those from the relatively larger depths (e.g., 0.3–0.5 μm), which directly
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Figure 4.11 The hardness and Young’s modulus of individual phases versus indentation
depth for the four investigated Sichuan shale samples.
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demonstrates how the surface roughness plays a role in nanoindentation characterization
when the indentation depth is small or at the length scale similar to the surface roughness.
It is important to note that the depth-dependent hardness and Young’s modulus
exhibited in the raw indentation curves (Figure 4.4) are also reflected in the results
processed by the GMM-integrated big data analytics (Figure 4.11). This special depthdependent mechanical behavior has often been reported when the nanoindentation is
conducted on coatings [169, 170], thin films [24, 130, 133, 171, 172], and other
intrinsically heterogeneous materials such as concretes and shales [1, 22, 106, 112, 173,
174]. Essentially, the hardness and Young’s modulus measured by nanoindentation testing
are the averaged mechanical responses of materials inside the elasto-plastic zone produced
by indentation contact, and finite element simulations show that the size of the elastoplastic deformed zone grows laterally and vertically during the loading process [129, 131,
175]. For thin film (or coating) characterization, a 10% rule of thumb argues that the
maximum indentation depth should not exceed 10% of the film thickness to avoid the
significant influence of the thin film’s substrate on the hardness or elasticity measurements.
This empirical criterion was first proposed by von H. Bückle for microhardness testing
[132], but later has been widely used in the nanoindentation testing [16] and is further taken
into account in statistical nanoindentation technique to regulate the selection of the
maximum indentation depth [20, 176].
However, unlike the spatial arrangement of thin film and substrate that only has
boundary at the film-substrate interface, the boundary conditions in a highly heterogeneous
material are far more complex and flexible. In this study, the depth-dependent mechanical
properties occurring in nanoindentation testing on heterogeneous materials can be
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interpreted by a surround effect model recently introduced by Luo et al. (2019a) [150].
Microscopic images have shown that the relatively stiff and coarse sand and silt particles
(i.e., including quartz, calcite, and pyrite) are randomly embedded in the clay matrix and
the spatial distribution of the constituent minerals around each indent is almost inaccessible
prior to grid indentation. Figure 4.12 shows two typical indents, each of which includes the
SEM image, EDS mapping, indentation data, and schematic illustration. The SEM-EDS
results in Figure 4.12a indicate that this indent is made on a calcite particle with an in-plane
diameter of ~10 μm, and indentation can probe the mechanical properties of a single
carbonate phase when the depth is relatively small (e.g., 0.3–0.6 μm). However, the initially
indented calcite particle does not always have the enough size to contain both the elastoplastic zone throughout the entire loading process. As soon as this zone expands from the
indented calcite particle to its surrounding clay matrix, the probed mechanical properties
decrease and reflect the combined mechanical response of two or more phases (i.e., H-h
and E-h curves in Figure 4.12a). Similarly, for an indent originally made on the clay matrix
(Figure 4.12b), the measurements start to deviate from the response of clay matrix to a
composite-like behavior when the elasto-plastic zone encompasses other stiff solid
inclusions (e.g., quartz or calcite particles). It is interesting to note that a sudden drop is
observed in both the hardness and Young’s modulus curves in Figure 4.12b, which can be
directly associated with the rupture occurring at the quartz-clay matrix interface.
As an example, the hardness (or Young’s modulus) of Sample SH1 (Figure 4.11)
is used to illustrate the surround effect model. At the lower-left corner of each plot,
Compliant Phase 2 and Organics (primarily in the voids of the rocks) converge into a single
phase, Interface 1 at h = 0.55 μm. Similar behavior but with a reverse trend is observed at
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Figure 4.12 Indentation surround effect: (a) indentation on a carbonate particle affected by
the surrounding other materials; (b) indentation on clay matrix affected by the surrounding
stiff particles.
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the upper-left corner for the stiff phases, with schematic illustrations also in Figure 4.12a
and b. The hardness of the QFP decreases with increasing indentation depth and a portion
of the QFP connects with the carbonates to form a new virtual phase, Interface 2, at h = 0.7
μm. In this case, the hardness of the newly formed Interface 2 between 0.55–1.10 μm is the
average response of two neighboring phases: QFP and carbonates. Then the Interface 1 and
Interface 2 further combine with the clay matrix at h = 1.2 μm to produce Interface 3, which
together with the rest of the QFP eventually converges towards the bulk rock at h = 2.1 μm.
The mechanical properties of the bulk rock slightly decrease at the larger indentation depth
(e.g., h > ~4 μm) because of two reasons: (1) cracks occur around the indentation sites; (2)
extremely deep indentation measurements for stiffer phases are not available owing to the
limited maximum load capacity of the nanoindenter used in this study.
Such a dynamic, multi-scale, multi-stage convergence is observed in each tested
shale sample because the big data analytics is capable of offering a cross-scale, continuous
characterization of both hardness and Young’s modulus for different constituent phases in
rocks. Based on the above discussion on the surround effect model, the representative
hardness and Young’s modulus of individual phases can be determined from the plateau
(i.e., relatively constant values over depth) of each section of the curves seen on each phase
at indentation depths that are large enough to overcome the surface roughness effect. If
there is no such a pronounced plateau for a phase after a minimum adequate indentation
depth hmin, then the point with the highest (for stiff phase) or the lowest (for soft phase)
value at h > hmin is selected to represent the mechanical property of this phase. On the other
hand, the hardness and Young’s modulus of the bulk rock are obtained at the larger depths
by averaging the data on this final section of the curve. Furthermore, the characteristic
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Table 4.3 Summary of GMM results of individual phases and bulk rocks obtained from the
big data-based nanoindentation technique.

Properties

Hardness H
(GPa)

Young’s
modulus E
(GPa)

Volume
fraction f
(%)

Mean
characteristic
size (μm)3

VRH
average

MoriTanaka
model

/

/

40.5

36.8

37.1

74.3–75.1

39.3

37.0

37.5

42.2

61.1

33.9

26.9

26.2

29.3

48.5

68.7–75.2

42.4

35.2

35.6

/

15.6

/

74.7–91.8

22.6

55.5

51.3

SH1

15

33

36

16

100

SH2

14

30

21

35

100

SH3

15

30

33

22

100

/

/

SH4

15

31

34

20

100

SS1

/

22

/

78

100

SH1

2.0

6.5

4.0

3.0

21.0

SH2

1.5

3.0

2.5

2.0–4.5

38.0

SH3

1.5

3.0

5.5

4.5

37.0

/

/

SH4

2.0

6.5

4.0

3.0–4.5

27.0

SS1

/

3.0

/

1.0

59.0

Sample
ID

Organics

Clay
matrix

Carbonate

QFP

Bulk
rock

SH1

0.4

0.9

2.0

5.7

1.6

SH2

0.2

0.7

2.4

6.0–8.5

1.4

SH3

0.2

0.6

2.0

5.1

1.4

SH4

0.2

0.7

1.9

4.2–8.8

1.5

SS1

/

0.4

/

7.1–11.0

0.6

SH1

15.2

33.1

46.2

65.4

SH2

9.0

26.7

54.9

SH3

6.7

18.2

SH4

10.5

SS1

3

The mean characteristic size of bulk rock represents the smallest size that needs to be probed by
the nanoindentation to measure the mechanical properties of bulk rock.
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length scale of each mechanically distinct phase can also be roughly estimated from the
Figure 4.11 using the 10% rule of thumb, and the results, together with the statistical results
(e.g., hardness, Young’s modulus, and volume fraction), are summarized in Table 4.3.
A closer examination of the results presented in Figure 4.11 and Table 4.3 further
confirms that this proposed technique is competent to reveal the average or characteristic
particle sizes of the solid inclusions in shales. Comparing with all other samples, SH2 has
some relatively large quartz and carbonate particles, thus leading to the highest hardness
and Young’s modulus determined for both the QFP and carbonate. Another noteworthy
point is that the QFP group actually includes three different minerals with similar stiffness
but very different particle sizes (Figure 4.3b–e). In Sample SH2 and SH4, the QFP group
is divided into two phases labeled as QFP 1 and QFP 2. Compared with the QFP 1, the
QFP 2 causes the surround effect to become pronounced even at the very small indentation
depths due to its very small particle sizes, and thus shows similar (or even the same)
Young’s modulus but lower hardness at the smaller depth and has a higher reduction rate
of both two properties with increasing depth [177]. Meanwhile, the underlying mechanism
can also be used to explain the “V shape” of the QFP phase in Sample SH1 for both the Hh and E-h plots (Figure 4.11a). In this case, the hardness and Young’s modulus measured
by the indents that initially locate on the relatively small QFP particles combine with the
carbonate phase earlier than the others, and the size-induced separation renders an increase
in mechanical properties of QFP afterwards. Another possible factor responsible to the “V
shape” curve is that, after the first a few hundred nanometer indentation depth, a certain
amount of indents encounter the stiffer particles again around the originally indented QFP
particle, which in turn causes an increase in the resistance to indentation because the
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development of the elasto-plastic zone by indentation is affected by the stiffer particles, as
shown in the schematic in Figure 4.12b.
It is also interesting to compare the major mineralogical differences between the
two subgroups of shales: Subgroup 1 has a higher carbonates content but a lower
percentage of QFP than Subgroup 2 (Figure 4.2). Generally, carbonates are considered to
be the major cementation agents in shales. The micrographs and chemical mapping results
presented by this study (Figure 3) and by Seiphoori et al. (2017) [63] show that carbonates
disperse throughout the clay matrix in the form of either large inclusions with sizes over a
few hundreds of micrometers or extremely small particles with sizes of <1.0 μm, even
smaller than the clay particles. Therefore, it is not surprising to observe that the mechanical
properties of the clay matrix of Subgroup 2 are lower than those of Subgroup 1, because
the average carbonate content of the Subgroup 1 shales is twice as high as that of the
Subgroup 2 shales. Meanwhile, more carbonates also mean stronger cementation bonds
(i.e., more carbonate bridging), leading to higher hardness and Young’s modulus of the
bulk rocks in Subgroup 1, even though its QFP content is actually lower.

Sandstone
The second application of this integrated big data-based nanoindentation technique
is to characterize the cross-scale mechanical properties of a sandstone. Based on the XRPD
results (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2) and the EDS mapping (Figure 4.3f), the irregularlyshaped quartz and feldspar particles are in direct contact with each other and make up the
load-supporting skeleton of the sandstone, while the clay minerals act as the major porefilling agent among those coarser individual grains to reduce the pore space. Relative to
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Figure 4.13 The hardness (a) and Young’s modulus (b) of individual phases versus
indentation depth for the Kentucky sandstone sample.
shales, the most common cementation agents such as calcite and dolomite are not found in
this Kentucky sandstone sample. According to the literature, the mechanical properties of
particulate materials can be significantly influenced by intergranular cementation [178,
179]. In this study, the raw indentation curves (Figure 4.4) also reveal that the sandstone
has the lowest stiffness among all five samples, as quite a number of indents reach the pre129

set maximum indentation depth of 8 μm. Thus, the maximum indentation depth used in the
big data analysis for the sandstone is extended to 6 μm correspondingly.
Figure 4.13a and b show that five mechanically distinct phases in the sandstone
sample are recognized by the proposed big data analytics at the smaller depths. For a
heterogeneous material like sandstone, it is not surprising to observe that the mechanical
properties of each phase are depth-dependent and are accompanied by the multi-stage
convergence among different phases, as already discussed in the above section. First of all,
the hardness and Young’s modulus of the stiffer phases (e.g., QFP 1 and QFP 2) start to
decrease immediately after their first data points at h = 0.1 μm, even though the quartz and
felspar particles seem to have much larger sizes than those in shales. Figure 4.14a provides
a special case for partial explanation to the above interesting observation. After surface
polishing, the clay matrix underneath a large, irregularly shaped sand particle (e.g.,
possibly quartz, feldspar, or carbonates) becomes exposed within the boundary of the large
particle, meaning that the in-plane dimension of a large particle does not necessarily
disclose the actual particle embedment. Therefore, the surround effect may come into effect
at the beginning of indentation loading even when the indented sand particle seems to have
a very large in-plane size. Also, the brittle failures such as radial cracks and rupture (Figure
4.14b) can have a significant contribution to the reduction in the measured mechanical
properties [88].
Moreover, numerical simulations of nanoindentation testing on thin film-substrate
systems have shown that a larger stiffness mismatch between the hard and soft materials
can make the substrate effect more prominent even for the relatively small indentation
depths, and the measured mechanical properties will quickly decrease with increasing
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Figure 4.14 The SEM micrographs of (a) a large quartz particle, and (b) a residual indent
observed on a quartz particle.
indentation depth [180]. Therefore, for this sandstone, the softer constituents surrounding
the hard minerals can be influential to the indentation measurements almost at the
beginning of the loading process, considering that the mechanical properties of the clay
matrix determined by the clear plateau at the smaller depths (e.g., 0.1–0.3 μm) are
significantly lower than those determined in shales due to the lack of carbonates
cementation. Consequently, the results obtained at the 0.1 μm will be the most
representative hardness and Young’s modulus for the stiff mineral phases, since they are
least influenced by the surround effect at this depth and the surface roughness effect seems
inconspicuous in this sample. The hardness, Young’s modulus, and volume fraction of
different phases are also summarized in Table 4.3.
It should be pointed out that the depths of 0.2– 0.5 μm are usually considered as the
proper range of target indentation depth in the conventional statistical indentation method,
and such a range of depth is suitable to extract the mechanical properties of some phases
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in shales, which are representative of the single phase and are free from the surface
roughness effect (Figure 4.11b and d). However, according to the results shown in Figure
4.13, the above range of depth is only appropriate for extracting the hardness and Young’s
modulus of the softer phases such as clay matrix and compliant phase, whereas the
mechanical properties of the stiff phases can be significantly underestimated by up to ~15%
if they are determined at the 0.3 μm rather than the suggested 0.1 μm by the plots of the
cross-scale mechanical properties.
Figure 4.15 presents the mechanical properties of the clay matrix and bulk rock
determined from the above analysis versus the volumetric percentage of carbonates for
each investigated sample. For the four shale samples, a linear relationship is observed in
both the hardness and Young’s modulus of the clay matrix phase. The intercepts in the
vertical axis of these two linear relationships yield the mechanical properties of clay matrix
with no carbonate cementation, and these predictions are very close to the results obtained
from the sandstone sample in this study (also zero carbonate content in the clay matrix in
the sandstone). As discussed in the next section, it is also shown by Figure 4.15 that the
enhancement in mechanical properties of clay matrix due to the increased cementation is
seen to have a strong impact on the mechanical properties of the bulk rock. Generally, the
mechanical properties of bulk rocks increase with increasing carbonate content. Similar to
the clay matrix, a linear relationship is found in the bulk rock properties of shales, yet the
predictions given at the zero carbonate content are significantly different from those
measured for the sandstone. In the coarse-grained materials like sandstone, the individual
sand particles contact each other after the initial depositional packing and subsequent
compaction, and particle rearrangement and fracturing can be the dominant deformation
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mechanisms under high indentation loads, which are less pronounced in shales. Therefore,
the big data-based nanoindentation technique is accurate enough to uncover the disparity
in mechanism of micro-scale deformations between shales and sandstones.

Results Validation by Homogenization and Upscaling Models
As formulated above, the cross-scale Young’s moduli are determined
independently for both individual phases and the bulk rock via a single type of mechanical
testing (i.e., nanoindentation). This section uses the existing homogenization and upscaling
models to estimate the bulk rock’s Young’s modulus based on the elastic constants and
fractions of constituent phases, and comparisons are made between the model results and
experimental data to validate the new approach.
The upscaling relationship between individual constituents and the bulk rock has
been visualized in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.13 through the depth-dependent mechanical
properties and the multi-stage convergence. To validate the accuracy of the results obtained
from the big data-based nanoindentation, two upscaling models that prove to be capable of
predicting the elastic properties of composites are examined in this study. In geophysical
exploration, Voigt and Reuss models are widely used to provide the theoretical maximum
and minimum moduli of the dry rock frame, respectively, based on the known constituents
and their volumetric fractions. The Voigt bound (i.e., upper bound) is determined by
assuming that the strain is uniform throughout the bulk rock, whereas the Reuss bound (i.e.,
lower bound) is obtained by assuming an iso-stress situation. The two bounds are then
calculated by:
k

EVoigt = ∑ f r Er
r =1
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(4.12)

fr
r = 1 Er
k

1
EReuss

=∑

(4.13)

where k is the number of mechanical distinct phases identified by the big data-based
nanoindentation technique in each rock sample; Er is the Young’s modulus corresponding
to the rth identified phase that occupies a volumetric fraction of fr. The effective Young’s
modulus of the bulk rock is often estimated by taking the average of the upper and lower
bounds, known as the Voigt-Reuss-Hill (VRH) average:
EVoigt + EReuss

EVRH =

(4.14)

2

However, the stress and strain are generally nonuniform in rocks. Like the
aforementioned bounding methods, the Mori-Tanaka (MT) model uses the average local
stress and strain fields in the matrix-inclusion structure to predict the homogenized moduli
of the composites [181, 182], which can be determined by [183, 184]:
K hom

⎛ k
⎞
fr K r ⎞ ⎛ k
fr
= ⎜∑
∑
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎝ r = 1 3K r + 4G1 ⎠ ⎝ r = 1 3K r + 4G1 ⎠
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r

r

r =1
k

∑f
r =1

r

1

+ 8G1 ) + 6Gr ( K1 + 2G1 ) ⎤⎦
1

⎡⎣G1 ( 9K1 + 8G1 ) + 6Gr ( K1 + 2G1 ) ⎤⎦

Ehom =

(4.15)

9K hom Ghom
3K hom + Ghom

−1

−1

(4.16)

(4.17)

where K1 and G1 particularly denote the bulk modulus and shear modulus of the clay matrix.
The bulk modulus and shear modulus can be calculated by using the Young’s modulus E
and the Poisson’s ratio ν, which is assumed to be 0.2:
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K=

E
3(1− 2ν )

(4.18)

G=

E
2(1+ ν )

(4.19)

The volumetric fractions and Young’s moduli (Table 4.3) of the mechanically
distinct phases determined by the new big data analytics are used in the above equations to
calculate the homogenized Young’s moduli, and results from the VRH and MT models are
summarized in Table 4.3. One advantage of using the big data analytics results instead of
the XRPD data is that the former is directly based on the mechanical properties, while the
latter is purely compositional in nature. For example, part of the carbonates, particularly
relatively large crystals, may embed as solid inclusions or fillers in the rock, while other
carbonates may precipitate as a cementing agent among the very small pores within the
clay matrix. Although quantitative XRPD yields the total volumetric fractions of all
carbonates, it is more rational to treat the large-sized carbonate inclusions and the carbonate
cementations existing in the small voids among clay particles. Also owing to the difficulty
in estimating the elastic modulus of individual clay particles, it is more appropriate to treat
all clay particles with the interparticle cementation and voids as a unified phase of clay
matrix. As such, results from the big data analytics can simplify the calculation and
upscaling process, and the multi-step homogenization process and associated assumptions
described in the literature [184] can be eliminated.
For the four shale samples, results show that both homogenization methods yield
the bulk rock properties close to those obtained from the big data nanoindentation and
analytics. However, the predicted Young’s moduli of the sandstone by the two methods
differ significantly from the big data indentation measurements. In fact, sandstone can be
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Figure 4.15 A summary of how the hardness (a) and Young’s modulus (b) of the clay
matrix and the bulk rock determined by the big data-based nanoindentation are affected by
the sample’s carbonate content.

considered as a special case of matrix-inclusion structure with a too high fraction of
inclusions, and hence the MT model may not be applicable or give misleading predictions
[185–187]. Nevertheless, the consistent agreement between the model results and
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experimental data manifests the validation of the integrated big data experimentation and
data analytics technique. Moreover, with the cross-scale results, the upscaling relationships
between the individual phases and bulk rock can be explicitly revealed without the need of
homogenization models.

4.4

Conclusions
This paper presents an integrated big data nanoindentation and GMM approach for

the cross-scale characterization of the mechanical properties of porous, multiscale and
multiphase reservoir rocks, including shales and sandstones. The experimental program
consists of a massive number (i.e., ~500) of indentation measurements with continuous
stiffness measurements to depths of up to ~6–8 µm, and such a huge volume of propertydepth data is segmented at various depths into discretized sub-datasets that are analyzed
via GMM. Based on the above analysis of results, the following major conclusions can be
drawn:
•

The improved big data analytics that integrates GMM into the analysis is
capable of generating more objective results by eliminating the assumptions or
selections of some subjective parameters required in the PDF and CDF-based
statistical deconvolutions.

•

The big data analytics can effectively transform a massive array of highly
chaotic and scattered property-depth curves into a limited number of clearly
discernible lines corresponding to identified phases in the rocks, and such a set
of depth-dependent lines are used to estimate the mechanical properties of both
individual phases and the bulk rock at different depths or length scales.
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•

The newly developed approach can yield a range of useful information for the
naturally occurring rocks, including the number, fraction, characteristic size,
and cross-scale mechanical properties of different mineral phases in the rock.

•

The deconvoluted depth-dependent lines obtained by GMM show multi-stage
convergence at various depth and progressively merge to a unified value at large
depths, and such behavior is actually a mechanistic reflection of the multiscale
and multiphase nature of the constituent minerals of reservoir rocks.

•

The properties of the studied five rock samples are affected by not only the
mineralogy, particle size, and fraction of different constituent phases, but also
the porosity and interparticle cementation.

•

Results obtained from the big data analytics are validated by existing
homogenization and upscaling models.

•

The new big data-based technique can potentially be applied to cross-scale
characterization of other multiscale, multiphase, heterogeneous materials.
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CHAPTER 5
ASSESSMENT OF SHALE SOFTENING INDUCED BY SHALE-FLUID
INTERACTIONS: AN APPLICATION OF BIG DATA-BASED
NANOINDENTATION
This paper investigates the effects of water and multiple chemical additives on the
mechanical properties of a clay-rich shale, and a big data-based nanoindentation was
conducted to simultaneously determine the Young’s modulus and hardness of shale’s
individual mineral phases (e.g., clay matrix, carbonate, and quartz) at nano-scale and bulk
rock at micro-scale. For comparison, the baseline results were first obtained from the
untreated shale sample, and another four samples come from the same shale block were
soaked in DI water, potassium chloride (KCl), and two commercial surfactants for
reactions at the elevated pressure and temperature environment prior to the nanoindentation
testing. The indentation results show that DI water and KCl solution can significantly
weaken the Young’s modulus and hardness of clay matrix (the load-supporting skeleton of
shale) up to 42.53% and 52.24%, respectively, which is largely attributed to the physicochemical interactions between the rock and the reaction fluids. Large cavities and
secondary pores were produced across the surface and inside the shale due to the
dissolution of carbonate cementation happened during the hydrothermal treatments. Such
a process reduces the microstructural integrity of shale and further favors the fluid
infiltration, causing weakening of the entire rock frame. In addition, it is also observed that
the above negative impacts on the mechanical performance can be reversed by mixing the
KCl solution with proper surfactant that is capable of preventing the shale from severe
degradation.
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5.1

Introduction
Shale is a fine-grained clastic rock constituted from the compaction, burial, and

diagenesis of argillaceous sediments. The highly compacted clay particles with tiny grain
size (< 2 μm), usually along with nanopores and organic carbon (i.e., kerogen), forms a
continuous load-bearing matrix, in which a variety of other secondary minerals (e.g., quartz,
feldspar, pyrite, and calcite) float as the isolated inclusions [188]. This means that unlike a
conventional sandstone reservoir that has permeability in the range of tens to hundreds of
millidarcies, the permeability of shale formations can be even six orders of magnitude
lower and falls into the nanodarcy range [189–191], and the traditional production methods
may fail to work in such unconventional reservoirs due to their extremely low permeability
[192].
In current practices, horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing, usually assisted by
other stimulation techniques, are used to recover oil and gas from shale reservoirs and other
tight formations. Aqueous hydrofracking fluid, typically 99% of water and proppants and
1% chemical additives (e.g., KCl and acid), is injected with a high pressure into the target
formation to create extensive fracture networks for the flow of oil and gas [193]. However,
a more recently recognized issue is that the average output of shale wells reduces rapidly
as they start to age after the first 8 –12 months of production [8, 194]. Sufficient data
obtained from past and existing operations have suggested that the decline in well
production rate is a direct expression of shale softening, which is largely attributed to the
physical interactions and chemical reactions between the constituent minerals (e.g., clay
minerals, carbonate, pyrite) of the rock formations and the hydrofracking fluids during and
after the hydrofracking processes. For instance, the clay minerals in fine-grained shale can
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interact with water via such processes as hydration, diffusion, absorption, and adsorption,
among others, leading to the swelling and softening of the clay matrix as well as the bulk
rock [195]. The results of these physico-chemical interactions include significant proppant
embedment and the closure of pre-induced cracks. Prior studies have shown that the
average burial depth of proppants into the fracture surface can be as large as half of the
proppant size (~140 μm) in the presence of water flow [196, 197], which in turn will
negatively impact the permeability of the fracture networks.
A suite of specially designed chemical additives, even at a very low concentration,
can still impart important properties to the fluid, such as promoting oil/gas recovery,
maintaining wellbore stability, minimizing damage to the formation, and facilitating
flowback of the fluid [198, 199]. In the oil and gas industry, KCl is a popular inhibitor used
in the water-based hydraulic fracturing fluids to dehydrate and stabilize the young, reactive
shale formations that contain swelling clays (e.g., smectites). It has been widely accepted
that such treatment is effective because the K+ cations added to the fluid can exchange the
interlayer Na+ or Ca2+ cations in the smectite and then form a one-layer water molecule
hydrate in the interlayer space, resulting in a compression of the basal spacing of smectite
from 15 Å to 12.5 Å [48]. In addition, by using high-salinity fluids, it is possible to
stimulate osmotic backflow of shale pore water towards the wellbore, which offsets the
hydraulic inflow of mud filtrate [200]. Moreover, the combination of KCl and polymer is
also considered by many applications to further address the issue of water imbibition and
improve the water recovery during multi-stage fracturing [201, 202], because the polymer
can encapsulate the shale surface to prevent the shale-fluid interactions and hence
amelioration of the formation wettability [203]. Also, hydrochloric acid which serves as a
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scale control agent is commonly used to clean the well perforations [204], but the
dissolution of carbonate cementation after acidizing can significantly weaken the
mechanical properties of the rock formations.
Therefore, understanding how the mechanical properties of individual phases
change upon interactions with hydrofracking fluids plays a key role in suppressing shale
softening and maximizing the long-term production of hydrocarbons stored in shale
reservoirs. The macroscopic softening behaviors of shale have been studied by conducting
traditional large-scale measurements (e.g., triaxial testing and pulse transmission technique)
on core samples [45, 205, 206]. The elastic properties and compressive strength show clear
disparities between the intact samples and the samples exposed to diverse fluids.
Nevertheless, the macroscale testing sometimes may not be able to characterize the
softening mechanism accurately. A reasonable doubt is that if the rock-fluid reaction time
is too short, the softened part can be only a very thin layer of the exterior surface due to
shale’s intrinsic, extremely low permeability, and thus the difference in the measured
properties could be caused simply by the variability among samples. More recently,
nanoindentation testing, a non-destructive technique, has been used in the mechanical
characterization of shale at the nano- to micro-meter scales [20, 35, 76, 96, 165]. Since the
indentation test only probes a small volume of the sample, it has little requirement for the
size and shape of tested samples, which reduces the cost of sample collection and
meanwhile expedites the rock-fluid treatment process.
A big data-based nanoindentation technique lately developed by Luo et al. (2019a)
[150] provides a viable and powerful tool that can simultaneously extract the mechanical
properties of shale’s individual constituent materials as well as the bulk rock in a single
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testing technique. In this study, the mechanism of shale softening was investigated and the
effect of physico-chemical interactions on the mechanical properties of a clay-rich shale
was also assessed by using the big data-based nanoindentation technique. Results show
that this testing technique can be implemented to design and tailor the fracturing fluids for
different shale formations.

5.2

Materials and Methods
Samples and Sample Preparation
The studied shale was collected from Lower Silurian Longmaxi Formation in the

Sichuan Basin of China. The intact core sample was tested under triaxial compression in
other research prior to this study, and five shale pieces with in-plane (i.e., bedding plane)
diameter of ~3 cm and thickness of ~1.5 cm were trimmed from the same post-failure core
sample. These shale samples, which are from the same core as the “Shale 4” of the Luo et
al. (2019b) [207], have a porosity of 0.06, a total organic carbon (TOC) of 0.05, a clay
(mostly illite) volume fraction of 0.44, and a nonclay inclusion volume fraction of 0.45, of
which 55.6% was carbonate cementation, 42.2% was hard silt minerals such as quartz and
feldspar, and 2.2% was pyrite. To prepare highly smooth and flat surfaces for
nanoindentation testing, the bedding planes of these samples were ground and polished in
a MetaServ 250 polisher (Buehler Inc., Lake Bluff, IL, USA) using silicon carbide abrasive
papers with decreasing grit sizes to achieve an RMS roughness of about 100 nm [150].
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Chemical Treatments
In this study, four liquids, including DI water, 5 wt.% potassium chloride (KCl),
Surfactant 1, and Surfactant 2, were selected to react with four of the polished shale
samples. The former two are common ingredients used in the fracturing fluids, whereas the
remaining two are commercial microemulsions dissolved in 5 wt.% KCl base solution.
Each treatment was performed by taking two major steps: (1) the polished sample was first
soaked in the selected liquid under vacuum for 24 hours; (2) after saturation, the reaction
was allowed to take place at 2 MPa and 121 °C (high pressure-high temperature) for another
24 hours to simulate the deep underground hydrothermal environment (HP-HT)
encountered in hydraulic fracturing. Afterwards, the reacted samples were air-dried at
ambient conditions.

Big Data-Based Nanoindentation
5.2.3.1 Grid Indentation Scheme
The mechanical properties (i.e., hardness and Young’s modulus) of all shale
samples were probed by using the big data-based nanoindentation technique first proposed
by Luo et al. (2019b) [207]. In this study, 588 indentation tests (i.e., 12 batches × 49 indents
in each batch) were carried out on each sample in a G200 nanoindenter (Keysight
Technologies, Inc., Santa Rosa, CA, USA) which has a Berkovich diamond tip with
effective indentation depth of 30 μm. A target indentation depth of 8 μm was used for
individual indents and they were loaded using the continuous stiffness measurements
(CSM) method at a constant strain rate of 0.05 1/s. Accordingly, the adjacent two indent
locations were spaced 200 μm apart from their centers to avoid mutual interference. Unlike
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the conventional nanoindentation that can only determine the mechanical properties at the
maximum penetration of indenter, the CSM method enables the continuous measurement
of mechanical properties during the entire loading process by analyzing the feedback
caused by a small harmonic oscillation (2 nm amplitude and 45 Hz frequency)
superimposed on the primary loading signal [18, 25, 133].

5.2.3.2 Big Data Analytics
For heterogeneous materials, the raw indentation curves collected from the above
process are usually chaotic and scattered [208]. Since shale is a multiphase and multiscale
composite, the mechanical properties measured at different depths are usually not constant.
Hence, the second part of the big data-based nanoindentation is to implement a big data
analytics to statistically extract the mechanical information at multiple scales from the
massive indentation data, which is achieved through a framework of segmentation,
statistical analysis, and recombination.
In this study, the continuous indentation curves were segmented every 0.05 μm and
0.1 μm for indentation depth h ≤ 1 μm and h > 1 μm, respectively. The hardness H and
Young’s modulus E measured at the same indentation depth were extracted to create a twodimensional sub-dataset (H, E), resulting in over 50 sub-datasets for each shale sample.
Next, the statistical analysis was applied to these sub-datasets individually. Gaussian
mixture modeling (GMM) has recently become a commonly used statistical method in
processing the grid indentation results [36, 148, 149]. Provided that the tested shale sample
consists of k phases, each of which has its distinct mechanical properties that can be
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described by a bivariate Gaussian distribution g, then the probability density function (PDF)
of the mechanical properties of this k-phase mixture will be:
k

f (x ; Ψ) = ∑ π i g(x ; µ i , Σ i )

(5.1)

i =1

where x is the 2D sub-dataset at a given indentation depth; π1, ..., πk are nonnegative mixing
proportions whose sum is equal to one; μi and Σi denote a 2 × 1 mean vector and a 2 × 2
variance-covariance matrix of the ith Gaussian distribution, respectively; Ψ is the set of
parameters Ψ = (π1, ... , πk–1, μ1T, ... , μkT, ... , vech(Σ1)T, ... , vech(Σk)T)T where vech(A)
means that only the lower triangular part of a symmetric matrix A is vectorized (i.e., halfvectorization).
In the statistical analysis, the unknown parameters Ψ were fitted by maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) via expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm using an R
package “EMMIX” [30]. Generally speaking, the true number of mechanically distinct
phases k is usually unknown; instead, its upper bound and lower bound can be determined
according to the mineralogical analysis (e.g., X-ray powder diffraction). Here, the
experimental data were fitted by eight different Gaussian mixture models fk(Ψ) with k
ranging from one to eight, and the parameters of each model were randomly initialized
1000 times because the maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ may not be the same each time
if the parameters are initialized differently.
Multiple unique solutions were obtained for each model after the data fitting
process. A biggest advantage of the GMM is that some likelihood-based methods are
available for assisting the selection of best model from the statistical perspective [38, 39,
156, 161, 162]. The final step of the big data analytics is to find the best solutions for the
individual depths (i.e., individual sub-datasets) and then reconnect these solutions in terms
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of the indentation depth, which reverses the first segmentation step and reproduces the
relationship between the mechanical properties of shales and the indentation length scale.
The reader is referred to Luo et al. (2019b) [207] for a detailed discussion of the GMM and
the solution selection criteria together with results reconstruction.

Surface Characterization
The surfaces of shale samples with and without treatments were examined using
scanning electron microscope and energy dispersive spectral (SEM-EDS) analysis once the
nanoindentation tests were completed. A very thin layer of carbon coating was applied to
each sample to eliminate a buildup of electron charging during the SEM imaging. The
surface elemental mapping was conducted at two magnifications with a Zeiss EVO50 XVP
SEM (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany) equipped with a Bruker Quantax
EDS (Bruker Nano GmbH, Berlin, Germany). At the relatively lower magnification of
100X, a larger area of the surface can be covered so that results are less sensitive to the
scan locations, while the maps collected at a 400X magnification can detect the potential
compositional change happened on the surface at a much smaller scale. Additionally, highresolution SEM images were taken in a Magellan 400 XHR SEM (FEI Company, Hillsboro,
OR, USA) to observe the changes in surface morphology after treatments.
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5.3

Results and Discussion
Nanoindentation Behavior

5.3.1.1 CSM Results
The mineralogical composition of our tested shale has been reported in Luo et al.
(2019b) [207]. According to the mechanical properties of the identified constituent
materials, they were classified into three categories including clay minerals, carbonate, and
QFP (i.e., quartz, feldspar, and pyrite). Figure 5.1 shows the raw data curves obtained from
the CSM method for the untreated sample and the other four samples treated with four
different liquids. The first observation is that both the indentation Young’s modulus and
hardness are depth-dependent. The measured E-h and H-h curves for each sample are very
scattered when the indentation depth is shallow, but they gradually converge to much
smaller ranges with the increasing depth. This depth-dependent behavior of mechanical
properties is not uncommon for performing indentation tests on the heterogeneous
materials, because in a multiphase and multiscale microstructure, the indentation
measurements can potentially be affected by both the indented material and its surrounding
materials depending on the relative relationship between the indentation depth and the size
of the indented material. More discussion on this indentation surround effect, which has
been investigated and well explained in Luo et al. (2019a) [150] and Luo et al. (2019b)
[207], will be given later in this section.
Secondly, among all the indentation curves presented in Figure 5.1, even for the
tests conducted in the same sample, the maximum depth that each indentation curve can
achieve varies and is usually less than 8 μm. Figure 5.2 shows how the normalized number
of indentation measurements (i.e., the available measurements divided by the total number
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Figure 5.1 Indentation CSM measurements of Young’s modulus (a–e) and hardness (f–j)
curves for the untreated shale sample and the other four treated shale samples; note that the
results for untreated shale are adopted from Luo et al. (2019b) [207].
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of conducted tests) change during the indentation loading process. The turning point on
each curve corresponds to the depth at which the number of available measurements start
to decline significantly. The reason why most indentation tests do not load until the preset
displacement is that the indents made on the materials with higher stiffness (e.g., QFP and
carbonate) will hit the maximum load capacity of the equipment (600 mN) earlier than the
target depth and then stop. As such, these turning points are qualitative indicators of overall
stiffness or mechanical properties of the tested samples, i.e. the stiffer the sample, the
shallower the turning point occurs. While a more detailed discussion on this will be given
in the next section, the intuitive perception is that the chemical treatments more or less alter
the overall stiffness of the shale samples.

5.3.1.2 Cross-scale Characterization of Mechanical Properties
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show the E-h and H-h plots derived from the originally
chaotic and scattered indentation curves (Figure 5.1) by using the big data-based
nanoindentation technique, respectively. The results for untreated shale have been
presented by Luo et al. (2019b) [207] and are adopted here as the baseline data, which also
provide good examples of how the big data-based nanoindentation works in characterizing
the cross-scale mechanical properties of shale. When the indentation depth is small (e.g., h
< 0.5 μm), the indenter only interacts with a small volume of the shale sample, and thus
the mechanical properties of individual constituent materials are probed at this scale. As
shown in Figure 5.3a and the corresponding plots in Figure 5.4a, five major types of
constituent materials are identified for the untreated sample at the beginning of the loading
process, which are QFPs, carbonate, clay matrix, organics, and compliant phases in the
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Figure 5.2 The normalized size of sub-dataset versus the indentation depth.

order of decreasing mechanical properties (i.e., indentation Young’s modulus and
hardness). However, the size of the interaction volume underneath the indenter will
eventually exceed the characteristic length scale (i.e., the size) of the initially indented
material if the indenter continuously proceeds, leading to the variation in mechanical
properties with depth. For example, the mechanical properties of QFPs and carbonate (i.e.,
the stiffer phases) start to decrease with the increasing depth after the plateau seen at the
first ~0.5 μm, and these phases are then first combined into a new phase (e.g., Interface 2)
by the statistical analysis due to the lack of contrast in their mechanical properties; the
mechanical properties of other three softer phases also show the similar depth-dependent
behaviors but in the opposite direction (i.e., increasing). The new phases created by
combinations further converge with the increasing indentation depth and, at some point,
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form a single phase with approximately constant mechanical properties. Now, the bulk rock
properties are measured, because the elastic and plastic deformation zones are much larger
than the sizes of individual phases and the indentation can be considered to make on a
homogeneous continuum at such a large scale. Please notice that the drop of sample size
after the turning point (Figure 5.2) does have an impact on the results obtained from the
statistical analysis, which is reflected by the slight decrease in mechanical properties of the
bulk rock at the large depths.
Compared with the untreated shale, the depth-dependent mechanical properties and
the behavior of multi-stage convergence are also observed in the mechanical properties of
the all four treated samples (Figure 5.3b–e and Figure 5.4b–e), yet the only difference from
the aspect of phase classification is that the organics phase is included into the compliant
phases because the organics will become softer if the temperature is elevated to 150 °C or
even higher [209]. Moreover, the compliant phase actually represents a small number of
indents that locate on the asperities randomly occurring on the polished sample surface, so
it is not an actual constituent material of shale and usually has relatively low Young’s
modulus and hardness [207].
According to the indentation results from some previous studies, the reduction in
Young’s modulus or hardness caused by the shale softening can be as high as 70%
depending on the reaction environment [210–212]. However, the depth-dependent
behavior uncovered in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, which is critical for the quantitative
evaluation of shale softening, was not considered in those studies, leading to a possible
consequence that the results obtained from different phases are compared. A good example
of this concern is that, for the clay matrix in a non-treated sample and the carbonate in the
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Figure 5.3 The cross-scale Young’s modulus of the five studied shale samples; note that
the baseline result (i.e., the one derived from the untreated sample) is adopted from Luo et
al. (2019b) [207].
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Figure 5.4 The cross-scale hardness of the five studied shale samples; the baseline result is
also adopted from Luo et al. (2019b) [207].
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KCl-treated sample, the comparison between them may show no change in Young’s
modulus, yielding a misleading conclusion that the shale is immune to the influence of KCl
solution. Even when the mechanical properties of the same phase are compared, the percent
reductions in both Young’s modulus and hardness are still not constant over the entire
depth of interest.
Furthermore, the SEM micrographs (Figure 5.5) obtained from the polished shale
sample surfaces before and after treatments shows that the untreated shale surface is flat,
and the clay matrix is densely compacted without any visible micropores, whereas for those
shale samples reacted with DI water, KCl, and Surfactant 2, cavities and grooves with sizes
ranging from < 1 μm to > 10 μm are found throughout the surfaces. Overall, the pre-treated
samples generally exhibit a rougher surface texture. In order to minimize the surface
roughness effect on the nanoindentation results, for each tested sample in this study, the
mechanical properties of clay matrix (i.e., the load-bearing phase) and its subsequent
phases (e.g., from interface 2 to bulk rock) were fitted by a surround effect model [150]:

M = Mb +

Mc − M b
1+ (h / a)Y

(5.2)

where M is the mechanical properties (i.e., Young’s modulus or hardness) determined by
the big data-based nanoindentation at a specific indentation depth of h, and they are the
input data came from the plots in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4; Mc and Mb are the mechanical
properties of clay matrix and bulk rock, respectively, and together with the other two
parameters a and Y, they are determined through the curve fitting.
Figure 5.6 shows the plots of both Young’s modulus and hardness versus
indentation depth at a semi-logarithmic scale, including the indentation results and the
pertinent curves obtained from the surround effect model. For the mechanical properties of
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clay matrix in various samples, it is observed that the transition from individual phasedominated response to bulk rock-dominated one appears to be continuous and gradual with
the increasing indentation depth (i.e., cross-scale characterization), and some detrimental
factors can be overcome by implementing such a model fitting. For example, the
mechanical properties of clay matrix are more accurately determined from the curves at
very small depth (i.e., 0.01 μm) even if the effect of surface roughness is unavoidable;
conversely, the bulk rock properties can be predicted at the length scale of 100 μm which
is 104 times larger, without a limitation imposed by the maximum load capacity of the
instrument. The above results for clay matrix and bulk rock are summarized in Table 5.1
along with the mechanical properties of QFP and carbonate displayed in Figure 5.3 and
Figure 5.4. It is worth pointing out that the Young’s modulus and hardness of these two
stiff phases are determined by the plateaus emerged on each phase around the small depths.
Otherwise, if there is no such a clear plateau, then the highest value will be adopted instead.

Screening of Chemicals
5.3.2.1 Morphological and Chemical Characteristics
It has been previously shown in Figure 5.5 that the surface morphology of the
studied shale will be more or less altered by the treatment of chemicals. In addition to those
observations for individual samples, another region carefully picked from the DI watertreated sample shows that even within the same sample, the surface morphologies of
different constituent phases are also completely diverse (Figure 5.7). Quartz, as the most
stable silicate mineral in shale, preserves a flat and smooth surface achieved from the
polishing step, but a severe degradation is observed for the carbonate particle whose
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Figure 5.5 The SEM micrographs of both untreated and treated shale samples displaying
different surface morphologies (at 2500X magnification).
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integrity is compromised, indicating by a rougher, hilly-gully morphological
characteristics. In contrast, although the cavities and secondary pores with varying sizes
and structures are commonly found at random locations in the clay matrix, it still manages
to keep the overall integrity of the microstructure and maintain a relatively smooth surface,
especially at the non-reacted area.
The mineral distributions on the non-treated and treated shale surfaces are revealed
by the EDS results (Figure 5.8). It can be observed from the surface elemental map of the
non-treated sample (Figure 5.8a) that clay matrix (light-green color) is the load-supporting
unit in our tested shale, and the relatively large silt-sized or sand-sized particles (i.e., QFP
and carbonate) are randomly embedded in the uniform clay matrix as the isolated inclusions.
Except for the large solid inclusions, carbonate particles (blue color) also exist in small
sizes (e.g., < 1 μm) as the cementation agent contributing to the interparticle bonding.
However, as seen in Figure 5.8, the elemental maps of treated shale surfaces show that the
concentration of carbonate particles significantly decreases after undergoing treatments
with DI water, KCl and Surfactant 2. In particular, those small carbonate particles which
originally disperse throughout the clay matrix almost disappear. The corresponding
elemental maps, each of which covers a much larger surface area of 3.24 mm2 (3.6 × 0.9
mm), demonstrate that the aforementioned observations are representative but not locationspecific (Figure 5.9). For the non-treated sample and the Surfactant 1-treated sample, the
color of clay matrix under a lower magnification is more like a mixture of green and blue
(Figure 5.9a and d). On the contrary, the clay matrix in the other three samples (Figure
5.9b, c, and e) remains the same pure green color as that perceived in Figure 5.8, meaning
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that the carbonate cementations within the clay matrix are rarely captured by EDS after
treatments.
The EDS results indicate that the surface defects (i.e., cavities and secondary pores)
observed in Figure 5.5b, c, and e and Figure 5.7a can be mainly caused by the
disappearance of calcium carbonates, such as calcite (CaCO3) and dolomite [CaMg(CO3)2],
after the treatments by fluids. Nevertheless, the change of microstructure is not evident in
the sample soaked with Surfactant 1, which only exhibits a limited number of small pores
(mostly < 2 μm) in the clay matrix (Figure 5.5d). Therefore, by comparing with other
treatments, Surfactant 1 shows the ability to resist carbonate dissolution to the greatest
extent and has the best performance of protecting the microstructural integrity of shale even
at the elevated temperatures and pressures.

5.3.2.2 Mechanical Properties of Individual Phases
Clay matrix is the major load-supporting skeleton that dominates the mechanical
properties of not only the bulk rock, but also the other minerals embedded therein, so
understanding how the mechanical properties of clay matrix change before and after
chemical treatments is important when assessing the degree of shale softening and
evaluating the performance of chemical additives. Based on Table 5.1, the mechanical
properties of clay matrix are significantly weakened by the fracturing fluids, except for the
Surfactant 1, at the HP-HT environment. Specifically, the DI water apparently degrades
the resistance of clay matrix to the elastic and plastic deformations by 25.83% and 26.09%,
respectively, although the studied shale contains no swelling clay minerals but illite and
chlorite.
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Figure 5.6 The nonlinear regression of the depth-dependent Young’s modulus (a) and
hardness (b) of clay matrix using the surround effect model.
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Also, the indentation results show that the treatment by KCl solution is the worst
case which causes the Young’s modulus and hardness of clay matrix to decrease almost
twice the amounts of those in the DI water-treated sample. Figure 5.7b and c show the SEM
images of two residual indents selected from the samples without treatment and with
treatment by the KCl solution, respectively. Both indents were made on the clay matrix,
but different surface features are observed. For the untreated sample, notice that neither
radial crack nor layer delamination is observed, indicating a conformal deformation of clay
matrix under the indentation loading condition. However, after treatment by the KCl
solution, the regions on the top and the bottom left of the residual indent heave up
significantly through the layer delamination and the basal plane rupture, which means that
the structural integrity of clay matrix is significantly undermined by the shale-fluid
interactions.
Figure 5.6 shows that the two surfactants used in this study have very different
effects on the mechanical properties of clay matrix. For example, both Young’s modulus
and hardness of clay matrix in the Surfactant 1-treated sample remain nearly the same as
the baseline results. However, very little improvement in the mechanical properties is
found for the Surfactant 2 when compared with the indentation results obtained from the
base fluid (5% KCl). Together with the EDS results presented in the previous section of
chemical analysis, the Surfactant 1 gives a better performance than the Surfactant 2 in
preventing the shale from severe damage by withstanding the shale-fluid interactions to the
greatest extent.
In Table 5.1, it is interesting to see that the mechanical properties of QFP and
carbonate (i.e., stiff inclusions) also decrease after the chemical treatments, despite that the
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Table 5.1 Summary of the mechanical properties of individual phases and bulk rock
obtained from the big data-based nanoindentation.
E in GPa
(Reduction in %)1

H in GPa
(Reduction in %)2

Fluid Type
Clay
Matrix

Carbonate

QFP

Bulk
Rock

Clay
Matrix

Carbonate

QFP

Bulk
Rock

None
(Baseline)

28.70
(0)

48.47
(0)

71.98
(0)

43.81
(0)

0.69
(0)

1.91
(0)

6.49
(0)

1.46
(0)

DI Water

21.28
(25.83)

32.69
(32.56)

56.96
(20.87)

42.86
(2.17)

0.51
(26.09)

1.44
(24.61)

4.53
(30.20)

0.87
(40.31)

5% KCl

16.49
(42.53)

29.76
(38.60)

51.23
(28.83)

41.88
(4.40)

0.33
(52.24)

0.90
(52.88)

4.63
(28.66)

0.98
(32.63)

1 gpt
Surfactant 1
+ 5% KCl

29.29
(-2.05)

46.04
(5.01)

62.75
(12.82)

45.26
(-3.32)

0.69
(0.49)

1.75
(8.38)

6.93
(-6.78)

1.10
(24.62)

1 gpt
Surfactant 2
+ 5% KCl

17.44
(39.22)

24.39
(49.68)

46.62
(35.23)

40.71
(7.06)

0.38
(44.53)

0.80
(58.12)

3.84
(40.83)

0.50
(65.91)

1,2

The percentage reduction in Young’s modulus E and hardness H is calculated based on
the baseline results, and negative numbers mean an increase in mechanical properties after
treatment.
QFP (mostly quartz) are often considered to be stable during the reactions (Figure 5.7a). In
fact, the indentation measurements for the isolated solid inclusions are not only controlled
by the stiffness of the indented material itself, but also by the particle size and the stiffness
mismatch between the hard inclusions and the soft matrix. Here, the softening of the clay
matrix actually exacerbates such a mismatch, which causes the measured mechanical
properties of inclusions to be affected by the softened clay matrix virtually at the beginning
of the loading process, even when the particles seem to have relatively large sizes [207].
For the carbonate phase, the particle degradation shown in Figure 5.7a is another reason
responsible for the reduction in mechanical properties, i.e. defects introduced on carbonate
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particles by the shale-fluid interactions can substantially lower their mechanical properties
measured by the nanoindentation.

5.3.2.3 Mechanical Properties of Bulk Rock
In Figure 5.6, the second turning point on each curve (i.e., the one at larger depths)
is the critical depth for the indentation measurement of the bulk rock. Since the hardness
of bulk rock determined for the four treated samples is significantly lower than the baseline
of hardness, the critical depth is a direct indicator of the softening advancement. Generally
speaking, the size of plastic zone (corresponding to the hardness measurement) can be
estimated to be ten times larger than the maximum indentation depth based on the 10% rule
of thumb [16], thus the maximum size of plastic zone for each sample can be predicted by
multiplying the critical depth by ten. For instance, the DI water-treated sample has its
critical depth at ~ 7 μm, meaning that the forefront of softening reaction has advanced at
least 70 μm during a two-day treatment (i.e., > 35 μm/day). For comparison, Lu et al. (2019)
[213] recently also reported a large volume-based nanoindentation for assessing the
softening behavior of shale in the DI water. The shale was embedded in epoxy and only
the indented surface was exposed to water at 95 °C. After a 30-day treatment, a softening
rate of 10.5 μm/day was quantitatively determined by alternating indentation and polishing
with the sacrificial layer-by-layer removal of the pre-indented surface layer.
In contrast to hardness, there is no substantial distinction in the Young’s modulus
of bulk rock between different samples (< 7.06%). This is because the elastic zone
produced by the indentation is much larger than the plastic zone, so a considerable amount
of the unreacted shale still involves in the Young’s modulus measurements of bulk rock,
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Figure 5.7 The SEM micrographs showing: (a) a region from the DI water-treated sample
containing relatively large quartz and carbonate particles; (b) a residual indent obtained
from the untreated sample; (c) a residual indent obtained from the KCl-treated sample.
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even though a higher softening rate has been achieved in this study by exposing the entire
shale sample to the reaction fluid and allowing the reaction to take place in the elevating
pressure and temperature. It has also proven the postulation that a short-term treatment may
only affect a thin layer of shale (at micrometer scale), and the results obtained from the
macroscopic mechanical testing can potentially misinterpret the softening behavior in such
circumstances.
In summary, the big data-based nanoindentation technique is accurate enough to
detect a subtle change in mechanical properties of shale at diverse scales, and thus is a
proper tool to sort out which chemical is serviceable as an additive to the fracturing fluid
to retard the shale softening. In this study, an interesting finding is that besides the positive
effect of suppressing swelling, KCl can also negatively impact the mechanical performance
of clay matrix in shale through other interactions such as dissolution of carbonate
(discussed in the next section). Therefore, as a general rule, KCl is not required if no water
sensitive clays are observed [214]. Even when the target formation for hydraulic fracturing
contains extensive amounts of swelling clays, additional examination is required to
leverage the strengths and weaknesses prior to the selection of clay control type additives.

Softening Mechanisms
5.3.3.1 Pyrite Oxidation and Dissolution of Carbonate
One chemical reaction taken place in the shale-water interaction is that the pyrite
(FeS2) identified in the shale will be oxidized upon exposure to air and produce ferric
hydroxide [Fe(OH)3] and sulfate (SO42-) [215]. These reaction products of pyrite oxidation
can then react together with water to form sulfuric acid (H2SO4), which in turn causes
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Figure 5.8 Elemental mappings collected from the five shale surfaces at the 400X
magnification.
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Figure 5.9 The surface elemental mappings of the five tested shale samples acquired at a
lower magnification of 100X to cover a larger surface area (length 3.6 mm × width 0.9
mm).
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dissolution of the calcium carbonate [216]. It was also pointed out that a high concentration
of calcium, magnesium, and sulfate was detected in the supernatant after steeping the
crushed shale sample in water for three weeks [217]. In this study, an indirect evidence of
pyrite oxidation is that the Surfactant 2-treated sample has its hardness of bulk rock 24.62%
lower than that of the non-treated sample. Because quartz is inactive and meanwhile clay
matrix and carbonate are well protected via adding the Surfactant 2 to the KCl solution, the
decrease in hardness can then be attributed to the removal of pyrite by oxidation.
Another possible reason that causes the dissolution of calcium carbonate is that the
potential physico-chemical reaction between shale and KCl solution, because the solubility
of calcium carbonate in 5% KCl solution measured at 25 °C is six times as much as that in
water (0.078 g/L vs. 0.013 g/L) [218]. Besides, as a consequence of the carbonate
dissolution, the grains with shallow embedment may lose their physical constraints at the
boundaries, allowing the intergranular repulsive forces to push them away from the surface.
As such, the grain detachment happened during the rock-water interaction is also
considered responsible for the formation of micrometer-sized cavities [219, 220], which
may produce certain open microchannels that favor the water infiltration into the shale.

5.3.3.2 Clay Swelling
Although the dissolution of carbonation, as previously discussed, is a major factor
inducing the shale softening, swelling caused by the complex physical and chemical
interaction between the clay minerals in shale and the fracturing fluids is another important
reason that results in the instability of shale. While the illite and chlorite in the studied shale
are known as a type of clay minerals that do not have the expandable interlayers, osmotic
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swelling which is based on the repulsion between electrical double layer (EDL) can still
take place because of the large difference in ion concentrations between the pore fluid close
to the clay surface and the bulk pore fluid [221, 222]. As a result, the water taken up by the
clay particles may act as a lubricant and hence reduce the internal frictional resistance of
mineral particles [213]. Moreover, the overlapping double layers can also produce the
electrostatic repulsion between clay particles, favoring the buildup of pressure to the pores
and cracks in shale [208].

5.4

Conclusions
This paper studies whether a given type of hydrofracking fluid or stimulant can

cause shale softening or other negative impacts to shale reservoirs at the elevated pressure
and temperature. By implementing a recently developed big data-based nanoindentation
technique, the number of phases with distinct mechanical properties in a clay-rich shale
was identified, and the Young’s modulus and hardness of both individual phases and the
bulk rock were determined simultaneously from nano- to micro-meter scale, respectively.
The indentation results show that various chemical additives can exhibit very different
effects on the mechanical properties of shale, and the softening mechanisms are
successfully revealed by a coupled mechanical-chemical investigation. To summarize,
some conclusions are drawn as follows:
•

As the load-bearing phase in shale, the clay matrix not only dominates the
mechanical properties of bulk rock, but also has major impacts on the
mechanical properties of those hard inclusions via the indentation surround
effect.
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•

Both the DI water and the KCl solution can cause a significant decrease in the
mechanical properties of shale, so the temporary salt clay stabilizers (e.g., KCl
and NaCl) should be avoided in the water-based fracturing fluids especially if
the swelling clay minerals are not observed.

•

A great improvement in the mechanical properties of shale can be made upon
adding the commercial emulsion to the fracturing fluids, but one should note
that the performances of different emulsions may show profound discrepancy.

•

Based on the results obtained from the SEM-EDS analysis, carbonate
dissolution caused by the rock-fluid interactions, such as pyrite hydration, can
produce a large number of cavities and secondary pores inside the shale, which
significantly impairs the microstructural integrity of shale and hence the
degradation of shale’s mechanical performances.

•

The big data-based nanoindentation can be adopted as an experimental protocol
for effectively and efficiently tailoring the chemical constituents used in the
hydraulic fracturing of a given shale formation.
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CHAPTER 6
ELASTICITY OF INDIVIDUAL VERMICULITE CRYSTALS AND HIGHLY
ORIENTED SMECTITE THIN FILMS WITH VARYING INTERLAYER
COMPLEXES
This study investigated the effect of layer charge and interlayer cation species on
the elasticity of smectite minerals. Two smectite source clays with different layer charges,
including a sodium smectite (SWy-2) and a calcium smectite (STx-1b), and their cationexchanged smectites (i.e., interlayer Na cations in an original SWy-2 were replaced by Ca
cations and vice versa) were used to prepare clay thin films from their 1.0 wt.% clay
suspensions. In addition, since the major difference between vermiculite and smectite is
the amount of layer charge (-0.6 to -0.9 and -0.25 to -0.6, respectively), naturally formed
vermiculite crystals collected from two different locations were also used as the analog to
natural smectite minerals. The elasticity (i.e., Young’s modulus) of all aforementioned
samples, including both the highly oriented smectite thin films and the individual
vermiculite crystals, were probed by using the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM)
method of nanoindentation at ambient conditions. Results show that the Young’s modulus
of smectite thin films varies from 1.5–4.1 GPa. For two smectite thin films with the same
amount of layer charges, the sodium smectite has a higher Young’s modulus than the
calcium smectite, while for smectites saturated with the same interlayer cations, higher
Young’s moduli were obtained in the one with the lower layer charge. Moreover, the
measured Young’s moduli of the vermiculite crystals are 17.5–20.5 GPa depending on the
quality of samples and their geographical origins. Due to the higher layer charge, the
elasticity of greatly compacted vermiculite can be considered to provide an upper bound
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for the elasticity of all natural smectites. In summary, interlayer cation species and layer
charges of smectite minerals both have profound influences on the layered structure of
smectite minerals, as well as on the other interparticle interaction mechanisms.

6.1

Introduction
Smectite, a 2:1 type (here “2:1” means that the basic layer is a 2:1 type, which

consists of two (2) tetrahedral sheets and one (1) octahedral sheet per aluminosilicate layer)
clay mineral, is abundant in shale and other mudrock formations [223]. Together with
kaolinite and illite, it makes up the major solid constituents or basic building units in shales
and mudrocks as well as fine-grained unconsolidated sediments [50, 77–79]. However,
significantly different from kaolinite and illite, smectite is characterized by exchangeable,
hydrated interlayer cations (e.g., Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+, and K+). The interlayer non-hydrated K+
cations in illite are not exchangeable, while kaolinite has no interlayer cations. Moreover,
the basal spacing d(001) of smectite is expandable and varies usually from 1.0 to 2.0 nm
with different degrees of hydration for most interlayer cations, except Na+ and Li+, which
can expand its basal spacing beyond 2.0 nm. As a result of interlayer cation exchange and
change in the degree of interlayer cation hydration (as well as sometimes the intercalation
of other relatively larger organic molecules, such as glycerol and ethylene glycol), the basal
spacing of smectite varies [81–83]. To date, the basal spacing of organically modified or
organics-intercalated smectite can be up to 10.0 nm (100 Å). The macroscopically observed
phenomenon for this microscale process of cation hydration and organics intercalation is
“swelling”, which is accompanied by an increase in water content (or the quantity of
interlayer hydration water), decrease in density (or dry density), and reduction in stiffness
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(or Young’s modulus) and hardness. These changes will lead to the alteration to the
propagation, reflection, and damping of seismic and elastic waves in smectite-bearing rock
formations. Therefore, understanding how cation exchanging (i.e., types of interlayer
cations) and interlayer swelling (i.e., degree of cation hydration, intercalation of organic
molecules) affect the elasticity of smectite and hence the propagation behavior of seismic
waves in smectite minerals and smectite-bearing shales/mudrocks is of essential
importance to the geophysical exploration of subsurface oil and gas reservoirs [224, 225].
Because of their tiny sizes (e.g., with a planar dimension of 0.5–2 μm and a
thickness of < 0.5 μm), direct measurement of the elasticity of individual smectite particles
is difficult and challenging, or nearly impossible with existing techniques. Traditional
methods that were developed for macroscopic, relatively large-volume materials are not
applicable. Moreover, its capability of intercalating different interlayer cations and variable
number of water molecule layers into smectite interlayers further complicate or even
invalidate the traditional measurement techniques. Fortunately, the latest development in
nanometrology and nanoinstruments provides a viable solution to this challenging issue.
The mechanical properties of a few non-swelling clay minerals (e.g., pyrophyllite, talc,
biotite, muscovite, and margarite) with relatively large planar dimensions have been
fundamentally studied by some researchers using the nanoindentation technique [85–88,
92]. The indentation results reveal that the mechanical properties (e.g., Young’s modulus
and hardness) of the tested non-swelling clay minerals are in direct proportion to their
interlayer bonding forces. Also, efforts have been made in measuring the mechanical
properties of swelling clay minerals in shales as well as the artificially prepared clay
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composites, e.g. montmorillonite-oxide multilayers [89], but the layering microstructure of
clay minerals sometimes will add extra complexity in the data interpretation.
This paper attempts to exploit the nanoindentation technique together with
innovative methods of sample preparation and sample processing to characterize the
elasticity of smectite in two different formats: both individual smectite crystals and
smectite thin films (also referred to as clay “aggregates” by the Clay Science Community
for X-ray diffraction analysis of clay materials). The reason for studying smectite minerals
in the aforementioned two forms is twofold: (1) individual smectite crystals are the truly
fundamental building unit in shales and hence their contribution to wave propagation is of
key importance, and (2) highly oriented clay thin films are the analog of thin layers of
smectite particles in highly compressed and compacted shales. Moreover, knowledge of
the elasticity of smectite thin films can help understand the phenomena and laws of
upscaling from individual smectite crystals to highly compressed thin smectite layers in
rock formations.

6.2

Materials and Methods
Clay Samples
Vermiculites are a group of 2:1 clay minerals whose crystal structures are very

similar to smectite minerals and can swell when accessing to water and/or organic
molecules [226]. The major difference between vermiculites and smectites is the amount
of layer charges. According to the classification criterion for phyllosilicates, vermiculites
have a layer charge of -0.6 to -0.9 per formula unit, while the layer charges of smectite
range from -0.6 to -0.25 per formula unit. In addition, these two types of clay minerals both
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contain exchangeable cations in their interlayer. Therefore, vermiculites can be reasonably
used as a natural analog to smectites.
The naturally formed vermiculite samples were collected from two different
locations around the world, and Table 6.1 summarizes their basic geographical origins and
the possible layer charges. It is worth explaining that some researchers pointed out that
vermiculites obtained from Spanish Morocco (Beni Buxera) mainly consist of chloritevermiculite mixed layers [227], while vermiculites obtained from Xinjiang China are
composed of phlogopite-vermiculite mixed layers [228]. Further study is necessary to
clarify the structures and the types of cations in the interlayer for both species of
vermiculite samples. Notice that only those with relatively large crystals and flat basal
planes were selected and used in this study, and the nomenclature used here has been
clearly explained by Zhang et al. (2009) [229], a reply to the associated comment from
[230].
Two species of pure smectite were also obtained from the US Clay Minerals Society
Source Clay Repository, including both a sodium smectite (SWy-2) and a calcium smectite
(STx-1b). The compositions and chemical structures of these reference smectite clays have
been well analyzed by clay mineralogists and widely used as source clay minerals for
various studies. Their geographical origin and basic properties are summarized in Table
6.2.
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Table 6.1 Summary of vermiculite samples selected for this study.

1
2

Origin/name

Composition

Layer charge
(half unit cell)

Sample ID

Spanish Morocco
(Beni Buxera)

Vermiculite
(possible mix-layered
chlorite-vermiculite)1

-0.72

SMV

Xinjiang China

Vermiculite
(Possible phlogopite-vermiculite
1:1 mix-layered mineral)2

-0.90

XCV

Data from Badreddine et al. (2002) [227];
Data from Peng et al. (2010) [228].

Table 6.2 Origin and basic properties of the two expansive clays3.
Name

Origin

Layer charge4
(unbalanced)

SSA5
(m2/g)

Chemical formula

Sample ID

Sodium
Smectite
(SWy-2)

Crook
County,
Wyoming

-0.28 (+0.025)

31.82

(Ca.012Na.32K.05)
[Al3.01Fe3+.41Mn.01Mg.54Ti.02]
[Si7.98Al.02]O20(OH)4

SW1 (Na)
SW2 (Ca)

Calcium
Smectite
(STx-1b)

Gonzales
County,
Texas

-0.34 (-0.04)

83.79

(Ca.27Na.04K.01)
[Al2.41Fe3+.09MntrMg.71Ti.03]
[Si8.00]O20(OH)4

ST1 (Na)
ST2 (Ca)

3

All data are from the Clay Minerals Society Source Clay Data Sheets;
The layer charge is based on per O10(OH)2 unit;
5
SSA = specific surface area.
4
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Sample Preparation
6.2.2.1 Original Smectite Thin Films
Unlike the vermiculite samples that already have relatively large crystal sizes
(Figure 6.1a) and flat basal planes, the as-received pure smectite samples are in the form
of fine powders. At present, solution-based layer-by-layer (LBL) deposition is a commonly
adopted method to prepare the clay multilayers with nanoscale-layered structure [90]. To
study the effects of forming conditions on the microstructure of the artificially prepared
clay samples, Walley et al. (2012) [231] proposed a method of preparing the self-assembly
clay films by simply drying the droplet of clay suspension on a substrate. In this study, 2.0
g dry powder from each of the two clay samples was diluted with 98.0 g DI water to result
in a clay suspension at a concentration of 2.0 wt.%. The suspension was first stirred
continuously for 3 hours with a magnetic stirrer, and then subjected to ultrasound treatment
in an FS60H ultrasound disperser (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) for 30 mins to
assist further dispersion by physically disrupting possible clay aggregates. The clay
suspension was then rested overnight for sedimentation, which removed the impurities (e.g.,
non-platy quartz or other silt particles, clay aggregates), and the overnight resting and
soaking may help make the clay suspension a better dispersion.
Single crystal silicon wafer (100) (MTI Corporation, Richmond, CA, USA) with
an atomically flat surface was used as the substrate for clay thin films. The large silicon
wafer was pre-cleaned by 99.9% pure ethanol and air-dried for several minutes, and then
was cut into small pieces with dimensions of 1.5 × 1.5 cm. Clay suspensions were then
dropped via a small-nozzled pipet as many as possible onto the silicon wafer substrate
placed inside a petri-dish, followed by slow air-drying in the laboratory environment (i.e.,
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Figure 6.1 (a) Dimensions of a Spanish Morocco (Beni Buxera) vermiculite sample (SMV);
(b) SMV glued onto a single silicon wafer on the aluminum puck; (c) and (d) air-dried SW1
and ST2 smectite thin films, respectively; (e) and (f) optical micrographs showing the
surface condition of the SMV and SW1 under the magnification of 40X and 10X,
respectively.
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at 20–22 °C temperature and 35–45% relative humidity) for several days. The petri-dish
remained partially covered during air-drying to prevent the entrainment of airborne
particles and debris that may contaminate the samples. The dispersed, suspended clay
particles gradually settled onto the substrate in this slow air-drying process and became
relatively highly compacted clay thin films with the help of the high surface tension of
water Figure 6.1c and d.

6.2.2.2 Cation-Exchanged Smectite Thin Films
To study the effects of clay layer charge and interlayer cation type on the elasticity
of smectite thin films, the interlayer cation of each smectite sample was exchanged (i.e.,
SWy-2 for the exchange of Na+ by Ca2+, and STx-1b for the exchange of Ca2+ by Na+). 2.0
g powder of each smectite sample was first dispersed in 100 ml, 0.5 mol/L CaCl2 (or 1.0
mol/L NaCl) solution following the procedure described in the previous section to prepare
a clay dispersion, and then the clay suspension was equally distributed into four centrifuge
tubes, followed by shaking to facilitate mixing and cation-exchanging. The cation
exchange was allowed to take place in the tubes for overnight and solid-liquid phase
separation was achieved by centrifugation in a Champion F-33D Centrifuge (Ample
Scientific, LLC, Norcross, GA, USA). The supernatant in each tube was discarded
thereafter, and the clays were extracted from the tubes and re-dispersed in the same salt
solution (CaCl2 or NaCl) again. The aforementioned process of cation exchange was
repeated six times to achieve a complete cation exchanging for each sample.
After that, the cation-exchanged smectite sample was re-dispersed in deionized
water and the same centrifuging procedures were repeated three times to wash out the
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excessive salts (e.g., CaCl2 and NaCl) potentially causing flocculation of clay suspensions.
In the last step of washing, the cation-exchanged clay samples were washed using 50 ml
50/50 (vol.%) ethanol/water mixture, which can stop hydrolysis to minimize hydrogen ion
substitution for other exchangeable cations. After solid-liquid phase separation, the
supernatant was collected in this step for the detection of chlorine residual, which is to
make sure that the excessive salt has been completely removed from the clay samples (i.e.,
none or very low Cl– concentration). Finally, the cation-exchanged smectite samples were
obtained to prepare the smectite thin films following the same procedures described in the
previous section.
As a result, four smectite thin films were obtained (Table 6.2), including two sets
of samples having the same layer charge but different interlayer cations (SW1/SW2 and
ST1/ST2) and another two sets of samples having the same interlayer cation but different
layer charges (SW1/ST1 and SW2/ST2). The labeling of smectite thin film samples in
Table 6.2 follows the rules described below: SW (ST) represents the Wyoming (Texas)
smectite and 1 (2) denotes that the dominant type of interlayer cation in this sample is
sodium (calcium).

Sample Mounting
Silicon wafer was also chosen as the substrate to hold the vermiculite samples for
nanoindentation testing. Carefully selected cleavage vermiculite fragments were first glued
onto the silicon wafer substrate using melted Crystalbond 509 amber resin (Aremco
Products, Inc., New York, NY) heated to 130 °C. Overheating of the sample was minimized
by removing the heated silicon wafer substrate off the hotplate surface immediately after
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sample placement. With the help of a leveling table, the mineral basal plane was mounted
as parallel to the wafer surface as possible. Then the silicon wafer (together with the clay
sample) was glued using the same resin to the aluminum puck. For the smectite thin films,
the bottom of silicon wafer substrate (with the thin films on its top surface after complete
drying) was glued onto the aluminum puck following the same procedure. Notice that all
the clay samples were cooled down to the room temperature (~24 °C) prior to being placed
in the nanoindenter for further testing.

Nanoindentation Testing
A G200 nanoindenter (Keysight Technologies, Inc., Santa Rosa, CA, USA) was
used to conduct nanoindentation testing. An XP head equipped with a diamond Berkovich
tip with a tip radius of < 20 nm was used to indent the samples using continuous stiffness
measurement method (i.e., CSM method). The CSM method superimposes a very small
displacement-controlled harmonic signal with a frequency of 45 Hz and an amplitude of
2.0 nm to the major loading signal, by which means the mechanical properties (e.g.,
Young’s modulus) can be determined continuously during the entire loading process. All
tests were run with an allowed thermal drift rate of < 0.05 nm/s, and a five-step loading
scheme was used [87]: (1) increase load at a constant indentation strain rate of 0.05 1/s to
a pre-selected maximum indentation depth (hmax) of ~2000 to 3000 nm; (2) hold the
maximum indentation load Fmax constant for a given hold time 10 s; (3) decrease F under
load control mode using the same loading rate (dF/dt) as that at Fmax of loading segment to
10% of Fmax; (4) hold the load constant again for 10 s to record the thermal drift of the
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instrument; and (5) decrease F linearly to zero. Further details on data acquisition and data
analysis of nanoindentation as well as CSM method can be found in the literature [18, 25].
The regions selected for nanoindentation testing on the surface of vermiculite
samples were initially observed using the 40X inbuilt optical microscope, and a typical
image obtained from the SMV sample surface is shown in Figure 6.1e. Since both two
vermiculite samples are naturally formed, stressing and disturbance to the structure caused
by sampling and handling may have taken place before nanoindentation testing. As
observed from the microscopic image, impurities (or contaminations), indents, microcracks,
and scratches occur on the surface and may render disturbance and damage to the crystal
structure. In this study, the indents were made on the carefully selected, undisturbed
locations of each sample because a relatively smooth surface generally yields more
consistent measurements, and the results were averaged to reduce the effects of imperfect
sample surface as well as the systematic errors.
Figure 6.1f shows the surface of SW1 thin film obtained under the 10X
magnifications of the optical microscope, and similar surface features were also observed
on other smectite thin films. In contrast to the naturally formed vermiculites, a relatively
flat surface that are free from cracks and scratches was produced on the smectite thin films,
but the observation of individual smectite particles (< 2 μm) is not possible at this low
magnifications. Interestingly, the process of air-drying smectite suspension drops
generated some ‘coffee rings’ on the surface of smectite thin film (Figure 6.1f). This is
because the liquid from the edge of the suspension drop evaporates faster than that from
the interior during the drying process, and the differential evaporation rates across the drop
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Figure 6.2 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images: (a) and (b) the cross-sectional
surface of XCV and SMV, respectively; (c) the edge of XCV showing the layering
structure; (d) the flat surface of XCV (Note: insets are the SEM images of two residual
indents made on this surface).
will then induce an edgeward capillary flow, leading to a gradual movement of the
dispersed smectite particles to the edge [232].
Due to the relatively homogeneous surface condition for smectite thin films, the
indentation was carried out in a matrix form with a spacing of 100 nm, and the test locations
are randomly selected. Noteworthy is that those tiny bright spots in Figure 6.1f are
considered to be the large gaps between adjacent clay particles, and nanoindentation testing
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should be kept away from these locations to avoid yielding inaccurate results. As such, the
total number of indents may vary between different samples.

6.3

Results and Discussion
Vermiculites
Figure 6.2 shows some SEM images obtained in a FEI Magellan 400 XHR SEM

(FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA) for the two vermiculite samples. It can be clearly
seen in Figure 6.2a–c that individual vermiculite layers are very thin and highly compacted
during the geological process to form the layering structure. Natural cracks and
delamination are observed in Figure 6.2a, which are possibly caused by the process of
production and transportation.
Figure 6.3a and b show the raw load-indentation depth curves obtained by the CSM
method for the two tested vermiculite samples. Noteworthy is that only those curves
yielding reasonable and consistent results are plotted here. Although such pre-screening of
the data may seem somewhat subjective, however, given the relatively large number of
indents, the average of the results can eliminate or minimize some systematic errors.
Overall, the shapes of all of the curves in the same sample are very similar to each other.
A typical feature observed in these curves is the occurrence of pop-ins of different sizes at
various depths. Similar phenomena were also observed in other phyllosilicate minerals,
such as micas and rectorite [85, 88]. The second feature is that the loading curves are
scattered. Generally speaking, the greater the indentation depth, the greater the separation
among these curves.
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Figure 6.3 (a) and (c): Indentation load-depth curves and Young’s modulus-depth curves
for the sample XCV; (b) and (d) Indentation load-depth curves and Young’s modulus-depth
curves for the sample SMV.

Figure 6.3c and d show the Young’s modulus curves of the two vermiculite samples
corresponding to the loading curves. The individual Young’s modulus curves exhibit an
apparent depth-dependent behavior, i.e. the measurement of Young’s modulus decreases
with the increasing indentation depth. The Young’s modulus of SMV depends slightly on
indentation depth at the first 600 nm, but the curve becomes much more scattered when the
penetration depth is greater than 600 nm. The curves are consistent across different indents,
so it is believed that the increase in Young’s modulus is truly attributed to the material
properties. In addition, the SMV sample probably has a chlorite-vermiculite mix-layer
structure, which may contribute to the undulation of the Young’s modulus. Further study
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Figure 6.4 (a) Young’s modulus versus indentation depth curves averaged from the raw
indentation curves for the two investigated vermiculite samples, and (b) the same two
curves having their first 500 nm indentation depth zoomed in.
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focusing on the microstructure of vermiculite samples is necessary, so that the real structure
of these samples can be revealed, which can help the data interpretation.
For both vermiculite samples, Figure 6.4a shows the E-h curves that are averaged
from the raw CSM curves. The initial sharp increase at the beginning of the depth is caused
by the transition between purely elastic to elastic-plastic contact [233, 234], and larger error
bars are also observed at indentation depth of < 100 nm, which is mainly attributed to the
effect of surface roughness on the indentation measurements. The increasing error bar with
depth observed in the SMV directly reflects the scattering in the raw data curves at the
large depths Figure 6.3d. Therefore, it is important to select an appropriate range of
indentation depth for calculating the representative Young’s modulus of the two
vermiculite samples. The first 500 nm of Figure 6.4a was zoomed in and displayed in
Figure 6.4b. It can be observed that the Young’s modulus measured between 100 nm to
200 nm is more or less constant and independent with depth, so the results within this range
were averaged to provide a single measurement for each vermiculite sample, leading to
17.5 GPa and 20.5 for SMV and XCV, respectively.
Although the optical microscopic image (Figure 6.1e) shows that part of the
vermiculite sample surface is not perfectly smooth with small debris attached on the top,
the area scanned by SEM reveals that most of the surface regions are extremely flat and
free from scratches and streaks. Indentation tests performed at these carefully selected
regions can largely avoid the negative impact of surface defects on the measurements of
the vermiculite’s elasticity. According to the two residual indents exhibited in the insets of
Figure 6.2d, three typical features are observed: (1) three radial cracks emanate from the
three corners of the residual indent; (2) the cracks along the edge of the residual indents
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(a)
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(d)
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10 μm

Figure 6.5 SEM images showing the surface (a) and three residual indents (b)–(d) of the
ST1 thin film sample.

are mostly likely caused by layer delamination and kinking, and voids can then be
generated beneath these delaminated layers and cause the reduction of Young’s modulus;
(3) the layering structure can also be observed by the open cracks and delamination along
the three sides of the residual indents.

Smectite Thin films
Figure 6.5a presents that the tiny-sized, platy-shaped smectite particles are stacked
together and form a relatively uniform surface of the smectite thin film. The raw
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Figure 6.6 Examples for indentation load-depth curves (a) and Young’s modulus-depth
curves (b) obtained from the indentation tests carried out on the SW1 smectite thin films.
indentation curves are similar between different film samples, so Figure 6.6 just shows an
example of the indentation load and Young’s modulus curves collected from the SW1
smectite thin film. Compared with the results obtained from the vermiculite samples
(Figure 6.3a and b), the load curves (Figure 6.6a) are much smoother and no pop-ins can
be observed in any stage of the loading process. Correspondingly, the SEM micrographs
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of the residual indents (Figure 6.5b–d) also prove that neither cracks nor delamination was
produced in the smectite thin film during the penetration of the indenter. While the smectite
thin film piles up adjacent to the indenter, which phenomenon is usually significant in the
system of soft film on the hard substrate [171].
The Young’s modulus of the smectite thin film is dependent upon the indentation
depth (Figure 6.6b), because the film samples are not always layered in structure along the
depositional direction (i.e., perpendicular to the basal plane). According to SEM images of
the cross-sectional surfaces of the four tested smectite thin films (Figure 6.7), the average
film thickness can be directly measured to be ~22 μm, and the structures of these smectite
thin films from the bottom to the top can be approximately divided into three distinct zones:
•

Zone 1 at 0 < t ≤ 3 μm: large smectite aggregates (a few microns in diameter)
settled down at the very beginning of the drying process and loosely stacked up
to form the bottom layers;

•

Zone 2 at 3 μm < h ≤ 8 μm: middle transition from relatively finer smectite
aggregates to somewhat layering structure;

•

Zone 3 at h > 8 μm: the upper densely compacted layer formed by the settlement
of well dispersed smectite platelets (e.g., smectite particles that are almost
separated into the individual smectite layers).

These three zones are directly responsible for the depth-dependent elasticity
exhibited in Figure 6.8. When the indentation depth is small, the indenter tip locates on a
very well layering structure, giving consistent and relatively higher Young’s modulus
measurements at the first 500 nm indentation depth. As the indenter further proceeds, the
load-displacement response is not only affected by the film structure, but also by the
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Figure 6.7 SEM images showing the cross-sectional surfaces of (a) SW1, (b) SW2, (c) ST1,
and (d) ST2.

particle assemblage and the packing of the smectite flocs (e.g., particle orientation, density,
aggregation), so the Young’s modulus starts to decrease with the increasing depth. Finally,
the effect of a hard substrate becomes pronounced once the indentation depth is large, and
the measured Young’s modulus increases gradually at this stage.
For comparison, the averaged E-h curves for the four tested smectite thin films were
plotted together in Figure 6.8a. As expected, the measurements of Young’s modulus in all
samples are depth-dependent to some extent. In order to only characterize the Young’s
modulus of smectite thin film with a well-organized layering structure and to prevent the
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effects from the clay flocs and the stiff silicon substrate, Figure 6.8b presents the Young’s
modulus curves at the initial 200 nm indentation depth. Then the representative Young’s
modulus for each sample can be determined by averaging the values within the 100–200
nm (relatively constant measurements), since the layering structure in the tested samples
generally occurs within the ~10 μm of the top surface. The results, together with the results
obtained from the vermiculite samples, are summarized in Table 6.3.
The curves shown in Figure 6.8b can approximately be divided into three groups:
(1) SW1 has the highest Young’s modulus among all samples; (2) SW2 and ST1 exhibit
similar Young’s modulus (SW2 slightly higher); and (3) ST2 possesses the lowest Young’s
modulus. Usually, Higher layer charge can result in relatively stronger electrostatic forces
bonding the adjacent 2:1 layers, so the smectite thin film with a higher layer charge is
expected to exhibit a higher stiffness. However, a higher elasticity of smectite can also be
obtained in the nanoindentation testing from the thin film samples with better (i.e., more
organized) layering structure. For example, the STx-1b smectite has a higher layer charge
than the SWy-2 smectite, and the stronger bonding strength, in turn, renders a less swelling
potential because the 2:1 layers cannot separate easily when they access to water, resulting
in aggregation in the clay suspensions. Hence a less preferentially oriented microstructure
is observed in those thin films prepared from the STx-1b smectite (Figure 6.7 a and c, or
Figure 6.7 b and d). Moreover, various species of interlayer cations will make a difference
in swelling capacity among various smectites as well. For instance, the d(001) of calcium
smectite (i.e., STx-1b) can expand from 1.0 to 2.0 nm with different degrees of interlayer
cation hydration, but the sodium smectite (i.e., SWy-2) can theoretically swell to infinity
and results in a full exfoliation of the individual 2:1 layers. Notice that a better layering
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Figure 6.8 (a) Young’s modulus versus indentation depth curves averaged from the raw
indentation curves for the four smectite thin films, and (b) the same curves having their
first 200 nm indentation depth zoomed in.
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Table 6.3 Summary of hardness and Young’s modulus of weakly bounded 2:1 layer
minerals.
Sample
ID

Young’s Modulus
E (GPa)

SW1

4.13

SW2

2.04

ST1

1.83

ST2

1.53

Xinjiang China
vermiculite

XCV

20.5

Spanish Morocco
vermiculite

SMV

17.5

Vermiculite film
(X-Y tensile)

–

14.1

Ballard & Rideal (1983) [235]

Rectorite

–

18.3

Zhang et al. (2009) [85]

Talc

–

24.0

Zhang et al. (2013) [88]

Mineral Type

Smectite thin film
(2 wt. %)

References

This study

microstructure of the thin film can be formed if the smectite particles are fully separated in
the suspension (Figure 6.7 a and b, or Figure 6.7 c and d). Therefore, not only the layer
charges but also the interlayer cations will influence the elasticity of smectite thin films.
As discussed above, a better dispersion in the smectite suspension can lead to a
higher Young’s modulus of the smectite thin films. SW1 has the lowest layer charge and
Na+ as the interlayer cations, thus the best dispersion was achieved in the SW1 suspension.
Expectedly, the SW1 thin film possesses the most organized layering structure, leading to
its highest Young’s modulus among all the four thin film samples. As for the SW2 and
ST1, cation exchange was conducted on both samples before the preparation of thin films.
Even though the process was repeated for six times, it is still possible that the cation
exchange was not fully complete in part of the smectite samples. In such case, the smectite
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thin film can be interstratified (i.e., a mixed sodium and calcium smectite). Also, because
the SW2 and ST1 have the similar layer charges, no significant differences of elasticity can
be observed between these two samples. Moreover, ST2 has a higher layer charge than
SW2 and its interlayer cations are Ca2+, so the lowest elasticity was obtained in the ST2
smectite. Notice that the sodium smectite thin films have relatively higher Young’s
modulus when the layer charge is the same, demonstrating that the interlayer cation may
be the more dominant factor in controlling the elasticity of smectite thin film than the layer
charge.

6.4

Conclusions
Based on the above analyses, the following conclusions can be drawn:
•

The air-dried Xinjiang China vermiculite has a Young’s modulus of 20.5 GPa,
and the air-dried Spanish Morocco vermiculite has Young’s modulus of 17.5
GPa.

•

Naturally occurring vermiculite crystals are highly variable in terms of quality,
thus more measurements are needed to statistically assess the sample quality
and results’ accuracy.

•

The elasticity of air-dried smectite thin film highly depends on the layer charges
and the species of interlayer cations.

•

The sodium smectite thin film prepared via air-drying in an AC-controlled
laboratory environment should have a basal spacing of 1.22–1.24 nm, which is
equivalent to a one-layer water molecule hydrate of the Na+ interlayer cations
or a water/moisture content of 10–14 wt.%.
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•

For the same layer charges, the Young’s modulus obtained on the sodium
smectite thin films is higher than that on the calcium smectite thin films, as the
sodium smectite can have a better layering structure than the calcium smectite.

•

The elasticity of both swelling and non-swelling 2:1 phyllosilicates (e.g., micas
and smectites/vermiculites) are dominantly controlled by the Coulomb forces
between layers, and hence are highly dependent upon layer charge.

•

On the other hand, the elasticity of a vermiculite with the lowest layer charges
(e.g., around -0.6) may be the same as that of a smectite with the highest layer
charges (e.g., -0.6) and can provide an upper bound for the elasticity of all
natural smectites.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1

Conclusions
The overall objective of this dissertation was to understand the cross-scale

mechanical properties of multiphase and multiscale shale materials by developing a
standalone micromechanics framework as the link between the phase properties and the
composite properties. In this section, a summary of the major findings obtained through a
comprehensive implementation of nanoindentation on shale is presented as follows:
•

Shale, as well as other highly heterogeneous materials, the upscaling of
mechanical properties from individual constituent phases to macroscopic bulk
rock can be achieved and visualized by implementing the big data-based
nanoindentation.

•

A new surround effect model was successfully applied to reveal how the
indentation-probed mechanical properties evolve in a complicated multiphase
microstructure from the nanoscale to macroscale.

•

The proposed bin size index (BSI) is a beneficial attempt in statistics for solving
the problems of bin size selection (to balance the overfitting and the underfitting)
during the construction of histogram.

•

By assessing the material composition and cross-scale mechanical properties,
the mechanical properties of clay matrix, the dominating load bearing phase in
shales, was quantitatively proven to be varying and significantly affected by the
interparticle carbonate cementation formed during the diagenesis.
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•

The application of big data-based nanoindentation in assessing shale-fluid
interactions indicated that the mineral dissolution caused by the physicochemical interactions between the shales (or other rock formations) and the
fracturing has a major contribution to the weakening in the mechanical
properties. In addition, potassium chloride (KCl), a commonly used clay
stabilizer, can also encourage the carbonate dissolution in water during the
shale-fluid interactions, demonstrating that a pre-screening is necessary for
leveraging the strengths and weaknesses of candidates in the selection process
of chemical additives.

•

The chain reaction induced by the carbonate dissolution during the hydraulic
fracturing, such as mineral detachment and fines spalling, can favor the water
infiltration and will bring the vicious cycle of shale softening.

•

The mechanical properties of swelling clay minerals are complex and controlled
simultaneously by many factors. Generally speaking, a higher layer charge
generates larger Coulomb forces between the adjacent layers and leads to better
mechanical performances.

7.2

Future Perspectives
Fossil fuels are still irreplaceable in the short term according to the projections of

future energy consumption made by the U.S. Energy Information Administration, despite
that climate change and extreme weather events, which are often linked to the burning of
fossil fuels and the subsequent emissions of CO2, have been a major concern internationally.
Thus, the future research should not be limited to further extend the application of the big
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data-based nanoindentation technique in unconventional oil and gas industry to improve
the production efficiency, but also aims at advancing the knowledge and practices in the
related industries to address the environmental concerns globally. The following briefly
describes the objectives of some potential research topics to be explored:
(1) Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) in saline reservoirs is a popular way of
reducing anthropogenic CO2 emission by storing the CO2 deep under the earth
surface or deep into the ocean and hence avoiding its greenhouse effect.
However, the CO2-brine-rock interactions at elevated temperature and pressure
can hamper the strength and seal integrity of the cap rock and lead to dynamic
structural changes, which may undermine the efﬁciency of the sequestration
project. For this reason, effective evaluation of the long-term caprock integrity
is critical to the successful geosequestration of CO2.
(2) One of the environmental impacts of hydraulic fracturing is that such process
consumes a huge amount of water, considering that a typical hydraulic
fracturing water cycle usually uses around 2 million U.S. gallons of water per
shale well, followed by two to three times refracture treatments. Therefore, as
soon as we identify one or a mixture of multiple chemical additives that has the
efficacy in suppressing the softening of shale formations to the greatest extent,
less refracture treatments are necessary to maintain the production rate and the
total consumption of water over the lifetime of a well can be reduced.
(3) Lately, researchers have also begun to look into using the liquid CO2 as an
alternative fracturing fluid to the traditional slickwater. As a combination of the
above two topics, CO2 fracturing becomes a promising solution to the problems
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related to the common water fracturing, and meanwhile counteracts the cost of
CO2 capture. Nevertheless, how the CO2 reacts with the source rocks and in
turn changes the fracturing mechanism still remains unclear and warrants
further investigation.
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